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Preface 

The first symposium of the working group on experimental urology of the 
German Society of Urology was held in Cologne in 1972. It was meant to 
be a platform to present and, in particular, to discuss experimental studies 
developing new diagnostic and therapeutic approaches, and to promote in
novation in urology in Germany. This plan was well received, and during 
the last 16 years both the number of participants from other European and 
overseas countries and the number and quality of presentations have been 
continuously increasing. At the most recent meeting, held in Aachen in 
1988, new data were presented on renal cell cancer, andrology, prostatic 
cancer and adenoma, bladder cancer, urinary diversion, urodynamics, 
renal pathophysiology, transplantation and the pathogenesis and treatment 
of urolithiasis. 

The present book contains 44 of the 109 papers given at the Aachen 
meeting, covering both basic and clinical research. It will be of eminent 
interest to all scientifically minded urologists, oncologists, neurophysiolo
gists, endocrinologists, and pathologists because it is a synopsis of all the 
major scientific research currently being conducted in urology in Europe. 
There are no other books available which offer as comprehensive a cover
age of recent experimental issues in urology. The aim of the series Inves
tigative Urology is to demonstrate the continuous development of research 
in urology and to encourage all colleagues interested in experimental urol
ogy to continue their important activities and create new international co
operation. 

Aachen 
Munich 
Duisburg 

H.RoBBEN 
D.JOCHAM 

G.H.JACOBI 
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I. Renal Cancer 



Biological Markers in the Evaluation of Prognosis 
in Patients with Renal Cell Carcinoma * 
B. J. SCHMITZ-DRAGERl , D. ROHDE!, H. FRENZEL2 , and R. ACKERMANNl 

Introduction 

Successful treatment of malignant disease is based on extensive knowledge of the 
biology of a given tumor and, as a consequence, the prognosis of the disease. At the 
moment, only a few parameters are known which correlate with the prognosis of 
renal cell carcinoma (RCC). Several investigators could demonstrate a close correla
tion between tumor stage and patient survival (Bottiger 1970; Golimbu et al. 1986; 
Giuliani et al. 1983; KlOppel et al. 1986; Robson et al. 1969). The impact of the 
tumor grade on the prognosis of the disease is a matter of discussion. While some au
thors report a good correlation between tumor grade and the course of the disease, 
this could not be confirmed by others (Donhuijsen 1986; Fuhrman et al. 1982; KlOp
pel et al. 1986; Kofler et al. 1975; Syrjanen and Hjelt 1978). Recently, the value of 
biological markers, e.g., DNA content, the expression of differentiation or prolifer
ation antigens and of antigens belonging to the cytoskeleton, has been investigated 
(Bohle et al. 1986; Fleming and Symes 1987; Fleming and Brown 1987; Ljungberg et 
al. 1986; Loy et al. 1986). 

The monoclonal antibody Due ABC 3 recognizes an antigen which is present on 
the membrane of urothelial tumor cells but not on normal urothelium. The specific
ity analysis demonstrates cross reactions with proximal tubular epithelium and some 
renal cell carcinoma specimens (Schmitz-Drager et al. 1988). The aim of this retro
spective analysis is to investigate whether the expression of the ABC 3 antigen is cor
related with the course of disease in patients with RCC. 

Materials and Methods 

A total of 64 patients who underwent nephrectomy between 1979 and 1983 were in
vestigated. In 59 patients retrospective tumor staging was performed according to the 
recommendations of the DICC from 1987 (Hermanek 1986). Of these, 21 patients 
had a RCC stage 2,16 stage 3, and 22 patients with lymph node or distant metastases 
were classified as stage 4. The determination of the tumor grade was performed ac
cording to the criteria proposed by Hermanek and coworkers (Hermanek et al. 
1976). Follow-up data could be obtained from 49 patients, who were either alive at 

* Supported by the Bundesminister flir Forschung und Technologie and the Minister flir Wissenschaft 
und Forschung des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen, FRG 

1 Department of Urology, University of Diisseldorf, Medical School, Moorenstr. 5, 4000 Diisseldorf, 
FRG 

2 Institute of Pathology, University of Diisseldorf, FRG 
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4 B.l. Schmitz-Drager et al. 

the time of the investigation or had died from their tumor. The follow-up interval 
ranged from 5 to 9.5 years. 

The production of monoclonal antibody Due ABC 3 was performed using a mod
ification of the hybridoma technique as described by Kohler and Milstein (1975). De
tails have been reported recently (Schmitz-Drager et al. 1988). Briefly, bladder 
tumor cell line SW 1710, which was established from a moderately differentiated 
bladder tumor, was used as immunogen (Wright et al. 1981). Spleen cells of an im
munized BALB/c mouse and the nonimmunoglobulin-secreting myeloma cell line 
X63-Ag8.563 were fused using polyethylene glycol 1500 as fusing agent (Kearny et 
al. 1979). Hybridoma cells were cultured, expanded, and cloned by limiting dilution. 
Specificity analysis was performed on shock frozen sections derived from tissues of 
various origin. 

The immunohistochemical investigation was performed on deparaffined 5-6 11m 
sections. Endogenous peroxidases were blocked with 3% HzOz in methanol at 4°C 
for 30min. After washing in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) O.lml tissue culture 
supernatant containing monoclonal antibody (mAb) Due ABC 3 was given on the 
sections and incubated for 12-20 h at room temperature. After removal of free mAb 
by washing in PBS the sections were incubated subsequently with peroxidase-labeled 
rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulin and goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin antisera 
(JRL, West Grove, PA, USA; 1: 100 in PBS) for 30 min at room temperature. The 
enzyme reaction was started adding 0.05% diaminobenzidine and 0.01% HzOz in 
PBS. After 10 min in complete darkness the reaction was terminated by washing the 
slides with PBS. Counterstaining was performed with hemalum for lOs. The slides 
were mounted and examined. The percentage of positive tumor cells was analysed by 
two independent investigators. At least 200 cells were examined. The results were 
attributed to three different grades: grade 1 (61%-100%), grade 2 (31%-60%), 
grade 3 (0% -30%), based on the number of positive tumor cells. 

Results 

Table 1 demonstrates the distribution of tumor stage and tumor grade. The tumor 
grade was found to be equally distributed in all tumor stages. Grade 2 tumors were 
predominantly represented (33/56). The distribution of tumor stage and the percent-

Table 1. Distribution of tumor stage and tumor 
grade in patients with renal cell carcinoma 

Tumor grade Tumor stage: 

2 3 4 

1 2 0 

2 12 10 11 

3 8 3 9 

Table 2. Distribution of tumor stage and amount 
of ABC 3 antigen-positive cells in renal cell car
cinoma 

ABC3 Tumor stage: 
antigen-
positive 2 3 4 

cells (%) 

61-100 17 6 3 
31- 60 1 4 2 
0- 30 3 6 17 



Biological Markers in the Evaluation of Prognosis 

Table 3. Correlation between prognosis and 
tumor stage in patients with renal cell carcinoma 

Tumor stage Prognosis: 
(within the follow-up interval) 

Death Survival 
from disease 

2 3 8 

3 5 6 

4 11 2 

Table 5. Correlation between prognosis and 
percentage of ABC 3 antigen-positive cells in 
renal cell carcinoma 

ABC3 Prognosis: 
antigen- (within the follow-up interval) 
positive 

Death Survival cells (%) 
from disease 

61-100 6 17 

31- 60 4 2 

0- 30 13 7 

5 

Table 4. Correlation between prognosis and 
tumor grade in renal cell carcinoma 

Tumor grade Prognosis: 
(within the follow-up interval) 

Death Survival 
from disease 

1 1 1 

2 14 18 

3 7 7 

Table 6. The development of local recurrence or 
distant metastases in patients with renal cell 
carcinoma stages 2 and 3 in correlation with the 
amount of ABC 3 antigen-positive tumor cells 

ABC 3 Local recurrence/distant 
antigen- metastases after nephrectomy 
positive (within the follow-up interval) 
cells (%) 

+ 

61-100 2 15 

31- 60 0 1 

0- 30 5 5 

age of ABC 3 positive cells are listed in Table 2. A negative correlation between 
tumor stage and expression of the ABC 3 antigen was observed. While 17 out of 21 
tumor specimens (81 % ) from patients with RCC stage 2 had a high amount of antigen
positive cells, 17 out of 22 specimens (77%) derived from patients with RCC stage 4 
were either antigen-negative or had less than 30Yo ABC 3-positive tumor cells. 

The correlation between tumor stage and prognosis of disease is demonstrated in 
Table 3. While 8 out of 11 patients (73%) with RCC stage 2 were still alive after at 
least 5 years of follow-up this was only true for 2 out of 13 patients (15%) suffering 
from metastasized RCC. No correlation was observed between survival and tumor 
grade (Table 4). In all tumor grades approximately 50% of the patients were alive 
after more than 5 years. In contrast, a good correlation was found comparing patient 
survival and the loss of ABC 3 antigen expression (Table 5): 74% of patients with a 
high amount and 35% of those with a low percentage of ABC 3 antigen-positive cells 
survived during the follow-up interval. 

Some 27 patients with RCC stages 2 and 3, who were nephrectomized with cura
tive intention, were evaluated for the appearance of late metastases or local tumor 
recurrence (Table 6). Out of 17 patients with a high percentage of ABC 3 antigen
positive tumor cells (12%) developed tumor recurrence within the follow-up inter
val. However, in 5 out of 10 patients (50%) with a loss of the ABC 3 antigen, metas
tases or local tumor recurrence occurred. 
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Discussion 

The most common tumor-related parameter is the determination of the tumor grade. 
However, the morphological diversity of the RCC led to the proposal of different 
grading classifications. Besides those based on histological and/or cytological 
criteria, others have been reported relying exclusively on the nuclear morphology 
(Donhuijsen 1986; Hermanek et al. 1976; Syrjanen and Hjelt 1978; Thoenes et al. 
1985). A poor correlation between histological classifications and the course of the 
disease has been reported by other investigators (Donhuijsen 1986; Kloppel et al. 
1986; Syrjanen and Hjelt 1978). This observation was confirmed here. 

The immunohistochemical investigation of RCC for different antigens, e.g., dif
ferentiation antigens, tumor or proliferation antigens, and antigens belonging to the 
cytoskeleton, has been reported (Bohle et al. 1986; Fleming and Symes 1987; Flem
ing and Brown 1987; Loy et al. 1986). Fleming and Symes investigated the expres
sion of different cytokeratins in RCC (Fleming and Symes 1987). No significant dif
ference of the binding pattern between normal renal tissue and tumor tissue was ob
served. In contrast, another component of the cytoskeleton, vimentin, was found to 
be preferably expressed in tumor tissue as compared with normal kidney (Fleming 
and Brown 1987). 

Loy and coworkers reported on the expression of the S-phase antigen Ki-67 in 
RCC specimens (Loy et al. 1986). The amount of Ki-67-positive tumor cells ranged 
between 0.4% and 25%. No correlation was observed between the tumor grade and 
the percentage of Ki-67-positive cells. Bohle and coworkers investigated 27 RCC 
specimens for the presence of various antigens (Bohle et al. 1986). Using monoclonal 
antibody 28 C 1, directed against an antigen present on proximal tubular epithelium, 
they found a negative correlation between tumor grade and expression of the corre
sponding antigen (Falkenberg et al. 1981). A positive correlation was observed be
tween tumor grade and the expression of vim en tin and the proliferation antigen TP A 
(Bohle et al. 1986). However, until now the expression of these markers was only 
correlated with tumor stage or grade. A confirmation of the predictive value of these 
markers for the patient's survival is still lacking. A major handicap is the sensitivity 
of most markers against fixatives, e.g., formaldehyde or acetone, thus not allowing 
a retrospective analysis of fixed tumor specimens. 

The present study demonstrates that the loss of the expression of the ABC 3 anti
gen is indicative of an unfavourable prognosis. This is also suggested by the negative 
correlation between tumor stage and the expression of the ABC 3 antigen. The poor 
correlation between tumor grade and other parameters related to patient survival 
confirms the observations of other authors who concluded that a tumor grading 
based exclusively on histological criteria does not reflect the prognosis of patients 
with RCC (Bottiger 1970; Skinner et al. 1971; Lieber et al. 1981). The combination 
of several parameters related to the course of the disease might be helpful to identify 
those patients with an increased risk of tumor recurrence, who require follow-up in
vestigations within short intervals in order to recognize a tumor recurrence as early 
as possible. 
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Comparison of Human Normal Renal Cells 
and Malignant Renal Cells 
In Vivo and In Vitro Using Cytological, 
Cytochemical, and Immunocytochemical Methods 

W. DERIESE\ E.P. ALLHoFF\ U.POHL\ G.LENIS\ S.LIEDKE\ Z.ATAy2, 

U. JONAS!, and S. O. WARNAAR3 

Introduction 

In vitro culturing of subprimary cells obtained from solid tumors often leaves dif
ferentiation of dignity equivocal. Employing conventional cytological, cytochemical, 
and immunocytochemical measures we tried to characterize benign and malignant 
renal cells (RCC) in vivo and in vitro. The preparation of solid tumor tissue itself 
does not necessarily result in unadulterated tumor cell cultures. Our intention, there
fore, was to develop a fast as well as practicable method to determine the percentage 
of tumor cells within the primary cultures. Up to now there has been a lot of experi
ence as far as cytological diagnosis in vivo is concerned but limited information re
garding in vitro preparations (Morasca 1976; Thoenes 1986). 

Material and Methods 

Tumor tissue and normal kidney tissue of 10 patients were prepared and analyzed. 
According to the method recently described (Kovacs et al. 1987), the procedure of 
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Fig. I. In vivo and in vitro preparation of normal and malignant renal cells 
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cell preparation was chosen as follows: tumors from previously untreated patients 
were obtained by conventional tumor nephrectomy and a macroscopically homo
geneous area lacking fibrosis, necrosis, or hemorrhage was excised for preparation. 
Figure 1 exhibits schematically the tumor cell preparation. One sample of the excised 
tumor tissue was taken for conventional klatsch preparation and another one for in 
vitro cell preparation. A third one was taken for histological examination as a "refer
ence slide." 

Preparation of Primary Cell Cnltures 

Samples of tumor tissue were cut into pieces of approximately 2-3 mm3 and minced 
with a surgical scalpel under sterile conditions in a petri dish containing RPMI 1640 
medium. Subsequently, the minced tissue was washed twice in PBS. The small frag
ments, thus freed from cell debris, were incubated for 2-3 h in 0.1% collagenase 
(Worthlington CLS III) and then dissolved in culture medium (RPMI 1640 supple
mented with 15% fetal calf serum and 1 % penicillin) for 30-60 min at 37°C. The tis
sue fragments were centrifuged and washed twice in medium. Finally, the samples 
were resuspended in a centrifuge tube containing 2-4 ml culture medium and dis
persed vigorously with a pasteur pipette. 

The suspension was sedimented for 1 min and the supernatant, containing over 
90% of single cells with low viability and the cell debris, was decanted. The pellet, 
consisting of over 90% of small cell clusters with approximately 10-15 cells, was re
suspended and seeded in culture. The cell clusters were incubated at 37°C in a 
humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 in 25 cm3 Falcon flasks (Biochrom, Berlin) con
taining 5 ml culture medium each. During in vitro growth the cells were observed 
with an inverted phase-contrast microscope. The small cell clusters attached to the 
flasks within 24 h and grew out to a near confluent monolayer, in most cases within 
3-7 days after seeding. 

Preparation of In Vitro Slides 

After decanting the medium of the primary cultures, the cells were washed twice 
with warm (37°C) trypsin to remove cell debris and remaining blood cells. Half of the 
cell clusters were transferred to another 25 cm2 flask for further subculturing proces
ses, the other half was equally pipetted into a 24-well multiplate containing 3 ml cul
ture medium (without any antibiotics) per well. Each well was equipped with one 
plastic "Thermanox" platelet (NUNC, Wiesbaden, FRG). This approved technique 
was developed at our institution to increase the amount of cells on the slides, thus di
minishing the loss of material, because cells grow much better on the rougher surface 
of plastic than on glass. About 3-7 days later the cells had grown out to a confluent 
monolayer. The platelets were air dried and then attached to conventional glass 
slides by using a special adhesive (Loctite, FRG) , Subsequently, the slides were 
stained for further diagnosis. 

Staining Methods 

Pappenheim and Papanicolaou staining were used for cytomorphological judgement; 
for cytochemical diagnosis periodic acid-Schiff reaction (PAS), and staining for alka-
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Fig. 2. Immunocytochemical labeling using the mono
clonal antibody G 250 and the alkaline phosphatase 
anti-alkaline phosphatase (APAAP) complex 

Fig. 3. In vitro nonnal renal cells stained with the G250 technique; original magnification x 140 

line and acid phosphatase as well as for the unspecific esterase were employed. Two 
monoclonal antibodies against tumor-associated antigens (CEA and G 250) were 
chosen for immunocytochemical examination. 

CEA is a well-known antigen, whereas G 250 was first isolated and described in 
1986 by Oosterwijk et al. The antibody against G 250 - a subclass of IgG - recog
nizes a specific antigen, which is only expressed on the surface of RCC cells but not 
on cells of normal proximal tubular epithelium (Oosterwijk et al. 1986b). It's stain
ing pattern differs from that of other RCC-related antibodies (Oosterwijk et al. 
1986b; Bander et al. 1983; Bander 1984). 

The staining technique detecting G 250 corresponds with that used for Ki-67 de
scribed earlier in detail by Gerdes (1985) and delineated schematically in Fig. 2. The 
acetone and cloroform fixed cells are exposed for approximately 30 min to the mono-
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Fig. 4. In vitro malignant renal cells (RCe) stained with the G250 technique original magnification 
x 140 

clonal antibody diluted in RPMI 1640 medium. After washing in Tris-buffered solu
tion (pH 7.4-7.6), the cells are incubated with rabbit mouse-specific IgG and after 
another washing with the alkaline phosphatase anti-alkaline phosphatase (AP AAP) 
complex (Cordell et al. 1984). Subsequently, the slides are stained with fast red and 
counterstained with hemalum. Presence of the specific antigen is indicated by a red 
color reaction instead of the blue counterstaining (Figs. 3 and 4). 

Results 

Cytomorphological Examination 

Since Papanicolaou stain exhibits a less precise pattern of cytological characteristics, 
such as granula and delicate shades of color of the cytoplasm, than the Pappenheim 
stain, we preferred the latter for examination. The air-dried and Pappenheim
stained in vivo and in vitro slides were examined by an experienced cytologist. He 
compared the cultured benign as well as malignant cells with the corresponding in 
vivo klatsch slides, trying to characterize normal renal and RCC cells in vitro by con
ventional cytology. Figures 5-8 are the in vivo and in vitro slides of normal and 
malignant renal cells. 

Comparing the in vivo klatsch preparations (Figs. 5, 6) different patterns could be 
observed: Cells of normal kidney were isomorphic with round and smooth-faced 
nuclei and homogeneous chromatin. In contrast to this, the malignant cells were 
pleomorphic, with different sized and sometimes with hyperchromatic nuclei. Fur-
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Fig.5. In vivo Pappenheim-stained normal renal cells, klatsch preparation; original magnification 
x 140 

Fig. 6. In vivo Pappenheim-stained malignant renal cells, klatsch preparation; original magnification 
x 140 
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Fig. 7. In vitro Pappenheim-stained normal renal cells; original magnification x 140 

Fig. 8. In vitro Pappenheim-stained malignant renal cells; original magnification x 140 
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thermore, red blood cells, erythrophagous cells, and lymphatic infiltration were ob
served. 

The in vitro cells exhibited a completely different cytogram (Figs. 7, 8): While 
cultured normal renal cells were pleomorphic and anisokaryotic, the malignant cells 
grew isomorphically. This clearly emphasizes that for judging cultured cells with 
completely altered patterns cytological criteria for in vivo diagnosis are inapplicable. 

Cytochemical Methods for Diagnosis 

For in vivo and in vitro diagnosis we used commonly appreciated conventional cyto
chemical staining methods (periodic acid-Schiff reaction, alkaline and acid phospha
tases, unspecific esterase); these, however, generally proved unspecific by lacking 
any typical pattern, in vivo as well as in vitro. 

Immunocytochemical Methods 

As Oosterwijk et al. showed in 1986 for more than 50 different cases, G 250 is expres
sed only on malignant (RCC), not on normal renal cells (Oosterwijk et al. 1986a). 
These findings could be confirmed: While normal cells did not stain for G 250 as well 
in vivo as in vitro, all of the RCC cells were positive (Figs. 3 and 4). In contrast, ex
pression of CEA could be observed neither in vivo nor in vitro. 

Discussion 

The aim of our investigation was to develop an easy, fast, and reproducible method 
to identify tumor cells in vivo as well as in vitro. Reliable interpretation of cell cul
tures, however, essentially depends on the precise assessment ofthe tumor cell rate 
(Hanauske and Von Hoff 1985; Von Hoff 1987). Up to now this could not be 
achieved unequivocally except through time- and money-consuming cytogenetic 
analyses with only limited amounts of karyograms (Kovacs et al. 1987). For in vitro 
culturing of solid tumors the "soft agar colony formation assay" according to Salmon 
and Hamburger (1978) is recommended, but the success rate of in vitro growth of 
malignant renal cells (RCC) amounts to just 50%-60% (Von Hoff 1987). During the 
past few years in vitro cell preparation methods were improved by using mechanical 
and enzymatic techniques. The monolayer procedure according to Kovacs et al. 
(1987) provides an in vitro success rate for RCC of nearly 90%. This cell preparation 
technique underwent further refinement to achieve cytological in vitro slides. For 
routine application this method proved advantageous, providing slides with high cell 
density and in addition preserving material and cells. This approach allows simul
taneous assays especially for in vitro drug sensitivity studies as presented in detail 
recently (de Riese et al. 1987). 

In contrast to the information obtained in vivo the cultured normal and malignant 
cells in our study completely differed with regard to their morphological and cyto
chemical phenotype; thus, conventional cytology and cytochemistry (PAS, staining 
for alkaline and acid phosphatase and unspecific esterase) are reliable only for the in 
vivo diagnosis of malignant renal tumor cells. According to these observations the in 
vitro diagnosis currently remains troublesome even for experienced cytologists. 
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More recently several studies on the expression of different antigens on the sur
face of normal and malignant renal cells were presented (Bander et al. 1983; Bander 
1984; Oosterwijk et al. 1984; Oosterwijk et al. 1986a, b). However, with regard to 
histogenetic considerations the renal cell associated antigens like RC 8 and RC 38 ap
pear promising (Oosterwijk et al. 1986b). Nevertheless, immunocytochemical iden
tification of the renal origin itself does not allow any judgement concerning dignity. 
Furthermore, staining for CEA does not provide any indication of pathologic changes 
including malignant transformation. 

This, however, can be effectively achieved by using a new monoclonal antibody 
designated G 250, subclass IgG, which preferentially recognizes an antigen expressed 
on the membranes of RCC but not on benign renal cells. In 1986, Oosterwijk et al. 
first isolated and characterized this glycoprotein, which was present on 46 of 47 pri
mary RCCs, on 7 of 8 RCC metastases, and only on a few other nonrenal tumors 
(8% of colonic carcinomas, 5% of sarcomas, 5% of ovarian carcinomas) (Oosterwijk 
et al. 1986a). To our knowledge this study represents the first investigation of the 
G 250 in vitro expression in renal cancer. The combination of tissue culture methods 
and immunocytochemical techniques outlined above offers a novel approach of con
siderable promise for in vitro studies on RCC. 

G 250 is the first immunocytochemical marker to distinguish unequivocally be
tween normal and malignant renal cells in vitro. 

Summary 

Tumor tissue (RCC) as well as normal renal tissue of 10 patients were processed for 
conventional cytology and for subprimary cell culturing. Employing different cyto
logic, cytochemical and immunocytochemical measures the in vitro cells exhibited 
completely altered staining patterns compared to normal and malignant cells in vivo. 
Thus cytologic criteria valuable for in vivo diagnosis cannot be reliably applied under 
in vitro conditions. Furthermore expression of two cell-surface antigens was evaluated 
using monoclonal antibodies (CEA, G250). While expression of CEA neither in
vivo nor in-vitro was observed, staining for G250 proved a reliable immunocyto
chemical technique to identify the tumor-cell rate in-vitro. 

Acknowledgements. We thank Mrs. M. Akkermann and Mrs. C. Plitz for their expert technical assis
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Growth and Cell Proliferation 
of Human Renal Cell Carcinomas 
Xenografted into BALB/c nulnu Mice 

M.HARASIM1, E.LoER\ M. WIRTH2, and B.MAuRER-ScHuLTzE1 

Introduction 

Since the first report of a human malignant tumor growing in a mouse mutant by 
Rygaard and Povlsen in 1969, the nude mouse model has been frequently used in 
studies of growth (Katsuoka et al. 1976; Shimosato et al. 1976; Giovanella et al. 
1978; Auerbach et al. 1978; Kyriazis et al. 1978) and therapy (Otto et al. 1984a, b; 
Bubenik et al. 1987; Taetle et al. 1987; Byers et al. 1987) of human tumors. Al
though this model is much closer to the human tumor than experimental animal tu
mors, the question is how far the nude mouse model actually represents the condi
tions in human beings. Furthermore, investigations in this field are mainly based on 
measurements of the tumor size (Giovanella et al. 1978; Auerbachet al. 1978; 
Hoehn and Schroeder 1978; Naito et al. 1987) as well as of the DNA content of the 
tumor cells and its distribution by flow cytometry (Otto et al. 1984a, b; Baisch et al. 
1986) There are almost no studies on cell proliferation of human tumors in nude mice 
apart from occasional determinations of the labeling and the mitotic index (Heller et 
al. 1987). The aim of the present study was a quantitative analysis of the growth and 
proliferation of human renal cell carcinomas growing in the nude mouse. 

Materials and Methods 

Animals. Male and female BALB/c nulnu mice (own breeding facilities), 20-25 g, 
4-8 weeks old, were kept under constant conditions: temperature-controlled laminar 
flow hoods, 27°C, 12-h light-dark regimen, Nohrlin diet (12 ZH 10, Bad Salzuflen, 
FRG) and water (pH 2.5, vitamins and antibiotics added) ad libitum. 

Labeled Thymidine (TdR). [3H]methyl-thymidine (6700 mCi/mmol) and 2[14C]-thy
midine (52mCi/mmol) from New England Nuclear (Boston, MA, USA) were used. 

Xenografting. Tumor tissue of 50 human renal cell carcinomas was obtained directly 
at the time of radical nephrectomy. Specimens were transported in warm RPMI 1640 
culture medium (37°C; Grand Island Biological, NY, USA) supplemented with 10% 
fetal calf serum. Tissue specimens of about 2 X 2 X 2 mm were implanted subcutane
ously into each side of the anterior-lateral thoracic wall of BALB/c nulnu mice 
(Kyriazis and Kyriazis 1980) within 30-60min after removal of the tumor. After 
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growing up to a sufficient tumor size, pieces of 2 x 2 x 2mm were serially trans
planted in the same way. 

Tumor Size Measurements. Tumor size was determined weekly by external caliper 
measurements of two perpendicular tumor diameters. The largest dimension has 
been chosen as one diameter. Results were expressed as length times width (cm2). 

Flow Cytometry. Single cell suspensions of tumor samples were obtained by mincing 
the tumor tissue and filtering it through a 50-11m mesh. The cells were washed in lym
phocyte buffer and stained with DAPI (4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochlo
ride; Serva, Heidelberg, FRG). Flow measurements of DAPI-fluorescence intensity 
were carried out with an EPICS V system (Coulter Electronics Inc, Hialeah, FL, 
USA). 

Histology and Autoradiography. Immediately after killing the animals by cervical 
luxation the solid tumors were removed, fixed in 4% formalin, and embedded in 
paraplast. Half of the 4-llm serial cross sections was Feulgen stained, the other half 
was stained with hematoxylin and eosin. For single labeling experiments slides were 
covered with a thin emulsion layer by dipping them into diluted Ilford K2 emulsion 
(emulsion: distilled water, 3: 2), exposed, and developed with Amidol. In case of 
double labeling experiments two emulsion layer autoradiographs were prepared ac
cording to the method of Schultze et al. (1976). 

Evaluation of the Autoradiographs. For determining the mitotic index (MI) and the 
labeling index (U) at least 1000 tumor cells/animal were counted. Mitoses were 
registered from late prophase to early telophase. In the double labeling experiments 
the percentages of each category of labeled cells (purely 3H-Iabeled, double labeled, 
and purely 14C-Iabeled) and of unlabeled cells were determined according to the 
method of Schultze et al. (1976). At least 100 cells of the smallest category per ani
mal, i.e., up to 3500 tumor cells per animal, were evaluated. 

Results 

The overall take rate of the tumors was 34 % (Table 1). According to nuclear grading 
the majority (68%) of human tumor specimens belonged to grade II tumors. Take 

Table 1. Take rate, nuclear grading, and ploidy 
of 50 human renal cell carcinomas 

Nuclear grading Take rate 

Overall 34% 

I 22% 0% 

II 68% 35% 

III 10% 100% 

Ploidy 
Diploid 70% 27% 

Nondiploid 30% 53% 
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rate of grade I tumors (22%) was zero in contrast to the 100% take rate of grade III 
tumors (10%). Ploidy of the tumors was examined by flow cytometry: 70% of the tu
mors were diploid and 30% were tetraploid or aneuploid. Take rate of diploid tu
mors was 27%, of nondiploid tumors, 53%. 

From the 17 tumors that were growing in nude mice 10 are still growing and are 
serially passaged (1 to 15 generations), while 7 tumors stopped growing after 1 to 3 
transplantations (Fig. 1 a). Correspondingly, the mean time intervals between the 
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Fig. 23, b. Growth curves of various 
human renal cell carcinomas (3) and 
of consecutive passages of one and 
the same human renal cell carcinoma 
(b) transplanted into nude mice 

passages of the permanently growing tumors are generally short, those of the tumors 
that stopped growing are considerably longer, e.g., 150 days and more (Fig.lb). 

Figure 2 contains a selection of the numerous growth curves of the human renal 
cell carcinomas in nude mice presently studied. Figure 2a depicts growth curves of 
various human renal cell carcinomas. They show that tumor growth in the nude 
mouse differs considerably between the different tumors. It ranges from Gompert
zian growth with an early delay (NT-41) or initial exponential growth with late and 
considerable delay (NT-42) to complete exponential growth with different slopes 
(NT-9, NT-28). The size of one tumor (NT-46) increases even faster than exponen
tially, most probably due to fluid retention in the tumor. Figure 2b demonstrates 
growth curves of different generations ofthe same human renal cell carcinoma (NT-I). 
They show that tumor growth also differs between the successive generations of one 
and the same tumor but not as much as between different tumors. 

Table 2 contains the cell kinetic parameters of two human renal cell carcinomas, 
a primary tumor and a metastasis, growing in the nude mouse. For the purpose of 
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Table 2. Cell kinetic parameters of human renal cell carcinomas (one primary tumor, one metastasis) 
growing in nude mice as well as of a transplantable adenocarcinoma growing in C57b1l6j mice and 
after transplantation into nude mice. The methods used are listed at the bottom 

Tumor Animal Tumor Tpot Tc Ts L.1. M.1. GF 
size (g) (h) (h) (h) (%) (%) 

AdCa (7 days old) CS7 0.9 36 170 8.00 47.4 3.1 1.0 
EO 771 (7 days old) BALB/c- 1.0 32 130 8.00 48.6 3.1 0.75 

nu/nu 

Human renal cell BALB/c-
0.17 

119° 6.3° 5.3 
F6 carcinoma nu/nu 150+ 112+ 9.4+ 8.4 0.7 

Human renal cell BALB/c- 69+ 53+ 
carcinoma nu/nu 0.23 68° 8.5° 7.8 0.8 0.7 F3 
Metastasis 75-

13.00 

0.42 130+ 120+ 10.0+ 12.0 0.8 0.9 FlO 
76° 10.5° 1.40 

+ Modified grain count halving method 
° Double labeling with [3H]_ and [14C]TdR 
- Stathmokinetic method with VCR 
o FLM method 

comparison the cell kinetic parameters of a transplantable mouse tumor, the adeno
carcinoma EO 771 in the C57 mouse and after transplantation into nude mice, are 
also listed in the table. For these cell kinetic studies different methods were used: a 
modified grain count halving method with eH]TdR (Bassukas and Maurer-Schultze 
1988), double labeling with [3H]_ and [14C]TdR, the stathmokinetic method with vin
cristine as well as the fraction of labeled mitoses (FLM) method. 

The potential doubling time (T pot) of the tumor cells of the renal cell carcinoma 
(primary tumor and metastasis) ranges from 68 h to 150 h. The cell cycle time of the 
primary tumor is 112 h, that of the metastasis is shorter, namely 53 h; it increases to 
120h after a further 7 passages. The S phase duration (Ts) is rather similar for all tu
mors studied, between 6.3 hand 13.0 h. The mean labeling index is for both primary 
tumor and metastasis about 7%. It increases to double the value up to the 10th gener
ation of the metastasis. This agrees well with the tendency of this tumor to greater 
malignancy with an increasing number of passages as shown by histological criteria. 

Discussion 

The take rate of human renal cell carcinomas in the present study (34%; Table 1) 
agrees well with that reported by other authors (Clayman et al. 1985; Katsuoka et al. 
1976) but contradicts the surprisingly high take rate (100%) stated by Otto et al. 
(1984a, b). This difference may be due to pretransplantational selection or to differ
ent criteria for a positive take. Growth to a size of about 8mm in diameter was the 
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criterion for a positive take in this study. The prevalence of grade II tumors can be 
explained by the more difficult detection of the lower malignant renal cell car
cinomas (grade I) and the earlier metastasizing of the higher malignant tumors 
(grade III), preventing surgical intervention. The take rate of nondiploid tumors, 
which is twice as high as that of diploid tumors, stresses the importance of ploidy 
representing the aggressiveness of the corresponding tumor. 

Apparently there is a correlation between the successful serial transplantation 
and the mean passage intervals with short passage intervals, i.e., faster growth and 
higher malignancy, resulting in permanently growing tumor lines (Fig. 1). These re
sults together with the zero take rate of grade I tumors and the high take rate of 
grade III tumors demonstrate that the faster growing, more malignant tumors are 
selected by xenografting human renal cell carcinomas into nude mice. 

The few examples from about 80 growth curves in Fig. 2 clearly demonstrate the 
great variation of tumor growth. This agrees well with numerous growth curves of 
human renal cell carcinomas published by other authors. This great variation can 
easily be explained by the well-known heterogeneity of renal cell carcinomas as such 
as well as by the arbitrary choice of the excised tumor material for xenografting. 
Variation of the growth curves of the successive generations of one and the same 
tumor (Fig. 2b) is less but still exists and demonstrates that growth in the nude mouse 
not only depends on the heterogeneity of the particular tumor but also on the arbi
trarily transplanted amount of viable tumor cells or connective tissue. With respect 
to these results, i.e., to the different growth characteristics of human renal cell car
cinomas, the question arises how far these differences in tumor growth without treat
ment influence the screening of cytotoxic drugs. In these studies of the drug effect 
the measured parameter is also tumor size, i.e., tumor growth, that differs greatly 
even without treatment. 

There are only a few studies on cell proliferation of human tumors growing in 
nude mice. Similar values of Tpot as for the primary renal cell carcinoma (Table 2) 
were obtained for gastric, colon, and breast carcinomas by Kubato et al. (1986). Cell 
cycle times of these carcinomas and of the squamous cell carcinomas examined by 
Meck et al. (1981) are shorter (30h to 47 h) than those of the renal cell carcinoma 
and the metastasis presently studied. The reliability of the methods used in the pre
sent work is demonstrated by the fact that the same potential doubling time (Tpot) of 
the tumor cells of the metastasis of a renal cell carcinoma, namely about 70 h, was 
obtained by applying three different methods (Table 2). Tpot as well as the cycle time 
(T c) are somewhat longer in the case of the primary tumor. 

The most striking result is that the S phase duration is rather short, namely 6-
13 h. Similar values were obtained for human gastric, colonic, breast, and squamous 
cell carcinomas growing in nude mice (Meck et al. 1981; Kubato et al. 1986). This is 
considerably shorter than an S phase duration of about 20 h known from the few 
studies in human beings (see Steel 1977). On the other hand this S phase duration is 
quite similar to that measured for the transplantable mouse tumor in C57 and in 
nude mice (upper two lines in Table 2). Thus, the question arises whether S phase 
duration, and that means DNA synthesis, is controlled by the host. The S phase du
ration of the mouse cells is about 8 h. The same might be true for other cell kinetic 
parameters. The potential doubling and the cycle times of the renal cell carcinoma in 
the nude mouse are longer than those of the experimental mouse tumor but shorter 
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than those known from tumors in human beings. This is also supported by the finding 
that the LI of the excised human renal cell carcinoma is lower than after transplanta
tion into nude mice (Heller et al. 1987). Another explanation might be that clones of 
rapidly proliferating tumor cells are selected early after xenotransplantation into 
nude mice. 

These results altogether suggest that we should be very cautious with respect to 
conclusions from the nude mouse model on the conditions in human beings. 
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Expression of Epidermal Growth Factor Receptors 
on Renal Cell Carcinomas 

W. HECKL, K.BECKER, U. WACKER, and B.HALUGERI 

Introduction 

The epidermal growth factor (EGF), a low molecular weight polypeptide, originally 
isolated from mouse submandibular glands and from human urine stimulates the 
proliferation of a variety of cells in cultures of both epithelial and mesenchymal ori
gin (Cohen and Carpenter 1975; Gregory 1975). The EGF binds as well as the trans
forming growth factor-a (TGF-a) to the EGF-receptor located on the cell mem
branes of normal and transformed cells. This EGF-receptor is a 170000-dalton pro
tein with an extracellular and an intracellular domain. The intracellular region of the 
EGF-receptor possesses tyrosine kinase activity, and there is autophosphorylation of 
tyrosine residues located near the carboxy terminus (Carpenter 1983; Downward et 
al. 1984b). 

The finding that the v-erb B oncogene (from avian erythroblastosis virus) codes 
for the internal and membrane part of the EGF-receptor strengthens the link be
tween oncogenic stimulation of a cell and its normal growth regulatory mechanism 
(Downward et al. 1984a). EGF-receptors are expressed on cells of various tumors in
cluding cancer of the breast, bladder, and lungs, gastric carcinomas, and non
neuronal brain tumors. 

Because of the detection of TGF-a in kidney tumors, the aim of our study was to 
examine the distribution of EGF-receptors on human kidney carcinomas and to cor
relate these findings with the tumor stage and grade. 

Material and Methods 

Specimens from 37 patients with renal cell carcinomas nephrectomized at the De
partment of Urology, University of Wiirzburg, were immediately frozen and stored 
in liquid nitrogen. Out of the 20 men and 17 women there were 4 patients with pT1, 
21 with pT2, 11 with pT3, and one with pT4 tumors. Two of the pT3 patients had a 
thrombus in the vena renalis. The patient with the pT4 tumor had a solitary metasta
sis in the pelvis. 

Six patients from the pTI group and three from the pT3/pT4 groups had para
caval and paraaortal lymph node metastases. A grade 1 tumor was found in 4 pa
tients (4 pTI), grade 2 tumor in 23 (3 pT!, 12 pTI, 8 pT3) , and a grade 3 tumor in 10 
(1 pT!, 5 pTI, 3 pT3, 1 pT4). Four additional specimens of normal kidneys which 
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have shown no evidence of a tumor under histological examination were taken as 
controls. 

All specimens were snap frozen immediately after the nephrectomy, wrapped in 
metal foil to prevent dehydration, and stored in liquid nitrogen. The delay before 
freezing was no more than 30 min. 

The EGF-receptors were identified by an indirect immunoperoxidase technique 
using a murine monoclonal antibody. This IgG1 antibody was raised against the 
extracellular domain of the EGF-receptor of A-431 cells (Schreiber et al. 1983), a 
epidermoid carcinoma cell line with high concentrations of EGF-receptors (2-3 x 
106 receptors/cell). 

Air-dried, 20-J..lm cryostat sections were fixed in methanol: HzOz: acetone mix
ture at 4°C and washed twice for 5 min in saline. In order to reduce unspecific ab
sorption, the sections were incubated with 100 J..lI of normal swine serum (1: 5) for 
10 min. The sections were incubated at room temperature with 100 J..lI of the primary 
antibody for 16h (1: 100). After washing with saline, the sections were incubated 
with 100 J..lI of biotinylated antimouse IgG (1: 100) for 60 min followed by applying the 
VECTASTAIN ABC reagent. After two further washes with saline the peroxidase 
activity was developed by means of a solution of 3,3'-diamino-benzidine. The sec
tions were again washed, counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated, and mounted. 

As a positive control the A-431 cells which contain large numbers of EGF-recep
tors were used (Roberts et al. 1985). The EGF-receptors NR-6 cells served as nega
tive controls (Pruss and Herschman 1977). 

Staining by immunohistochemistry was graded semiquantitatively as follows: 
negative (-); weakly positive (+), if < 25% of the cells were stained; positive (++), 
if 25% -50% of the cells were stained; strongly positive (+ + +), if > 50% of the cells 
were stained. 

Statistical analysis was done by calculating the P value < 0.05. The correlation 
was estimated using the Kendall partial rank correlation coefficient. 

Results 

The tumor cell staining generally appeared to be cytoplasmic; staining was also 
found at the cell membranes (Fig. 1). Specimens from the normal kidneys did not 
stain positively for the EGF-receptors. 

Out of the four pT1 tumors, two were graded as negative, one as positive, and 
one as strongly positive. In the pT2 group with 21 specimens, one specimen was not 
stained. Six patients showed a weak positive reaction, seven were graded as positive, 
and another seven as strongly positive. In the pT3 group with 11 patients all tumors 
were positive. One of them was weak positive, one positive, and the majority, namely 
9 patients, had strongly positive staining. The only pT4 tumor was graded as strongly 
positive (Fig. 2). 

Regarding the tumor grade in relation to the EGF-staining, all four G1 tumors 
were stained. Two of them stained only weakly, one strongly, and another very 
strongly. Out of the 23 patients with G2 tumors, all except three specimens were 
stained. Five stained weakly positive, 4 positively, and 11 strongly. Of the 10 G3 tu
mors, 4 stained positively and 6 strongly positive (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. I. Immunohistochemical 
localization of epidermal 
growth factor receptor in 
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Between the tumor stage and the positive stained cells there was a statistically sig
nificant correlation (r = 0.33, P < 0.0075). There was no statistically significant cor
relation between the tumor grade and the staining of the cells (r = 0.23, P < 0.0613). 

Discussion 

We have shown that human renal cell carcinoma contains EGF-receptors. Focusing 
only on the tumor stage the EGF-receptors were found immunohistochemically in all 
pT2, pT3, and pT4 tumors except in one pT2 tumor. Taking into account only those 
tumors with a positive staining of more than 50% of the cells, 33% (= 7) of the pT2 
tumors, 82% (= 9) of the pT3 tumors, and the only pT4 tumor fulfill this criteria. 
The same quantitative staining was demonstrated in 25% G 1 tumors, in 48% of the 
G2 tumors, and in 60% of the G3 tumors. 

The identification of the EGF-receptors on human renal cell carcinoma cells has 
not been reported previously, although EGF can stimulate the growth of some kid
ney tumor cells. The monoclonal antibody, which was raised against the EGF-recep
tors of A-431 epidermoid carcinoma cells (Roberts et al. 1985) was shown to react 
with the extracellular binding domain of the EGF-receptors. We have demonstrated 
that normal kidney cells did not react with the EGF-receptor-specific antibody. 

In regard to the biologic significance of EGF-receptors and human carcinomas, 
the expression of EGF-receptors has been reported to correlate with the metastatic 
potential (Sainsbury et al. 1985) and the invasiveness of bladder cancer (Neal et al. 
1985). However, the results of the present study do not seem to point to a clear-cut 
relationship between the presence of EGF-receptors on the renal cell carcinoma and 
their histologic differentiation of metastatic potential. The statistical significance 
found is suspect because of the small numbers of specimens tested. 

For elucidation of the possible role of EGF-receptors in the development of renal 
cell carcinomas and the expression of their malignant potentials, further studies are 
needed with a large number of cases of early and advanced cancers. Furthermore, 
the use of EGF-receptor eDNA probes could help in obtaining more information 
with respect to the genomic organization of the EGF-receptor gene and the level of 
expression of these genes in renal cell carcinoma as compared with normal kidneys. 
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Introduction 

Renal cell tumors rarely respond to conventional therapy with cytostatic drugs or 
hormones. Interest in biologic approaches to the treatment of this tumor has been 
fostered by the identification of unique antigens on the surface of some renal cell car
cinomas (Ueda et al. 1981) and by well-documented observations of spontaneous 
regression of tumor metastases. The observations suggest that host factors may be 
capable of modifying the course of renal cell carcinoma (Krown 1985). Although the 
mechanisms of biological response modifiers (BRMs) are not well-defined, the pos
sibility that interferons (IFNs) and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) might augment a 
host immune response against renal cell cancer provided a rationale for early clinical 
trials. 

The IFNs comprise a complex family of several species and multiple subspecies 
of hormone-like cellular proteins. They can be produced by virtually all eukaryotic 
cells in response to a wide range of stimuli and are capable of acting on a range of 
homologous and heterologous cells with relative species specificity in these actions 
(Kirkwood and Ernstoff 1984). It is now accepted that IFN can be effective against a 
broad spectrum of tumors. Nevertheless, the mechanism by which IFN exerts its ac
tivity is still unknown. Presumably, it has a direct effect on host and tumor cells; 
there could also be IFN-induced, host-mediated components which are independent 
of the immune system (Nagy et al. 1988; Gresser 1986). IFN-a especially may act dif
ferently in the treatment of different malignancies (Porszolt et al. 1988). 

Difficulties in evaluating IFN action arise from the fact that there is no good cor
relation between the in vivo and in vitro sensitivity of tumor cells, and particularly 
for renal cell carcinoma (RCC) there is no good correlation between in vivo results 
from multiple clinical trials with IFN-a and -y (Bonnem and Spiegel 1984; Koiso 
1987; Krown 1987; Muss 1987; Sarna et al. 1987). 

Since TNF causes hemorrhagic necrosis of tumors in experimental tumor models 
24-48 h after local or systemic injection (Brouckaert et al. 1986; Haranaka et al. 
1984) and TNF induces IFN-y production by T lymphocytes (Old 1985,1987), much 
attention has been paid to this antitumor agent in combination with IFN-y (Brouckaert 
et al. 1986; Fransen et al. 1986; Ruggiero et al. 1986; Wong and GoeddeI1986). Not 
only synergistic antitumor effects of TNF and IFN-y were found but Williamson et 
al. (1983) also found a synergistic antitumor effect of IFN-a and TNF. 
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Because transplantation of human RCC into athymic nude mice provides experi
mental tumor models which make the development of new therapeutic approaches 
possible (Balkwill et al. 1985; Otto et al. 1984) and since IFN-a appears to be a po
tential active antitumor agent in patients with RCC (Buzaid et al. 1987; Muss et al. 
1987) and TNF also shows in vitro cytostatic and cytolytic effects on human RCC cell 
lines (Heicappell et al. 1987), we decided to test the direct in vitro antiproliferative 
effects of human recombinant IFN-a and -y as well as human recombinant TNF on 
three RCC tumor lines: NU-12, HAM-II, and HAM-III. In this study we show that 
they do have in vitro antiproliferative effects on RCC tumor cells. 

Material and Methods 

Renal Cell Carcinoma Xenografts. After original subcutaneous transplantation of 
small tumor pieces (2mm3) in both flanks ofBALB-c nu/nu mice, the NU-12 , HAM
Il, and HAM-III xenografts were passaged every 4 weeks. Tumor material for test
ing was harvested after 4 weeks. 

Biological Response Modifiers. Human IFN-a, IFN-y and TNF-a, obtained from 
Boehringer, Ingelheim, were produced in Escherischia coli by recombinant DNA 
technology. The specific activity of IFN-a and IFN-y was 3,2-lOE8 units/mg protein 
and 2-10E7 units/mg protein, respectively. It was measured by inhibition of enceph
alomyocarditis (EMC) virus replication in A549 cells with reference to the National 
Institute of Health (NIH) leucocyte IFN-a standard Go 23-901-527 and the NIH 
IFN-y standard Gg 23-901-530. The purity of both IFNs was> 98% as determined by 
SDS polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and the amount of endotoxin was less than 
1.0 ng/mg protein for IFN-a and less or equal to 0.5 ng/mg protein for IFN-y, as based 
on the limulus amoebocyte lysate assay. The specific activity of TNF-a determined 
in the presence of actinomycin-D was 6E7 units/mg protein as determined in the L-
929 cytotoxicity assay. The purity was> 99% as determined by SDS polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis, and it contained 1.0 ng or less endotoxin/mg protein based on the 
limulus amoebocyte lysate assay. The drugs were dissolved in the accessory solvent 
and diluted with double enriched (DE) CMRL 1066 medium (Gibco, Paisley, UK). 

Preparation of Single Cell Suspensions. When tumors reached sizes of about 1.5 x 
1.5 em the mice were killed, and tumor material was suspended in McCoy's wash 
(Gibco, Paisley, UK). After careful removal of necrosis, tumors were cut into pieces 
of about 3-4 mm3. The tumor pieces were then minced with scissors into a 300-pm 
metal sieve and continuously washed with McCoy's wash into a petri dish. The 
minced tumor tissue was passed twice through a 40-70 11m nylon filter (Ortho Diag
nostics, Beerse, Belgium) to obtain a single cell suspension. The cells were centri
fuged at room temperature at 400 g for 5 min after which the supernatant was dis
carded. Upon resuspension of the cell pellet in DE CMRL 1066, cell density and 
viability were determined by adding 15111 trypan blue solution (25 mg in 5 ml 3% 
acetic acid) to 15111 cell suspension and simultaneously counting colored and not 
colored cells using a Burker Turk hemocytometer. 
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Human Tumor Colony Forming Assay. For detection of the growth potential of 
tumor cells in soft agar a modified, two-layer, soft agar culture method originally de
scribed by Hamburger and Salmon (1977) was used (Verheyen et al. 1985). Tumor 
cell suspensions were plated at a concentration of 1.1OE5 tumor cells per dish in the 
upper layer of the two-layer agar culture system. The cells were cultured immediate
ly after preparation of the single cell suspension, and growth potential was quantified 
using an Omnicon Fas II automated colony counter (Milton Roy, Rochester, New 
York, USA) (Herman et al. 1983). For dynamic colony growth development we used 
the temporal growth pattern method, giving an estimation of growth over a certain 
period of time (Feitz et al. 1986). 

Drug Testing. Drug tests were performed by exposing the tumor cells to a single dose 
of the drug. The drugs were layered over the top agar in a volume of 200 III DE 
CMRL 1066 medium. The dishes in the growth control were layered with 200 III DE 
CMRL 1066 and as a cytotoxic growth control we used a 0.37 mM HgClz solution. 

Results 

Effect of Single Doses of IFN-a, IFN-y, and TNF on Colony Formation 
of the Hnman Tumor Xenografts NU-12, HAM-II, and HAM-III 

Determination of optimal plating densities for analysis of colony formation accord
ing to the temporal growth curves revealed a tumor concentration of 1.1OE5 cells per 
dish for all tumor lines (data not shown). Single drug tests were performed using 
1500, 15000, and 150000 IU IFN/ml (10, 100, 1000 and 160, 1600, 16000 ng/dish 
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Fig.IA-C. Effect of three different biological response modifiers on colony formation of NV-12 
renal tumor xenograft in soft agar after application of a single dose of the drugs. A IFN-u. Specific 
activity: 3.2.lOES IV/mg. 0--0, Growth control; -, cytotoxic control; ........... , lOng/dish; 
0----0, lOOng/dish; 0-0, 1000ng/dish. B IFN-y. Specific activity: 2.0.lOE7 IV/mg. 0--0, 
Growth control; -, cytotoxic control; ........... , 160ng/dish; 0----0, 1600ng/dish; 0-0, 16000 
ng/dish. C TNF. Specific activity: 6.0.lOE7 IV/mg. 0--0, Growth control; -, cytotoxic con
trol; ........... , lOng/dish; 0----0, lOOng/dish; 0-0, 1000ng/dish 
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Fig.2A-C. Effect of three different biological response modifiers on colony formation of HAM-II 
renal tumor xenograft in soft agar after application of a single dose of the drugs. A IFN-u. Specific 
activity: 3.2.lOES IV/mg. 0---0, Growth control; -, cytotoxic control; ........... , lOng/dish; 
0--0, lOOng/dish; 0-0, 1000ng/dish. B IFN-y. Specific activity: 2.0.lOE7 IV/mg. 0---0, 
Growth control; -, cytotoxic control; ........... , 160ng/dish; 0--0, 1600ng/dish; 0-0, 16000 
ng/dish. C TNF. Specific activity: 6.0.lOE7 IV/mg. 0---0, Growth control; _, cytotoxic con
trol; ........... , lOng/dish; 0--0, lOOng/dish; 0-0, 1000ng/dish 

(= ng/2 ml) for IFN-a and IFN-y, respectively) and 600,6000, and 60000 IU TNF/ml 
(10,100, and 1000ng/dish, respectively). 

Figure 1 shows that sensitivity of the NU-12 xenograft is dose dependent for IFN
a, IFN-y, and TNF. Sensitivity for the lowest tested doses of IFN-a and TNF was the 
same, resulting in a percentage survival fraction of about 60% as compared with the 
growth control. The higher doses of IFN-a resulted in a 15% survival fraction, but 
there was no or hardly any difference in the survival fraction between the inter
mediate and highest doses of IFN-a. TNF and IFN-y both show the same pattern al
though the difference in activity between the lowest and intermediate concentrations 
of the BRMs is much less. Nu-12 is most sensitive for IFN-y because a single dose of 
160 IU /ml results in a percentage survival fraction of only 30% of growth control 
level. 

Figure 2 shows the temporal growth curves of the HAM-II xenograft after appli
cation of single doses of the drugs. Although the sensitivity patterns are different, as 
with the NU-12 xenograft, inhibition of colony formation is dose dependent. This 
tumor line shows only very limited sensitivity for IFN-a, IFN-y, and TNF. Only the 
intermediate (100 ng/dish) and high (1000 ng/dish) concentrations of TNF show per
centage survival fractions which are 35% or less as compared with the growth control. 

Figure 3 in which the temporal growth curves of the HAM-III tumor are shown, 
again gives different patterns of sensitivity towards the three tested BRMs. Sensitiv
ity towards IFN-a and TNF is very high as compared with the other xenografts. A 
dose of lOng IFN-a and lOng TNF per dish resulted in a survival fraction of only 
35% and 25% , respectively, as compared with the growth control. Remarkably, the 
effect of the intermediate concentration of lOOng/dish is the same and a 10-fold rise 
of concentration to 1000 ng/dish diminishes the survival fraction by only 10%. Sen
sitivity of this line towards IFN -y, however, appears to be very low. A concentration 
of 160 ng/dish results in a survival of 95% of growth control level, whereas the high-
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Fig.3A-C. Effect of three different biological response modifiers on colony formation of HAM-III 
renal tumor xenograft in soft agar after application of a single dose of the drugs. A IFN-u. Specific 
activity: 3.2.lOES IV/mg. 0--0, Growth control; -, cytotoxic control; e______e, lOng/dish; 
0--0, lOOng/dish; 0-0, 1000ng/dish. B IFN-y. Specific activity: 2.0.lOE7 IV/mg. 0--0, 
Growth control; -, cytotoxic control; e______e, 160ng/dish; 0--0, 1600ng/dish; 0-0, 16000 
ng/dish. C TNF. Specific activity: 6.0.lOE7 IV/mg. 0--0, Growth control; -, cytotoxic con
trol; e______e, lOng/dish; 0--0, lOOng/dish; 0-0, 1000ng/dish 

est concentration of 16000ng/dish still gives rise to about 85% of colonies as com
pared with the growth control. 

Synergistic Antiproliferative Effects on Colony Formation of NU-12, 
HAM-II, and HAM-III Renal Tumor Cells After Application 
of a Single Dose of Combinations of IFN-a, IFN-y, and/or TNF 

Because IFNs and TNF can act synergistically (Hubbell et al. 1987; Salmon et al. 
1987; Wong and GoeddeI1986), IFN concentrations of 10 and 160ng/dish (1500IU/ 
ml) of IFN-a and IFN-y, respectively, were used for the combination tests. The TNF 
concentration used was lOOng/dish because preceding experiments with other RCC 
xenografts revealed a stimulation of colony formation in soft agar of one of the tested 
lines after application of lOng TNF/dish (Beniers et al. 1988). 

The results of the combination tests are shown in Fig. 4 and are summarized in 
Table 1, which shows the percentage survival values for the combination tests as well 
as those for the single drug tests. Figure 4A shows the in vitro colony-forming capacity 
of NU-12 renal carcinoma cells when treated with different combinations of two of 
the above-mentioned BRMs. All combinations tested appear to have highly antipro
liferative effects on the cells. Calculated according to Valeriote and Lin (1975), all 
combinations show highly synergistic antiproliferative effects on colony formation of 
this line. A 10% survival value is measured for the combination of lOng IFN-a/dish 
with 160ng IFN-y/dish. All other combinations, e.g., the combinations with TNF, 
coincide and give rise to only a 4% survival fraction as compared with the growth 
control. 

Figure 4B, in which the in vitro colony-forming capacity of HAM-II renal car
cinoma cells is shown after treatment with different combinations of the tested 
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Fig.4A-C. Effect of combinations of IFN-a (10 ngl 
dish), IFN-y (160 ng/dish) , and TFN (lOOng/dish) 
on'colony formation of A NU-12, B HAM-II, and 
C HAM-III renal tumor xenograft cells in soft agar 
after application of a single dose of the drugs. The 
combinations of IFN-aITNF, IFN-yITNF, and 
IFN-a/IFN-y/TNF in A and B all coincide, as do 
the combinations of IFN-aITNF and IFN-a/IFN-yl 
TNF in C. 0--0, Growth control; -, cyto-
toxic control (200 ~g HgClz/dish); ~, IFN-al 
IFN-y; 0-0, IFN-aITNF; 0--0, IFN-yITNF 
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BRMs, shows a rather high survival percentage with the drug combination IFN-a 
and IFN-y, However, because of the low activities of the tested concentrations as 
shown in the single drug studies, this combination nevertheless results in a synergistic 
antiproliferative efficacy against the tumor cells, as do the other tested combinations 
which (as found for the NU -12 tumor cells) all give rise to the same antiproliferative 
effect on colony formation of the cells. 

Figure 4C and Table 1 show that also for the HAM-III line all combinations 
tested act synergistically antiproliferatively on colony formation of these tumor cells. 
Least active again is the combination of IFN-a and IFN-y which gives rise to a 20% 
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Table 1. Percentage survival of NU-12, HAM-II, and HAM-III renal tumor xenograft cells after 
growth in soft agar and application of a single dose of different combinations of IFN-a, IFN-y, and 
TNF as compared with growth in the untreated control. Concentrations are given in ng/dish (ng/2 ml) 

Drug combinations % survival % survival % survival 
NU-12 HAM-II HAM-III 

a-IFN 10 55 85 35 

y-IFN 160 30 90 95 

TNF100 40 35 25 

a-IFN 10, y-IFN 160 10 70 20 

a-IFN 10, TNF 100 3 3 0 

y-IFN 160, TNF 100 4 3 8 

a-IFN 10, y-IFN 160, TNF 100 4 3 0 

survival rate, whereas the combination of IFN-a with TNF completely inhibits colony 
formation. The combination of IFN-y with TNF inhibits only 90% of colony forma
tion in the untreated growth control. 

Discussion 

Experimental results presented in this paper show that all three tumors have in vitro 
sensitivities for IFN-a, IFN-y, and TNF. A dose-dependent inhibition of colony for
mation was evident for the three lines when treated directly with a single dose of the 
BRMs. Sensitivities of the three lines to the drugs, however, exhibit distinct differ
ences. Sensitivity towards IFN-a appears to be low to moderate for HAM-II tumor 
cells (85% survival after application of a single dose of 1500 IU /ml) and moderate for 
NU-12 (55% survival after application of the same dose); HAM-III tumor cells show 
the highest sensitivity for this IFN-a dose, resulting in a survival of only 35% of con
trol. Although the HAM-III tumor line is very sensitive to a low dose of a-IFN as 
compared with the other lines, raising the concentration of this BRM does not sub
stantially contribute to a rise in antiproliferative efficacy. Likewise, the effects of 
intermediate and high IFN-a dose applied to the NU-12 tumor do not differ greatly, 
which may be an indication for different numbers of IFN-a receptors on the cell sur
face of the different tumors. 

Except for the NU-12 tumor, IFN-y appears to have very low antiproliferative 
efficacy against the tumors when applied as a single drug. Nevertheless, a dose
dependent inhibition is seen for all lines, and similar to the effect of the intermediate 
and high doses of IFN-a for the NU-12 tumor, there is no difference in antiprolifera
tive efficacy between the intermediate and high doses of IFN-y on colony formation 
of the NU-12 tumor line. 

The same effect again was evident for the effect of TNF on this line. The HAM-II 
line shows only low sensitivity for the lowest TNF concentration of 300 IU/ml, result
ing in only 30% inhibition of colony formation. Again, there is only little difference 
in antiproliferative efficacy between the intermediate and high doses of TNF for this 
line, and also the HAM-III line shows hardly any difference in sensitivity between 
the doses of 3000 and 30000 IU/ml. 
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The observed growth patterns in the combination tests showed that most combi
nations resulted in a high synergistic antiproliferative efficacy against the tumor cells. 
As found before (Beniers et al. 1988) the most effective drug combination for all 
tumor lines was the combination ofIFN-a lOng/dish and TNF lOOng/dish, resulting 
in a survival of 0% for the HAM-III line and of only 3% of the NU-12 and HAM-II 
lines, as compared with the growth control. As the mercury chloride cytotoxic growth 
control also gave rise to about 2% of growth control level of colony formation in the 
NU-12 experiments, we conclude that this combination completely inhibits colony 
formation of this line. The combination of IFN-a with IFN-y acted synergistically but 
was the least active. 

In conclusion, the three xenografts show distinct but different in vitro sensitivities 
towards IFN-a, IFN-y, and TNF. Most sensitive was the NU-12 xenograft, which ap
peared sensitive for all three BRMs. Least sensitive was the HAM-II xenograft which 
was only moderately sensitive towards the three BRMs. The HAM-III xenograft ap
peared to be sensitive for IFN-a and TNF but showed no or hardly any sensitivity 
towards IFN-y. All tested combinations of the three BRMs showed synergistic anti
proliferative effects against colony formation of the three tumors. Most effective was 
the combination IFN-a lOng/dish plus TNF 100 ng/dish. 
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Water-Jet Cutting: A New Technique 
for Selective Parenchymal Surgery of the Kidney 

J.SCHlJLLERl, J.PENSEL2, A.J.A.TERZISl, M.FLOREK2, M.STEINMETZ2, 

S. THOMAS l , and P. OEHLERTl 

Introduction 

One of the great difficulties in the development of surgery of parenchymal organs is 
the control of bleeding during dissection. This can be accomplished by cutting within 
intersegmental planes or by temporary occlusion of the vessels. Selective separation 
of tissue from vessels and fibrous structures is possible by focused ultrasonic energy 
(e.g., CUSA-System), which has found increasing application in liver and brain sur
gery. Another possibility of selective dissection is the method of water-jet cutting. 
This technique has been used in industry for a considerable time to separate soft and 

Fig.t. Prototype of the water-jet sys
tem, pressure unit (BMTL, Li.ibeck) 
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Fig. 2a, b. Handpiece (a) 
with two feed pipes for the 
water-jet and compressed air. 
Nozzles (b) with conical (left) 
and cylindrical shape and of 
different diameters were 
tested 

hard materials. The application of the water-jet in liver surgery was first reported by 
Papachristou and Barters in 1982. The present report describes our first experience 
with the water-jet technique in the laboratory on cadaver organs. 

Materials and Methods 

In a cooperative venture between the Medical Laser Center Lubeck (MLL) and the 
company Biomedizinische Technik Lubeck (BMTL), a prototype of the water-jet 
system was developed. The system (Fig. 1) consists of three parts, a pressure unit, a 
connective unit, and a handpiece. The pressure obtained can be varied up to 50 bar. 
The system delivers normal saline solution. 

The handpiece (Fig. 2) consists of feed pipes for the water-jet and compressed 
air. The water-jet hits the tissue at the desired line of transection and dissects it 
(Fig. 3). The compressed air keeps the corridor through the tissue open and pushs 
away the sprinkling water, which can obscure the view. 
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3 b 

Fig. 33, b. Dissection of the kidney using the water-jet scalpel (cylindrically shaped nozzle with inner 
diameter of O.2mm). The parenchyma is dissected, leaving fibrous structures intact (3). b Same cut 
magnified (x 4.4) 

The aim of this pilot study was to find an optimal shape and diameter of nozzle. To 
this end, nozzles with cylindrical and conical shape and of three different diameters 
(0.1,0.2, and O.4mm) were tested (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, the influence of the dis
tance from the nozzle to the tissue, the cutting velocity, and the water-jet pressure 
on the quality of the cut had to be defined. Cadaver porcine kidneys were fixed on a 
specially designed cutting sled. The cuts were done with a nozzle perpendicular to 
the longitudinal axis of the organ. 

Results 

The best cutting results are obtained with cylindrically shaped nozzles with a diame
ter of 0.1 and 0.2 mm. The optimal distance between nozzle and tissue is between 0.5 
and 1 cm. The optimal cutting velocity is between 3 and 5 mm/s. 

The depths of the cuts increase linearly with the pressure in a range between 15 
and 30 bar. A pressure between 20 and 25 bar produces ideal cuts with a depth of 
0.7-1.0cm. 

The water consumption is dependent on the nozzle and the pressure. For a 0.2-
mm nozzle and a pressure of 30 bar, it is 100cc/min. 
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Discussion 

High pressure fluid jet cutting technology has been used for cutting nonmetallic 
materials for about 30 years. By variation of the shape of the nozzle and the water 
pressure, biological structures with different solidity and consistency can be cut 
selectively and without thermic load. The selective dissection of vessels (Fig. 4) from 
surrounding tissue would allow cutting of parenchymal organs, which are not depen
dent on intersegmental lines. By this the extent of parenchymal resections could be 
adapted to the extent of the disease, minimizing damage of normal tissue. 

Our preliminary studies with the water-jet technique for cutting parenchymal tis
sue on kidney, liver, and brain confirm the results of Papachristou and Barters 
(1982) and Nishisaka and Yonekawa (1984) in liver. Selective dissection of kidney 
tissue leaving fibrous structures and vessels undamaged seems to be possible. 

Best cutting results were obtained with the cylindrically shaped nozzle of 0.1 and 
0.2mm diameter. The cut was precise and showed a fine delineation. The O.4-mm 
nozzle gave a very deep cut with a rough sectional area and had a high consumption 
of saline solution (approx. 500ml/min at 25 bar). The O.l-mm nozzle often showed 
problems of obstruction, so that most of the experiments were done with a 0.2-mm 
nozzle. 

The optimal cutting velocity could be determined between 3 and 5 mm/s. The 
water-jet system allows transection of tissue in a realistic time range in contrast to the 
focused ultrasound cutting system. 

Fig. 4. Selective dissection of a vessel (1.5 mm outer diameter) from the surrounding liver tissue 
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The compressed air stream is an essential part of the new jet system, giving excel
lent viewing during dissection and obviating a plastic shield against spray as postu
lated by Papachristou. 

The ideal distance between the nozzle and the tissue being transected is between 
0.5 and 1 cm. Within this relatively wide range the management of the handpiece 
does not influence the cutting quality. Handheld application therefore seems pos
sible. 

The pressure of choice is between 20 and 25 bar, allowing cuts of approx. 1 cm in 
depth. With higher pressure the dissection is difficult to control. Application of a 40 
bar water-jet will possibly completely transect the kidney in one cut. 

The smallest diameter of vessels which will be left undamaged by the water 
stream is not exactly defined yet and will be determined in studies currently being 
performed on living perfused organs. 

Summary 

Water-jet cutting allows transection and dissection of biological structures indepen
dent of its solidity. Vessels of parenchymal organs as liver, kidney and brain show a 
higher solidity than the parenchyma and can therefore selectively by dissected from 
the surrounding tissue. Transection of parenchymal organs outside of the interseg
mental planes can be performed with a water-jet without excessive blood loss. The 
extent of the resection can therefore be adapted to the extent of the disease, mini
mizing organs trauma. 
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Testicular Blood Supply with a View to Surgical Treatment 

T. STRITTMATI'ER and G. KONRAD! 

Introduction 

Andrology and research on fertility have offered many detailed aspects for surgical 
treatment in recent years. So, besides new surgical techniques and selection of a 
most beneficial time for intervention, for example, age of the patient (Hoechst and 
Hadziselimovic 1982), today's successful surgery of the testicles demands an intimate 
knowledge of their vascular anatomy. Harm to the testicles' blood supply should be 
avoided, but a surgeon has to think ahead as well about microsurgical possibilities in 
order to maintain suitable conditions in case of future repair. In the following, vari
ous indications for testicular surgery are discussed from the perspective of the vascu
lar anatomy. 

Vascular investigation of the human testicle and its epididymis by corrosion cast 
technique (Krienen et al. 1981; Steinmann and Frewein 1982; Wurzer 1987) presents 
detailed information about the distribution of even the smallest vessels. In spite of 
anatomic variations, corrosion casts of the human testis demonstrate three vessels, 
three main vascular supply areas, and three areas of anastomoses (Hundeiker 1970; 
Wurzer 1987). 

Vessel Supply of the Testis 

The spermatic artery (a. testicularis) supplies the testicular tissue itself. 
The testicular artery enters the testicle at the mediastinum testis, lying immedi

ately beneath the tunica albuginea, and courses from the extremitas caudalis along 
the margo liber to the extremitas cranialis. From this part of the spermatic artery 
(a. testicularis propria) the septal arteries descend, supplying as rami centripetales 
and rami centrifugales the germinative tissue. 

The epididymic artery branches off from the spermatic artery 2-10 cm above the 
extremitas cranialis testis. 

The a. ductus deferentis follows the course of the vas deferens and mainly supplies 
the cauda epididymis. 

The a. cremasterica nurtures the tunica vaginalis. 
Primarily the a. testicularis propria provides the blood circulation of the testicle 

itself. The epididymis receives approximately 84% of its blood supply via the a. epi
didymica in the region of the caput and 66% from the a. testicularis in the region of 
caput and corpus. 

1 Urologische Klinik - Franziskushaus, Viersenerstr. 450,4050 Monchengladbach 1, FRG 
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The region of the cauda epididymis is constantly supplied by the deferential artery. 
Participation of the cremasteric artery can be shown in 84%, and participation of the 
epididymis artery in 66% of patients. Blood supply from the testicular artery for the 
cauda epididymis can be shown in 84% of the testicles. To these anastomoses be
tween the three vessel systems attention must be paid. 

Vascular Supply by Anastomoses 

Anastomoses between the testicular artery, cremasteric artery, and deferential artery 
can be found in three areas: (1) above the upper pole of the testis, (2) caput/corpus 
epididymis, and (3) cauda epididymis. While the anastomoses are subject to varia
tion, only in the cauda epididymis region are anastomoses regularly to be found be
tween all three vessel systems. 

On the level of the upper testicular pole or up to 10 cm above it there are sporadi
cally one or more thin-calibered anastomoses between a. spermatica and a. ductus 
deferentis. This anastomosis may be more or less strongly developed or not exist at 
all. To some extent (approximately 20%-30%) these anastomoses maintain a basic 
blood supply for the testicular tissue and for the caput epididymis if the spermatic 

A. testicularis = testicular art. 
= A. spermatica 

A. cremasterica 
= cremasteric artery 

A. ductus deferentis---+*"LAI 
= deferential artery 

A. epididymica 
epididymic artery 

Anastomoses of 
testicular 
cord region 

-.4-+-- A. testicularis propria 

f -'-+J.~+--Anastomoses of 
~--~., epididymic 

A.testicularis propria 

Fig.t. Testicular blood supply 

caput region 

~HLJ-f~ Anastomoses of 
epididymic 
cauda region 
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artery is cut off. A lack of nutrition endangers spermatogenesis in the tubules and 
maturation of the sperm in the caput epididymis. With respect to the caliber of a. sper
matica, which we found regularly more than twice as wide in diameter compared 
with the a. ductus deferentis, the deficiency of blood perfusion is evident. The cre
masteric artery is usually even smaller (Fig. 1). 

Anastomoses on the level of the caput epididymis demonstrate a vast tributary 
variety but are weakly developed and, in general, follow the above-mentioned pat
tern. 

As such the epididymic artery, as a branch of a. spermatica, provides the main 
nutrition for this tissue area. 

In the area of the cauda epididymis and the lower pole of the testis, anastomoses 
between a. testicularis propria and a. ductus deferentis are constantly found. They 
are of extremely thin caliber. Infrequently, there are connections with a. cremas
terica. 

The investigations into the blood supply and the anastomotic connections of the 
vessels demonstrate clearly the main role of the spermatic artery for the vasculariza
tion of the testis, the caput, and corpus epididymis, as well as the importance of the 
three areas of anastomoses. So, after dissection of the testicular artery, the blood 
supply of the testis and epididymis depends on fine-calibered anastomoses. Even if 
the testicle is basically supplied by the cauda anastomoses and by the partly developed 
anastomoses of the spermatic cord region, the testis, and especially the caput, pos
sibly as well the corpus epididymis are exposed to an enormous diminution of blood 
perfusion. This malperfusion distinctly harms the functional ability of the testis. 

Surgical Methods and Vascular Supply 

Some common surgical interventions to the male's genitals will be discussed in rela
tion to blood supply. Awareness of prevalent anatomic vessel conditions should lead 
one to taking proper surgical steps so as to avoid a decline of spermatogenesis. 

Orchidopexy. Cryptorchidism leads to the need for frequent surgical intervention. 
Relevant methods used for the repairing of maldescended testis are: conventional 
orchidopexy (Bevan 1899), two-stage orchidopexy (Persky and Albert 1971), long 
loop vas procedure (Fowler and Stephens 1959), and testicular autotransplantation 
(Silber 1981; Konrad et al. 1984, 1983; Konrad and Schwaiger 1984). 

Conventional Orchidopexy. The majority of the undescended testicles can be placed 
successfully in the scrotum by conventional orchidopexy as proven by many basic 
surgical principles established as early as 1899 by Bevan. After mobilization of the 
testis and the spermatic cord, the dissection of the cremasteric fibers follows. After 
removing the peritoneal fold or hernia sac from the testicular cord, a sufficient length 
ought to be gained for scrotal fixation of the testis without undue tension. It is of 
course essential to protect the vessels of the spermatic cord and the possible high 
division of the epididymic artery and the anastomoses between a. spermatica and 
a. ductus deferentis. Special attention has to be given to the orchidopexy suture at 
the lower pole of the testis. The stitch should take only the connecting tissue between 
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testis and epididymis - inferior epididymic ligament - thereby avoiding the tunica 
albuginea, because the a. testicularis propria courses immediately beneath it. An oc
clusion of this vessel by the thread severely disturbs the testicular blood supply and 
subsequently affects the reproductive system. 

Two-Stage Orchidopexy. If conventional surgical maneuvers fail to gain enough 
length of the testicular cord, one method to bring the testicle into the scrotum is two
stage orchidopexy (Persky and Albert 1971). In the first stage, the testicle is fixed at 
the lowest possible inguinal position. A fixation suture is brought out through the 
skin and tied over a gauze sponge and must remain so for 4-5 days. A second stage 
follows from 6 months up to 2 years later. Most commonly, the two-stage orchidopexy 
is started with an attempt to gain length by extensive dissection of the cremasteric 
fibers along the vasal and testicular cord. If this is carried out too near to the testicle, 
then the risk of injuring the epididymic artery or the anastomoses of this region is 
very high. In the second stage, more preparation is required on the testicular cord, 
but it bears an additional danger for the vascular supply, especially for the secondary 
neovascular collateralization. It is an adequate method for orchidopexy of unde
scended testicle only if by this measure the scrotal position is indeed reached. If this 
procedure fails, the consequence of the operation will be orchidectomy, or another 
attempt to fix the testicle into the scrotum by the Fowler-Stephens maneuver or by 
autotransplantation. Both methods depend on undamaged vessel anastomoses. In 
this respect, the first procedure must avoid preparations near the upper testicular 
pole. 

Fowler-Stephens' Long Loop Vas Orchidopexy. Fowler and Stephens (1959) pre
sented a surgical method of orchidopexy of high undescended testes. If the vascular 
cord of the testicle is too short, even after maximal mobilization, they suggest dis
secting the a. and v. spermatica. The vas generally is of sufficient length to reach the 
scrotal position. The vascular supply ought to be maintained by the a. ductus deferentis 
and the anastomoses to the lower spermatic artery. According to Fowler and Stephens 
and others, 25%-40% of testicular atrophy can be found after this maneuver, be
cause of insufficient or undeveloped anastomoses between the spermatic artery and 
the vas. Consequently, the incidence of infertility is expected to be much higher. 
During surgery it may be helpful to perform a bleeding test as an attempt to deter
mine the blood supply of the testis. After clamping the testicular vessels, an incision 
is made through the tunica albuginea, with arterial bleeding for several minutes after 
clamping indicating that there is a sufficient anastomotic supply. 

Autotransplantation. Autotransplantation of the high undescended, especially the 
intra-abdominal testes, has become the method of choice to get the testicle into scrotal 
position (Silber 1981; Konrad et al. 1984, 1983; Konrad and Schwaiger 1984). The 
spermatic vessels are dissected high up at the main abdominal vessels and reanas
tomosed with the inferior epigastric ones. Until revascularization is performed, the 
basic arterial supply of the testicle and epididymis is provided by natural anas
tomoses. Transitional hypoxemy may occur where these anastomoses are weakly de
veloped, nonexistant, or destroyed by previous surgery. Hypoxemy is minimized by 
quick microsurgical revascularization. 
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Further Surgical Interventions. Like the surgery for cryptorchism, other conventional 
operations contain the risk of damaging the arterial vessel supply. A most common 
operation, varicocelectomy is usually practised as a retroperitoneal dissection of the 
testicular vein. However, the small spermatic artery needs to be saved. In the lower 
region, the testicular artery may be injured by spermatocelectomy or epididymectomy. 
Biopsies of the testicles should be taken at the lateral side of the upper pole of the 
testis. At the medial part of the margo liber, injury to a testicularis propria beneath 
the tunica albuginea cuts off the main blood supply. It is valid for surgical interven
tions - repair of torsion or orchidopexy - to place sutures for fixation of the testicle. 
Injury of the spermatic propria artery means damage to the reproductive tissue or 
even partial atrophy of the testis. 

Discussion 

The findings of Hundeiker (1970, 1980), Krienen et al. (1981, 1982, Wurzer 1987), 
and others confirm clearly that there is a distinct testicular vascularization, and a 
large variety of vessel architecture and anastomosis. 

The three arteries - spermatic, ductus deferentis, and cremasteric - are linked 
by anastomoses of fine calibers in three areas - spermatic cord, caput epididymis, 
and cauda epididymis. Hence, each artery of the testicle has its individual nutritional 
scope. After dissection of one artery, a basic blood supply can be maintained through 
the fine anastomoses. In approximately 25% -40%, after dissection of the testicular 
artery, atrophy of the testis occurs but a much higher incidence may be expected. 
Consequently, for a much higher percentage, the minimal blood supply through 
anastomoses is not at all sufficient for preserving the function of the reproductive tis
sue. In opposition to Hundeiker (1970) we found that the a. testicularis propria par
ticipates in the blood supply of the caput epididymis. Considering the tributaries of 
the spermatic artery, a loss of its blood supply does result in much more harm than a 
dissection of the a. ductus deferentis. The differences of the calibers of the arteries 
themselves as well as of their fine anastomoses illustrate that. Through clinical ex
perience Palomo (1949), cited in Fowler and Stephens (1959) describes no testicular 
atrophy after high dissection of the testicular artery. Fowler and Stephens (1959) and 
Gibbons et al. (1979) found atrophy in 30% after high dissection of the testicular 
artery. Clatworthy (1972) had a rate of 10% atrophy by carefully sparing the regions 
of anastomoses. Maar et al. (1981) saw no atrophy but very often a noninfectious 
swelling of the epididymis in the spermatic cord region. Preparation of the spermatic 
cord vessels was followed by partial atrophy in 50%. A dissection of the spermatic 
artery does not allow any prediction as to whether an atrophy of the testicle or of the 
epididymis will result. 

Silber (1981) emphasizes the importance of reanastomosing the testicular artery. 
He found no atrophy after autotransplantation of abdominal testicles. No reanas
tomosed testicles were atrophied in any case. Konrad and Schwaiger (1984) had a 
quota of success of 92% with autotransplantation, which demonstrates the main role 
of the testicular artery for testicular survival after surgical treatment. 
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Alteration of Penile Ultrastructure in Impotence: 
Morphology and Clinical Correlation 

C. PERSSON-Ji.iNEMANN1,2, W. DIEDERICHS2, and T. F. LUE2 

Introduction 

Within the past few years rapid advances have been achieved integrating the basic 
understanding of anatomy, physiology, and pharmacology in a concept of penile 
erection. Within this concept the smooth musculature of the corpus cavernosum has 
gained a central role. 

This study was designed to reveal ultrastructural changes within the functional 
tissue of the corpus cavernosum in impotent men and to determine any correlation 
with the degree of clinical erectile dysfunction. 

Patients and Methods 

Thirty-two impotent patients (32-79 years) who underwent surgical implantation of 
a penile prosthesis were included in this study. Classification of their impotence was 
based on the erectile response to intracavernous injection of papaverine (n = 25), 
categorized from no response (EO) to full rigid erection (E5). In addition duplex 
ultrasonography and pulsed doppler analysis before and after papaverine (n = 19) 
was utilized for vascular evaluation. 

At the time of prosthesis insertion, tissue samples were obtained from the mid
shaft of the corpus cavernosum. After proper preparation the ultrastructural exami
nation was performed with a transmission electron microscope, and morphological 
findings were correlated with the preoperative clinical classification. 

Results 

Clinical Findings. Based upon the clinical evaluation, three pathogenetic categories 
were distinguished: nonvascular, mild to moderate arterial insufficiency, severe arte
rial insufficiency. The first group (n = 3,36-57 years) showed a full, rigid erectile re
sponse (E5) to intracavemous papaverine injection and a normal functional evalua
tion of the penile arteries (Lue et al. 1985). Their impotence was classified as psycho
neurogenic, and they served as the control group. Nineteen patients (42-71 years) 
were included in the second group with partial response to papaverine injection 
(E2-3) and evidence of a moderate degree of arterial disease in the duplex ultra
sonography. Nine patients (47-69 years) classified as severe arterial insufficiency 
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Fig.!. a Normal trabecular ultrastructure with a bundle of intimately related smooth muscle cells 
(SMC) embedded in strands of fibroconnective tissue. Homogeneous cytoplasm containing densely 
packed myofilaments and perinuclear organelles (x). Cell nucleus (N) with homogeneous chromatin 
network within a double membrane. x 3953. b Normal smooth muscle cell invested with distinct 
basement membrane (arrow) showing numerous sites of cell contact (arrowheads). x 11992 (From 
Persson et al. (in press), with permission the Journal of Urology) 
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showed a poor erectile response after papaverine, with mere penile elongation or 
moderate tumescence (EO-I). On ultrasonography the increase in arterial diameter 
was minimal, and peak-flow velocities reduced or not measurable. 

Electron Microscopy 

The specimens from patients forming the control group are morphologically similar 
and show the characteristic ultrastructure of penile tissue (Bossart et al. 1980; Gold
stein et al. 1982; Benson et al. 1980; Leeson and Leeson 1965). Confluent sinusoids 
show an intact endothelial lining comprising large, attenuated cells with protruding 
nuclei. The endothelium rests upon a complete basement membrane and features 
vast pinocytotic activity. 

Subjacent to the endothelium, smooth muscle cells are organized in small groups 
associated with surrounding connective tissue. The elongated nucleus consists of a 
fine homogeneous chromatin network within a double membrane. Cytoplasmic com
ponents include densely packed myofilaments and organelles; mitochondria, endo
plasmic reticulum, ribosomes, and the golgi apparatus located in a limited perinuclear 
area (Fig. la). The cytoplasmic membrane shows regions of pinocytotic activity and 
dense thickenings opposed to corresponding regions of adjacent cells (nexus; Fig.lb). 

Nerve tissue consisting of bundles, preterminal, and terminal varicosities is em
bedded in connective tissue in close proximity to bundles of smooth muscle. Blood 

Fig. 2. Beginning alteration of intracellular smooth muscle cell structure in patient with moderate 
arteriogenic impotence. Pronounced increase and aggregation of mitochondria (arrows). Morpho
logical elements maintain normal distribution. x 4059 (From Persson et al. (in press), with permis
sion the Journal of Urology) 
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Fig.3. Presence of light smooth muscle cells showing homogeneous intracellular loss of myofila
ments in patients with moderate arteriogenic disease. x 12078 (From Persson et al. (in press), with 
permission the Journal of Urology) 

vessels are infrequent, most being precapillary arterioles with an endothelial lining 
and surrounding pericyte or smooth muscle elements. 

Moderate Arterial Disease. Regarding the number and distribution of the cellular 
components, the penile architecture of patients with moderate arterial disease is con
sistent with the control group. Primary changes are related to the cytoplasmic struc
ture of the smooth muscle cell; pronounced increase and aggregation of mitochondria 
and cytoplasmic vacuolization containing glycogen granules (Fig. 2). The presence of 
light smooth muscle cells was seen in 10 patients (Fig. 3). In addition three patients 
revealed a quantitative loss of smooth muscle, replaced by connective tissue. Endo
thelial and vascular alteration was not encountered; axonal reduction in nerve bundles 
occurred in eight patients. 

Severe Arterial Disease. The penile tissue in this group shows marked changes con
cerning cellular structure and distribution of the trabecular elements. Smooth muscle 
cells are reduced in number and replaced by dense connective tissue separating indi
vidual cells. Alteration of the smooth muscle cell includes an irregular contour with 
fragmentation and loss of the basal lamina and an increase of perinuclear organelles 
with displacement of the reduced contractile myofilaments to the periphery. The 
nuclei are pleiomorphic with unevenly distributed chromatin situated along the 
nuclear membrane (Fig.4a). Cell-membrane contacts are reduced and in several 
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Fig. 4. a Ultrastructural alteration in patient with severe arteriogenic impotence. Increased mass of 
fibroconnective tissue (arrows) separating individual smooth muscle cells. Chromatin is unevenly 
distributed within irregular nucleoplasm. x 4133. b Irregular cell contour with fragmentation of 
basement membrane leading to loss of intercellular contacts in patients with severe arteriogenic im
potence. x 11992 (From Persson et a1. (in press), with permission the Journal of Urology) 
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cases completely lost (Fig.4b). Endothelial alterations are significant, resulting in 
major defects of the sinusoidal lining. Nerve bundles are less frequently encountered. 

Discussion 

The use of intracavernous injection of papaverine and duplex ultrasonography for 
evaluation of penile arterial function has proved to be feasible in clinical application 
(Lue et al. 1985; Virag et al. 1984; Wetzner et al. 1983). In this study we compared 
the morphological changes in the cavernous tissue in impotent men of various ages 
with the clinically determined degree of vascular insufficiency. 

The morphological alteration of the cavernous ultrastructure in patients with 
arteriogenic impotence affects primarily the smooth muscle cells. The extent of mor
phological changes corresponds to the severity of arterial disease and the failure of 
the erectile response to intracavernous injection of papaverine. 

In moderate arterial disease, early changes were found in the intracellular structure 
of the smooth muscle cell with a distinct increase and aggregation of mitochondria, 
consistent with findings in the smooth muscle cell of the iris in diabetes (Ishikawa et 
al. 1985). Together with cytoplasmic vacuolization, these changes could be inter
preted as an active cellular attempt to respond to an altered environmental and nutri
tive situation. 

The function of the smooth muscles of the corpus cavernosum is dependent upon 
the intact organization of the contractile apparatus (Bois 1973; Schoenberg and 
Needham 1976). The decrease of myofilaments found in severe arterial disease 
showed two patterns of manifestation. One is an homogeneous intracellular loss of 
the contractile myofilaments actin and myosin, resulting in light smooth muscle cells, 
a phenomenon previously described in diabetic patients and by Melman et al. (1981) 
in the penile tissue of patients with abnormal norepinephrine levels. The other shows 
displacement of the reduced mass of myofilaments to the periphery due to increase 
of the perinuclear organelles. 

A fragmentation or loss of the basement membrane confinement of the smooth 
muscle cell is distinctive in patients with severe arterial disease. In addition to the 
increased amount of interspersed fibroconnective tissue, the resulting decrease of 
specific corresponding regions of pinocytotic activity and dense thickening of the 
basement membrane (nexus) could interfere with the intercellular transmission of 
excitation (Caesar et al. 1957; Bergmann 1956), possibly by impairing the diffusion 
of neurotransmitters. 

The arteriosclerotic changes in impotent men reported by several authors (Ruz
barsky and Michal 1977; Cohen et al. 1980) were found in the major arteries of the 
corpus cavernosum and the dorsal artery. In our study, we examined morphological 
changes in the small arterioles and the capillaries. Therefore, arteriosclerotic changes 
were not encountered. Our study shows definite axonal loss in the nerve bundles of 
patients with known neurological disorders and a decrease in patients with severe 
arterial disease. The absence of nerve bundles in the specimens of several patients 
probably was due to degeneration of the nerves. 

Previous studies have shown that the smooth muscle cell represents the structural 
basis for sinusoidal relaxation, a key factor in penile erection (Lue et al. 1983; 
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Juenemann et al. 1986; Fournier et al. 1987). Based upon our findings, we propose 
two explanations of erectile failure due to impairment of sinusoidal relaxation: a de
creased number of intracellular myofilaments impairs the contractility of the indi
vidual smooth muscle cell, and in addition the loss of cell membrane contacts (nexus) 
results in failure of the tissue to interact as a unit. 

Based upon the above findings, we believe that the success of surgical reconstruc
tive procedures in patients with arterial insufficiency and venous incompetence de
pends upon the integrity of the penile tissue. In the future, the morphological exami
nation of penile biopsies may prove helpful in determining patients who may profit 
from surgical intervention. Furthermore, the reliability of noninvasive tests such as 
duplex ultrasonography should be examined. 
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The Erection Ring - A New Treatment Approach 
in Venogenic Erectile Dysfunction 

J. STEFFENS, H. DEROUET, and M. ZIEGLER! 

Introduction 

Owing to a lack of successful results the treatment of venous erectile dysfunction of 
unclear etiology is presently passing through a dynamic phase (Lewis 1988). Previ
ously the treatment of choice was venous ligature, the initial results of which have 
been encouraging. During a 1-year observation period success rates of between 28% 
and 75% have been reported (Buvat et al. 1986; Lewis 1988; Michal et al. 1986; 
Pfeiffer and Terhorst 1988; Wagenknecht et al. 1986; Wespes and Schulman 1985). 
However, other surgical procedures have proven disappointing, especially in com
plex venous leakage with drainage via the deep cavernous veins. Wespes et al. re
cently reported a 5-year success rate of 46% (Wespes et al. 1988). Nonsurgical alter
native treatments have long been known. External erectile aids, in particular, have 
frequently been employed. The use of suction aids (Osbon-Erecaid system) to in
duce penile tumescence, which is then maintained by constriction bands at the root 
of the penis, is a recognized procedure for exceptional cases (Osbon 1983; Withering
ton 1988). Since 1917 different variations of these erectile aids have been patented in 
the United States of America (Fre-San Products Manufacturing Co. 1976; Jennings 
1970; Jones 1974; Lederer 1917; Sell 1959; Sutherland and Isbister 1975; Wilson 
1973). Similarly, numerous inflatable external erection systems have been patented 
in Europe since 1925 (Ekes 1929, 1932; Geyer 1987; Hoflinger 1955; Kratzenstein 
1926; Nadig 1985; Nitardy 1913; Skora 1933; Wu 1978). 

Since 1987 an elastic inflatable erection ring which compresses the root of the 
penis has been available. The outflowing venous blood is thus congested, while the 
influx of arterial blood remains unaffected. This instrument is thus suitable for treat
ing venogenic impotence. In this article we shall describe how the erection ring 
works and report on our initial clinical results. 

Material and Methods 

The erection ring (Rusch, Waiblingen, FRG) consists of a soft, elastic, silicon tube 
with a built-in valve. The pressure within the tube can be increased by injecting air 
with a syringe (Fig. 1). Since the inside wall of the ring is not as thick as the outside 
wall, the main pressure after inflation is exerted on the center, and as the external 
wall is not so highly elastic the ring is only slightly broadened. This avoids substantial 
shortening of the penis. 
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..... 

Fig. I. The erection ring consisting of a soft, 
elastic, silicone tube, which is filled through 
a valve by means of a syringe 

Between January and May 198820 patients with erectile dysfunction of venous 
origin were treated by passing an individually fitted erection ring (internal diameter 
24, 27, 30, or 34 mm) over the flaccid penis and positioning it at the root. The rings 
were then filled with 5-lOcc air from a syringe inserted through the valve. The ef
fects of the resulting constriction on venous drainage were investigated using dynamic 
and pharmaco-cavernosography and angiodynography. A color doppler device was 
used for the angiodynography, which represents an advance on duplex sonography 
and affords both a high resolution, real-time image of the soft tissue structures and 
simultaneous imaging of the blood flow over the entire surface of the B mode. The 
effects on arterial influx following inflation of the ring were evaluated by duplex 
sonography. 

Results 

During compression cavernosography showed a reduction in venous outflow in all 
cases (Fig. 2). Angiodynography revealed a dilated dorsal vein with reduced outflow 
(Fig. 3). Arterial influx was not affected at a therapeutic ring pressure (5-lOcc air), 
which was also evident in the duplex sonograms and angiodynograms. The lowest 
volume of air at which the deep penile arteries become compressed was 30cc (Fig. 4). 

Six out of 20 patients (30% ) with venogenic erectile dysfunction were able to per
form sexual intercourse at home after fitting the ring and sexual stimulation (Fig. 5). 
In 14 patients (70%) with complex venous leakage adequate rigidity was only ob-
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a __ _ 

c 

Fig. 2. a Plain film before cavernosography: the erection ring positoned at the root of the penis and 
filled with 10 cc air. b Pharmaco-cavernosogram: complete interruption of venous outflow during the 
filling phase, the ring compressing the root of the penis. c and d Pharmaco-cavernosogram (antero
posterior and lateral): in the late phase incomplete interruption of venous outflow with the ring com
pressing the root of the penis 

tained when the erection ring was combined with autoinjection therapy. The average 
dose of the papaverine-phentolamine mixture injected was 1 ml. 

Acceptance of the erection ring was good, despite the fact that the valve proved 
difficult to handle. There were no complications. However, after frequent use of the 
ring air began to escape from it owing to material fatigue, and it therefore had to be 
frequently replaced. 

b 



a 
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Fig. 3. a Angiodynography: normal lumen and normal flow rate in the dorsal vein before ring com
pression. b Angiodynography: dilated dorsal vein with reduced outflow of blood following ring com
pression (lOcc air) 

Discussion 

Externally applied erection aids have long been employed in the treatment of erec
tile dysfunction (Ekes 1929, 1932; Fre-San Products Manufacturing Co. 1976; Geyer 
1987; Hoflinger 1955; Jennings 1970; Jones 1974; Kratzenstein 1926; Lederer 1917; 
Nadig 1985; Nitardy 1913; Pfeiffer and Terhorst 1988; Sell 1959; Skora 1933; Suther
land and Isbister 1975; Wilson 1973; Wu 1978). The reduction of venous outflow by 



a 
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Fig. 4. a Duplex sonography: no compression of the deep penile arteries at a filling volume of 10 cc 
(diameter: 1.4cm). b Duplex sonography: the lowest volume of air at which the deep penile arteries 
become compressed is 30 cc (diameter 1.1 cm) 

means of an inflatable ring compressing the root of the penis was an idea first intro
duced by Kratzenstein in 1925 (Kratzenstein 1926). The main feature of the erection 
ring described here is the thinness of its inside wall, which means that when it is filled 
with 5-10 cc air the pressure is exerted mainly towards the center. The outer wall is 
not very elastic, and thus the penis is hardly shortened. 

The way in which the ring works was demonstrated in our patients by modern 
imaging techniques. Cavernosography revealed that venous drainage is reduced but 
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erection ring Fig.S. Results of treatment in venogenic impotence 
30% (n =20) 

not completely interrupted when the ring is filled with 10 cc air. The ring is therefore 
also suitable for use in cavernosography conducted for diagnostic purposes. Angio
dynography, a new imaging technique carried out after injection of papaverine, with 
which it is now possible for the first time to demonstrate arterial and venous blood 
flow in color, showed a dilated dorsal vein and reduced drainage of blood following 
application of the ring. When the ring was filled with the therapeutic volume of 5-
lOcc air, duplex sonography showed no impairment of arterial influx. 

Twenty patients with venogenic erectile dysfunction were treated with the ring. 
Of these men 30% were successfully treated with this externally applied erection aid 
as the sole method of treatment. In these patients the reduction in venous outflow 
was sufficient to obtain a degree of rigidity permitting coitus after sexual stimulation. 
In 70% of the patients with complex venous leakage it was necessary to combine the 
erection ring with autoinjection therapy, as the ring was not sufficient to support 
erection. 

Although the ring was well accepted, the difficulty of handling the valve was 
a minus factor; moreover, after the ring had been used several times air began to 
escape from it due to material fatigue, and it therefore had to be replaced frequent
ly. These unsatisfactory features leave room for improvement, which should, how
ever, culminate in the development of a ring which is easy to handle and longer last
ing. 

To date we can consider our results with this successful, nonstressful, and compli
cation-free method of treatment to be good, since in many cases of complex venous 
leakage we have been able to avoid using venous surgery, the results of which are at 
present disappointing (Buvat et al. 1986; Lewis 1988; Michal et al. 1986; Wespes et 
al. 1988). Michal et al. (1986) and Buvat et al. (1986) reported success rates of 25% 
and 28%, respectively, after the first postoperative year. With our own patients we 
had similarly poor results following venous ligature and have thus stopped conduct
ing venous surgery for the present. 

In view of the low success rate (46%) shown by the first 5-year results reported 
by Wespes et al. (1988), it is doubtful whether venous resection can at all be consid
ered a causal therapy for venogenic impotence of unclear etiology. In contrast, the 
procedure described above - use of an erection ring in combination with autoinjec
tion therapy - has proven efficient in all forms of venous insufficiency and would ap
pear to be the treatment of choice for this form of erectile dysfunction, the manage
ment of which has caused so much difficulty in the past. 
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Summary 
A new inflatable erection ring is described, the basic design of which was developed 
as early as 1925. It consists of a soft, elastic silicone tube which is slipped over the 
flaccid penis before intercourse and secured firmly at the root. It is then filled with 
10 cc air through a valve. Cavernosography conducted after application of the ring 
showed venous outflow to be reduced but not completely interrupted at an air vol
ume of 10 cc. Angiodynography revealed a dilated dorsal vein with diminished efflux 
of blood. In the pulsed duplex ultrasound image the arterial influx was seen to be un
affected at 10 cc air, but the deep penile arteries were compressed at 30 cc. 

In a clinical trial of the erection ring in 20 patients with venogenic erectile dys
function 30% of the men profited from this external aid as sole therapy, while 70% 
required a combination of the ring with autoinjection therapy. This simple and suc
cessful form of therapy is not associated with any complications, and in view of the 
disappointing results of venous surgery may be considered the treatment of choice in 
patients with venogenic impotence. 
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Inhibitory Presynaptic Alpha-Adrenoceptors 
in the Human Corpus Cavernosum 

H. VAN AHLENl, G. J. MOLDERINGS2, H. PORSTl, and M. GOTHERT2 

Introduction 

From many clinical investigations and from earlier histological studies, we know that 
noradrenaline plays an important role in penile tumescence, probably causing the 
normal, unerect, flaccid state of the penis. In radioligand studies adrenergic alpha
receptors were shown to outnumber beta-receptors in the human corpus cavernosum 
(Levin and Wein 1980), and high concentrations of noradrenaline were found (Mel
man and Henry 1980). Global stimulation of these intracavernosal receptors by in
jecting noradrenaline or other alpha adrenergic drugs will lead to detumescence by 
contraction of the smooth muscle cells (de Meyer and De Sy 1986; Block et al. 1987). 
This treatment has been well established for the therapy of prolonged erections and 
priapism. 

From other human tissues it is, however, well-recognized that there are pre
synaptic inhibitory alpha-adrenoceptors at the sympathetic nerve ending itself, mod
ulating the release of noradrenaline from these vesicles (Starke 1981; Gothert et al. 
1984). We wanted to evaluate whether such receptors could also be found in human 
corpora cavernosa and to which subtype they belonged. 

Material and Methods 

Pieces of human corpus cavernosum were obtained from patients undergoing surgery 
for a congenital penile deviation or for Peyronie's disease. No patient suffered from 
concomitant erectile dysfunction. The pieces were cut into strips of approximately 3 
by 15 mm and were incubated for 60 min at a temperature of 37°C in a physiological 
salt solution, containing [3H]noradrenaline (0.1 /lmolll). Subsequently, the prepara
tions were mounted vertically in an organ bath between two platinum electrodes 
(tension 0.5 g) and were then superfused with noradrenaline-free physiological salt 
solution, containing desipramine (0.6 /lmol/l) and corticosterone (40 /lmolll) to block 
neuronal and extraneuronal noradrenaline uptake. 

The superfusate was collected in 3-min fractions: Five 6-min periods of trans
mural electrical stimulation (0.66 Hz) were applied to each ofthe preparations after 
93 (Sl), 117 (S2), 141 (S3), 165 (S4), and 189 (Ss) min after the superfusion. The 
tritium overflow in the superfusate and in the solubilized preparations was deter
mined by liquid scintillation counting. 

Tritium efflux was calculated as the fraction of tritium present in the strip at the 
time of the onset of each collecting period. Basal tritium efflux was expressed as the 
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ratio of the fractional rate during the collecting period immediately before S3, S4, and 
S5 (t3, t4, t5) over that immediately before S2 (t2)' Stimulation-evoked overflow was 
calculated by subtraction of the basal efflux from the total efflux during 12 min sub
sequent to the onset of stimulation. Evoked tritium overflow was given as a fraction 
of tissue tritium at the onset of stimulation, and the ratios of the overflow evoked by 
S3, S4, and S5 over that evoked by S2 wer determined. 

Results are given as means ± SEM; Student's t-test was used for statistical evalu
ation and comparison of the mean values. 

Results 

Basal and Stimulation-Evoked Tritium Outflow. In control experiments basal tritium 
efflux decreased gradually with time (Table 1, Fig. 1). Electrical stimulation of the 
preparations at a frequency of 0.66Hz increased this outflow, and the ratio of this 
showed constant quantities (Table 2, Fig. 1). Tetrodotoxin, a Na+ channel blocker, 
added to the superfusion fluid in a concentration of Illmol/l, strongly inhibited this 
electrically evoked tritium overflow by about 90% (P< 0.05) (Fig. 2). The evoked 
tritium outflow was completely abolished when the tissues were superfused with 
Ca2+ -free solution 9 min before S3 to 13 min after S4. However, after Ca2+ was re
introduced following S4 the electrically evoked overflow was again detectable (Fig. 3). 

Neither the addition of tetrodotoxin nor superfusion with Ca2+ -free solution 
changed the basal efflux to any extent. To evaluate the subtype of the assumed pre-

Table 1. Control values for basal tritium efflux 

t2 
(nCi/min) 

1.54 ± 0.22 

Fractional rate 
(min-I) 

0.0004 ± 0.0001 0.93 ± 0.03 0.90 ± 0.05 0.85 ± 0.04 

tl-t5 represent the 4-min periods of superfusate sampling immediately before the respective stimula
tion periods. Basal efflux during trt5 is given as ratio over the respective t2 value. The efflux of 
tritium per minute is expressed as fraction of tissue tritium. Means ± SEM of seven experiments 
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Table 2. Evoked tritium overflow above basal efflux after transmural electrical stimulation (SI-S5) 

S2 
(nCi/min) 

1.63 ± 0.44 

Percentage of 
tissue 3H 

0.38 ± 0.06 0.92 ± 0.06 0.94 ± 0.03 0.92 ± 0.07 

Overflow evoked by SrS5 is given as ratio over the respective S2. The overflow is expressed as per
centage of tissue tritium. Means ± SEM of seven experiments 
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Fig. 2. Same experiments as 
in Fig. 1 but after the addition 
of tetrodotoxin (1 Jlmolll) 
during the time indicated by 
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Fig. 3. Same experiments as 
in Fig. 1 but with omission of 
Ca2+ during the time indi
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synaptic receptor at the site of the noradrenergic vesicle we performed the same ex
periments, adding specific alpha2 agonists and antagonists. 

Effects of Alpha-Adrenoceptor Agonists. Basal efflux was not affected by the specific 
alphal agonist methoxamine nor by the specific alpha2 agonist B-HT 920 (6-allyl-2-
amino-5,6,7 ,8-tetrahydro-4H-thiazolo-5 ,4-D-azepine dihydrochloride). Methoxamine 
did not significantly alter the measured overflow after electrical stimulation (Fig. 4). 
The selective alpha2-adrenoceptor agonist B-HT 920 produced a dose-dependent, 
statistically highly significant decrease of the electrically stimulated tritium overflow 
(Fig. 4). The inhibition obtained with the highest concentration ofB-HT 920 reached 
almost 80%, compared with the control experiments. 
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Fig. 4. Effects of methoxamine (.0.), B-HT 920 (D) 
and Rauwolszine (0) on the electrically evoked 
tritium overflow from human corpus cavemosum. 
The ratios of tritium overflow evoked by SrSs to 
that of S2 are shown, expressed as percentages of 
the ratios in the respective control experiments. 
Means ± SEM of seven experiments. * P<0.05; 
** P<0.025; *** P<O.OOI (compared with corre
sponding controls) 

Effect of an AlpharAdrenoceptor Antagonist. The selective alpha2-adrenoceptor an
tagonist Rauwolszine did not alter the basal efflux of tritium. It produced, however, 
a concentration-dependent, statistically significant increase of the tritium overflow. 
The facilitation at the highest investigated concentration was about 60%, compared 
with the control experiments (Fig. 4). 

Discussion 

The local blockade of alpha adrenergic receptors resulting in penile erection, as well 
as their stimulation by local injection of adrenergic drugs leading to pronounced 
detumescence, are due to an effect on alphal-adrenoceptors, situated on the post
synaptic membrane of the muscle cell itself (Klinge and Sj6strand 1977; Hedlund and 
Andersson 1985; Dail et al. 1987). Alphal-adrenoceptor stimulation will not influence 
noradrenaline release, as could be demonstrated with the specific alpharadrenoceptor 
agonist methoxamine in our own experiments. 

Our results provide evidence that additional inhibitory presynaptic alphaz-adreno
ceptors are, however, present on the sympathetic nerve terminals in human corpus 
cavernosum. Their stimulation leads to a modulation of the electrically evoked nor
adrenaline release. Under the described experimental conditions and according to 
the control experiments we can assume that the measured, electrically evoked 
tritium overflow reflects the physiological, potential-induced, noradrenaline release 
in this tissue. 

Stimulation of these alpha2-adrenoceptors causes an inhibition of the noradrenergic 
transmission, decreasing the excitatory noradrenaline release. Blockade increases 
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noradrenaline release, probably due to a disinhibition, e.g., by the antagonism ver
sus endogenous noradrenaline at the presynaptic alpha2-adrenoceptor (G6thert et al. 
1984). Therefore, alpha2-adrenoceptors may play an important role in the regulation 
of the erectile process, and our results give additional support to the theory that sym
pathetic activity greatly influences this process. 
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Intratesticular Concentration of Etoposide: 
An Experimental Study 

T. STEINl , S. KREGE2, G. HEIMANN3, and H. ROBBEN2 

Introduction 

The efficiency of systemic chemotherapy on intra testicular germ cell tumors is a sub
ject of controversy. Different studies support the existence of a blood-testis barrier, 
preventing chemotherapeutic agents from reaching all areas of the testis: 26 patients 
with advanced germ cell cancer underwent chemotherapy followed by delayed orchi
ectomy. Of these 17 had a complete remission of intratesticular tumor at the time of 
orchiectomy, but 9 still had viable tumor in the testis despite extensive remission of 
metastatic disease. In all cases either metastases were not destroyed entirely, or com
plete remission was not confirmed by histologic exploration (Chong et al. 1986; 
Fowler and Whitmore 1981; Snow et al. 1983). 

Other studies agree on the effectiveness of chemotherapy of intra testicular germ 
cell tumors: Autopsy findings in 103 leukemic patients treated by chemotherapy imply 
that the chemotherapeutic agents penetrated into the testis, because no advancement 
of the testicular disease was noted (Kuhjda et al. 1982). Taking biopsies from normal 
contralateral testis during treatment of patients with primary nonseminomatous 
germ cell tumors, no areas of carcinoma in situ were found after chemotherapy in 
contrast to those patients not receiving chemotherapy (Skakkebaek 1985). Experi
mental data demonstrated the transport of cyclophosphamide and vincristine across 
the blood-testis barrier (Forrest et al. 1981). 

As etoposide is an effective agent in the treatment of advanced germ cell tumors, 
and detection of etoposide in plasma and various organs is standardized in compari
son with detection of cisplatinum and bleomycin, the aim of this study is to measure 
the concentration of etoposide in testicular tissue and to compare it with concentra
tions reached in other tissues after intravenous application. 

Materials and Methods 

Etoposide (1Omg/kg body weight) was injected intravenously into 45 healthy Wistar 
rats (250 g of body weight). Groups of three rats were narcotized with high-dose 
ether after 7,15,30,45,60,75, 90 min or Q, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12h. After thoracotomy 
a blood sample was taken by intracardial puncture of the left ventricle. Heparin 
diluted in sodium chloride (12500 IE) was given to prevent blood clotting, followed 
by systemic perfusion with 250ml of Ringer's solution. Testicles, liver, right kidney, 
and muscle of the right hind leg thigh were removed. A control group of three ani-
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mals was not treated with etoposide. From three animals treated with etoposide 
urine samples were collected after 6,12,24,48, and 72h. 

Proteolysis of tissue and plasma samples by papain digestion was followed by 
chloroform extraction. The method was used to release the strongly protein-bound 
drug completely. The organic phase was dried under nitrogen, and the samples were 
resolved in the mobile phase. Measurement of etoposide was performed by high per
formance liquid chromatography (HPLC), using teniposide as internal standard 
(Farina et al. 1981). A Lichrosorb RP-8 (5/lm) column from Merck-Darmstadt was 
used; separation was achieved with an isocratic solvent system of methanol (55%) 
and water (45%) at a flow rate of 1 mllmin according to D'!ncalci et al. (1982), and 
analysis performed with a Bruker LC equipped with a 254-nm absorbance detector. 
Data of the standard and testicular analysis are given in Fig. 1. 

Results 

Tissue and plasma concentrations of etoposide at different times are shown in Table 1. 
The concentration of etoposide is related to 1 g wet weight or 1 ml of plasma. Extrac
tion recovery for tissue is 73%, for plasma 57%. Table 2 and Fig. 2 give a summary 
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Table 1. Etoposide concentration in various organs and plasma (!!g/g wet weight or !!g/ml plasma) 

Time Liver Kidney Testis Muscle Plasma 

7 min 11.11 35.34 11.73 4.86 0.96 

15 min 11.41 41.33 12.45 0.10 0.29 

30 min 11.66 36.00 18.56 11.95 0.28 

45 min 17.66 34.03 16.28 12.15 0.21 

60 min 19.50 32.36 16.36 12.00 0.06 

75 min 12.41 33.36 16.36 13.07 

90 min 19.91 31.91 16.39 12.40 0.02 

2h 12.88 24.02 16.20 10.73 

3h 12.91 35.43 16.26 10.79 

4h 11.62 34.09 15.62 9.33 

5h 8.56 25.39 11.67 10.54 

6h 7.60 22.07 7.19 8.68 

7h 3.33 9.34 0.98 5.43 

8h 0.46 

12h 

Table 2. Maximal concentrations, pharmacokinetic, and statistic parameters of etoposide in tissue 

Tissue Max. conc. SD 
(!!g) 

Testicle 18.56 2.37 

Liver 14.80 2.45 

Kidney 37.60 4.24 

Muscle 12.30 0.88 

SD, standard deviation; CC, coefficient of correlation 
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Fig. 2. Etoposide concentration in tissue and 
plasma 
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of the maximal concentrations and pharmacokinetic as well as statistic parameters of 
etoposide in tissue. A maximum concentration of 0.961lg etoposide/ml plasma was 
found after 7 min; this low concentration indicates that after bolus injection the drug 
is distributed very quickly. The t50 was found to be 10.54 min. Extraction recovery in 
plasma was 57%, SD 0.16; CC 0.90. 

Monitoring the concentration of etoposide in urine with an extraction recovery of 
82% leads to the finding of 54.5Ilg/ml in the first 6 h after etoposide injection. The 
high amount of etoposide in the 6-h urine correlates well with the decrease of the 
drug in tissue during the first 6 h. 

Discussion 

The concept of a blood-testis barrier was described initially by Ribbert (1904) and 
Bouffard (1906). Electron microscopic studies led to the conclusion that peritubular 
myoid and Sertoli's cell layers may be responsible for the barrier (Fawcett et al. 
1970). 

From the pharmacological point of view there have been different experiences 
about the capability of drugs to cross the barrier: actinomycin D, ascorbic acid, and 
various contrast materials show less penetration into the testis compared with other 
tissue (deBruyn et al. 1950; Ro and Busch 1965; Hammarstrom 1966). After i.v. 
cisplatinum injection comparison of liver-, kidney-, and testis-tissue concentrations 
showed less accumulation in the testis (Litterst et al. 1976). In contrast cyclophos
phamide and vincristine can penetrate the barrier rapidly (Forrest et al. 1981). 

Also, clinical experiences concerning the efficiency of chemotherapy on primary 
testicular germ cell tumors are controversial. Eight patients with disseminated, non
seminomatous, testicular germ cell tumor received various courses of chemotherapy. 
At the time of delayed orchiectomy seven of them were considered free of the tumor 
by computed tomography. Three orchiectomy specimens still revealed carcinoma. 
Only six patients had retroperitoneal lymph node dissection, and one had thoracot
omy. In one case lymph nodes showed teratoma as did the thoracotomy. Two pa
tients showed progression of their metastatic disease within 10 months (Snow et al. 
1983). Some 16 patients with advanced germ cell cancer underwent chemotherapy 
followed by orchiectomy. Criteria for a complete remission consisted of radiographic 
findings of disease and normalization of serum biomarkers. In four patients the 
orchiectomy specimen revealed viable tumor; three of them were said to have a com
plete remission of distant metastases. In nine the orchiectomy specimens did not 
show viable tumor; only seven of them were in complete remission (Chong et al. 
1986). 

In the case of an 18-year-old man with a testicular tumor and retroperitoneal, 
mass, neck, pulmonary, as well as liver metastases, most of the tumor foci were ex
cised after chemotherapy. The patient underwent orchiectomy, retroperitoneal 
lymph node dissection with left pelvic lymphadenectomy, partial hepatectomy and 2 
months later excision of a remaining pulmonary nodule and five additional pulmo
nary lesions resembling metastastic carcinoma. Residual carcinoma was found in a 
pelvic lymph node, the remaining pulmonary nodule, and the testis (Fowler and 
Whitmore 1981). In contrast to the conclusion of the authors mentioned above we do 
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not see any clear-cut evidence for the failure of chemotherapy on intratesticular 
tumor alone. 

The study by Skakkebaek (1985) underlines the intratesticular efficiency of 
chemotherapeutic agents. Biopsies from the clinically normal contralateral testis of 
patients with nonseminomatous germ cell tumors did not show carcinoma in situ in 
contrast to those taken from patients not receiving chemotherapy. 

Experimental studies show different data for various agents after systemic appli
cation. Cisplatinum was administered intravenously into rats (5mg/kg bw). Plasma 
levels and the concentration in liver, kidney, and testis were measured. After 60 min 
0.50 ± 0.02 J,lg Pt/g wet weight was found in the testis; at 24 h there was 0.32 ± 0.06 
J,lg in the testis, 2.89 ± 1.41 J,lg in the liver, and 11.61 ± 0.27 J,lg in the kidney (Litterst 
et al. 1976). In our study etoposide is administered intravenously to rats. Results in
dicate that the tissue concentration of etoposide in the testis is comparable to con
centrations in the liver and muscle: testis, 18.56 J,lg/g wet weight; liver, 14.80 J,lg; 
muscle, 12.30 J,lg. These are the maximal concentrations reached in each tissue. The 
kidney as the excretion organ shows the highest level of etoposide with 37.60 J,lg/g. 
Thus, our study does not support the existence of a blood-testis barrier for etoposide. 

The fact that some chemotherapeutic agents, effective in the treatment of testicu
lar germ cell tumors, reach a similar concentration in the testis to that in other tissues 
might be of relevance in the discussion about treatment of extra gonadal testicular 
germ cell tumors (ETGCT). ETGCT are histopathologically identical with testicular 
tumors and occur in mediastinal (71%), retroperitoneal (25%), pulmonary (1%), 
esophageal (1%), pineal « 1 %), and presacral « 1 %) locations (Kuhn and WeiB
bach 1985). If the testicles, unsuspicious at clinical examination, are removed and in
vestigated histologically, one-third shows normal tissue, one-third scars as a result of 
burnt-out tumors, and one-third microcarcinomas. Thus it is still a point of discus
sion whether testes which are normal at clinical examination should be removed. As 
therapy of ETGCT consists in the majority of patients of systemic chemotherapy, 
polychemotherapy including etoposide may be able to destroy possible microfoci of 
cancer. If these experimental results are confirmed by clinical observation, bilateral 
orchiectomy of clinically unsuspicious testicles will be unnecessary. 
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Diagnostic Studies Using Human BPH Tissues 
Transplanted on Thymus-Dysplastic Mice 

P. G.FABRICIUSl, F. ROMMELl, F. SINOWATZ2, V. PERMANETTER3, and C.HAMMER4 

Introduction 

The nude mouse model may be considered as established for studies of malignant 
human tumors (Scheidhauer et al. 1987). With xenotransplantation of human BPH 
preparations, autonomous growth cannot be expected (Fabricius et al. 1987). How
ever, a spontaneous human prostatic hyperplasia would be available for the purpose 
of several studies. 

Material and Methods 

A total of 150 male BALB/c mice (Bomholtgard, Dk) received transplanted human 
BPH tissue (adenomectomy preparations) into their sides (right and left, three tu
mors per animal maximum). After the end of the test (maximum observation time 24 
weeks after surgery) the tumor size (measurement calipers, all three perpendicular 
diameters, formula: V = 0.52 X Dl x D2 x D3), the histology, and the PSA levels 
in the serum of the nulnu mice were evaluated. In addition, tumor-bearing nude 
mice were subjected to immunoscintigraphy using l3lI-labeled monoclonal antibodies 
(MoAb) against PSA (Tandem-PSA, Hyrbritech). 

Results 

The 150 nulnu mice received a BPH xenograft. The behaviour of the tumor volume 
after transplantation is shown in Fig. 1. After a brief tumor enlargement phase, the 
graft shows a detectable shrinkage of 30% by day 28 p.o. Histologic examinations 
show that vascularization of the graft from the host animal is detectable from day 3 
p.o. Nevertheless, necrosis develops which recedes only after 4 weeks (Fig. 2). The 
most sensitive reaction to the changes induced by the xenograft is that of the glandu
lar epithelium. A squamous metaplasia was detected from day 3 p.o. which receded 
slowly from day 14 p.o. The whole stromal tissue developed fibrosis which was ob
served in all grafts from the 2nd week. Independent of the tissue selected for graft re
moval, the reactions to PAP (prostatic specific acid phosphatase) and PSA (prostatic 
specific antigen) were positive as per the immunoperoxidase technique (Fig. 3). The 
PSA measurements in the serum of the host animals yielded the following findings: 
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Fig. I. Volume changes in untreated BPH human grafts in the thymus-dysplastic mouse: 30 tumors 
were observed over 28 days and 6 tumors up to 112 days after transplantation. The size determina
tion was based on caliper measurements, the volume was calculated according to the formula of an 
ellipsoid (0.52 x Dl x D2 X D3)' The initial volume of about 70mm3 was selected 

Fig. 2. Central necrosis in BPH tissue 7 days postimplantation. H & E staining, x 157 

Control animals had no measurable PSA concentrations; BPH tumor-bearing ani
mals showed quite different PSA values, depending on the tissue used for blood col
lection and the volume of the BPH tissue. Immediately after transplantation, very 
high PSA levels were measured. During the following days there was an exponential 
decrease of PSA concentration in serum (Fig. 4). The PSA values were found to be 
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Fig.3. Squamous metaplasia of the central glandular tubes which have partly already recovered 28 
days postimplantation. H & E staining, x 175 
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Fig. 4. Decrease in PSA concentration in the serum of nude mice postimplantation of human BPH 
tissue as a function of time. Mean values of about six experimental animals have been recorded in 
each case 

dependent upon the volume (Fig. 5). The volumes vary by a factor of 3.1 and the 
PSA concentrations, by a factor of 3.4. 

Some 30 min after mechanical irritation of the subcutaneous BPH graft, the nude 
mouse showed an increase of the PSA concentration by more than 320% of the initial 
value (Fig. 6). This PSA increase was significant (P < 0.01). 
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Fig. 5. PSA concentration of nude mice with 
one or three transplanted human BPH tu
mors. The difference between both is sig
nificant with P<O.01 

Fig. 6. PSA level 30 min after palpation 
of the subcutaneously transplanted BPH 
tumors on day 14 following xenotransplan
tation as compared with the initial concen
tration 

Fig. 7. Prostatic tumor bearing nulnu mouse (above right shoulder) and immunoscintigraphy of the 
tumor (7 days postinjection of l3lI-labe1d MoAb against PSA) 
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Table 1. Biokinetic distribution studies of l3lI-MoAb against PSA. Any tumor-bearing nude mouse 
was injected the labeled antibody via a tail vein. After 4, 7, and 12 days, six animals were killed each 
time, and the activity in the blood, the tumor, and different organs was measured. The percentage 
of l3lI-MoAb against PSA per g tissue is indicated 

Day Blood Tumor Tu! Heart Liver Prostate 
pj. blood 

4 8.04 ± 0.9 8.12 ± 2.5 1.01 2.13 ± 0.2 2.51 ± 0.5 1.37 ± 0.8 

7 3.31 ± 0.8 3.24 ± 0.4 0.98 0.86 ± 0.2 1.01 ± 0.06 0.67 ± 0.1 

12 1.75 ± 0.2 3.47 ± 1.8 1.98 0.49 ± 0.2 0.56 ± 0.05 0.35 ± 0.1 

The immunoscintigraphic image of a subcutaneous BPH xenograft is given in 
Fig. 7. Although this figure permits a clear localization of the tumor, the tumor Iblood 
ratio was only 1.98 on day 12 after injection of the nuclide (Table 1). 

Discllssion 

The question was whether human BPH tissue transplanted to the nulnu mouse main
tains a part of the human morphological and biochemical properties and thus may be 
used for diagnostic, possibly also therapeutic studies. Since we transplanted tissue 
sections, the solid tumor structure of the original preparation was not changed. 

Histology reveals reactions to insufficient nutrition and ischemia of the BPH tis
sue immediately after transplantation. However, these reactions as measured after 4 
weeks in the epithelium were only of minor extent. 

Wagner et al. reported no degenerated glandular structures in similar experi
ments. This might be due to the fact that they conducted no examinations in this 
early phase. However, a stroma fibrosation was found by them as well (Wagner et 
al. 1987). Since the morphologic findings were difficult to standardize, an evaluation 
of the therapeutic effects could only be done to a limited extent by histology. 

The histological examinations of PAP and PSA activity clearly identified the xeno
graft as prostatic tissue even after 16 weeks. The solid human prostatic tumor was 
found to be appropriate, for cultivation in the nude mouse proved that it is sufficient
ly vascularized. If the morphological changes in the epithelium cells and the stroma 
after incubation in the culture medium are compared, the establishment of primarily 
solid tumors in the nude mouse appears to offer more advantages (McMahon and 
Thomas 1973; Schroder and Mackensen 1974). 

The behavior of the PSA concentration in the serum of nude mice, depending on 
the time elapsed after surgery, revealed that great PSA quantities are released due 
to tissue trauma, initially as a result of diffusion. The processes of cell transformation 
also result in epithelium tissue death, thus causing an above-average PSA expression 
by the BPH tissue. Different tumor markers are known to show a correlation of the 
serum level and the tumor mass (Staab et al. 1985). It is not surprising that such a re
lation could be detected for the organ marker PSA as well. 

Manipulations of the prostate cause a brief PAP rise in the serum which is no 
longer detectable after 48 h. The same phenomenon could be shown experimentally 
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for the PSA concentrations. The influence of tumor mass and mechanical manipula
tions on the PSA behavior in the periperal blood showed that increased PSA values 
in patients have to be evaluated critically from the clinical point of view. MoAb 
enables the use of tumor tissue for scintigraphic imaging (Scheidhauer et al. 1987). 
Although there are already established procedures for some colorectal and gyneco
logical tumors as well as for melanoma, the practical use is difficult. In the case of the 
prostate only PAP labeling has been used for scintigraphy up to now (Babain et al. 
1987). 

In the case of results presented here, it is possible to show the correlation be
tween prostatic soft tissue, as detected immunologically using l3lI-labeled MoAb, 
and PSA. However, it remains unclear how the MoAb after i.v. application reached 
the intracellular PSA or whether only a high PSA concentration within the vessels of 
the graft was responsible for imaging. 
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Age-Dependency and Regional Distribution 
of Enkephalinergic Nerves in the Human Prostate 

T.JUNGBLUTl, G.AuMULLER2, B.MALEK3, and H.MELCHIOR1 

Introduction 

Numerous studies have been made of the autonomic innervation of the prostate in 
different mammals, including humans (e.g., Sjostrand 1965; Norberg et al. 1967; 
Vaalasti and Hervonen 1979, 1980). These studies have revealed a dual adrenergic 
and cholinergic autonomic innervation of this organ. Since the first reports of the 
existence of enkephalin-immunoreactive nerves in the male urogenital tract (Vaalasti 
et al. 1980; AIm et al. 1981), the presence of these nerves has been confirmed (Del 
Fiacco 1982; Vaalasti et al. 1986). The enkephalins may act as neurotransmitters in 
concert with the classical transmitters (Burn stock 1986; Fried et al. 1986; De Potter 
et al. 1987). In spite of this, close to nothing is known about the histotopography, the 
chemical diversity, and the hormone sensitivity or age dependency of these peptidergic 
nerves. 

We have used a plethora of antisera against different proenkephalin-, prodynorphin-, 
or proopiomelanocortin-derived opioid sequences which were applied to paraffin 
sections of juvenile and adult (normal or pathologic) human prostates to gain some 
insights into the regional distribution and age-dependent chemoarchitecture of pros
tatic peptidergic nerves. 

Material and Methods 

Human Tissue. A part of the tissue specimens was kindly provided from the Depart
ment of Pathology of Philipps University (Prof. Dr. C. Thomas) and were taken from 
autopsies of traffic accident victims or unexpected child death cases. Fixation was 
performed in 4% formaldehyde or in a few cases in Bouin's fluid. The age distribu
tion was as follows: 11-year-old boy, 15-year-old boy, 115-year-old boy, 117-year
old young man, 1 27-year-old man, 1 47-year-old man, and 5 elderly men (62-75 
years) suffering from BPH or prostatic cancer (Bouin-fixed prostatectomy speci
mens). 

Antisera and Immunohistochemistry. Several polyclonal antisera against different 
compounds of opioid-derived polypeptides, as specified in Table 1, were used. Immuno
reactions were performed on 5-llm thick paraffin sections mounted on chromalaun
gelatin-coated glass slides after deparaffinization with xylene and hydration by in-
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Table 1. Details of antisera used 

Antigen Abbreviation Host Dilution Reference 

Alpha-neoendorphin None Rabbit 1:4000 Weber et al. 1982 

Heptapeptide MRF (= ME + arg + phe) Rabbit 1:4000 Weber et al. 1983 

DynorphinA None Rabbit 1:3000 Weihe et al. 1985 

Beta-endorphin None Rabbit 1:2000 Weber et al. 1982 

Octapeptide MRGL (= ME + arg + gly + leu) Rabbit 1:8000 Weber et al. 1983 

Beta-neoendorphin None Rabbit 1:4000 Weber et al. 1983 

Leu-enkephalin Leu-Enk Rabbit 1:4000 Weihe et al. 1985 

Met -enkephalin Met-Enk or ME Rabbit 1:4000 Weber et al. 1983 

cubating the sections for 48 h at 4°C with the respective diluted antisera. The im
munoreaction was visualized using the immunoperoxidase method (Sternberger 
1974). Control incubations were made by diluting the primary antibody to final re
placement by nonimmune serum. All controls were negative. Antisere were kindly 
provided by Prof. Dr. E. Weihe (lohannes-Gutenberg-UniversitiH Mainz, FRG). 

Results 

Table 2 gives a survey of the regional distribution of immunoreactive nerves with the 
different antisera tested. There were considerable differences in the intensity of 
immunoreactions of the different specimens studied. While in infant and juvenile 
glands immunoreactivity was homogenously and relatively densely distributed (Figs. 
1-3), it was extremely sparse and heterogenous in specimens from adults or elderly 

Table 2. Regional distribution of enkephalinergic nerves in the human 
prostate 

Prostatic compartment Antibody 

MRF MRGL Leu-Enk Met-Enk 

Capsule 

Vessels (+) (+) (+) (+) 
Smooth muscle (+) 

Stroma 

Vessels + + + 
Smooth muscle + ++ + ++ 

Periurethral 

Vessels (+) + + + 
Smooth muscle (+) (+) (+) (+) 

Subjective rating scale of immunoreactivity: - absent, (+) rare, + fre-
quent, + + very frequent 
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Fig. 1. One-year-old boy, stroma, MRGL immunoreactivity. x 125 

Fig. 2. Five-year-old boy, stroma, MRGL immunoreactivity. x 313 
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Fig. 3. Five-year-old boy, stroma, ME immunoreactivity. x 313 

Fig. 4. Elderly man (62 years), stroma, Leu-enkephalin immunoreactivity. x 313 
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Fig. 5. Elderly man (68 years), stroma (vessels), MRGL immunoreactivity. x 313 

Fig. 6. Fifteen-year-old boy, stroma, MRF immunoreactivity. x 313 
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Fig. 7. Twenty-seven-year-old man, stroma MRGL immunoreactivity. x 313 

Fig.S. Forty-seven-year-old man, vessels, MRGL immunoreactivity. x 313 
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men (Figs. 4, 5). Immunoreactive nerves, occasionally arranged in bundles in the 
periphery of the gland and branching within the stroma, could be traced in parallel 
with smooth muscle (Figs. 6, 7) and with blood vessels (Fig. 8). 

Occasionally some ganglionic cells reacting with antiserum against octapeptide 
were found only in the infantile specimens in the space between the dorsolateral 
capsule of the prostate and the seminal vesicles. Antisera against beta-endorphin, 
alpha-neoendorphin, beta-neoendorphin, and dynorphin A gave no positive im
munoreaction with prostatic nerves. 

Discussion 

In the present study a characteristic age-dependence and histotopography in the 
chemoarchitecture of enkephalinergic nerves of the human prostate has been found. 
Previous studies (Vaalasti et al. 1980, 1986; Del Fiacco 1982) have reported a rather 
irregular and heterogenous distribution of enkephalin-immunoreactive nerves in the 
human prostate, contrasting with the dense and homogenous network of VIP-immuno
reactive nerves. MRF- and MRGL-immunoreactive nerves of the human prostate 
are first described in the present study. Others (e.g., Gu et al. 1983) were unable to 
find enkephalin-immunoreactive nerves in the human prostate. These differences 
may be due either to technical reasons or to the fact that in older specimens the 
immunoreaction for enkephalin is greatly reduced as compared with younger speci
mens. Such an age dependency of prostatic innervation has been previously sug
gested by neurohistologists (Casas 1958; Jabonero et al. 1963; Bacsich 1969). 

Contrary to the findings of Vaalasti et al. (1986) we have found some ganglionic 
cells in the human prostatic capsule reacting with enkephalin antisera. They were 
found in the infantile specimens in the space between the dorsolateral capsule por
tion of the prostate close to the seminal vesicles. The MRGL immunoreactivity was 
mainly found in the small cells of the ganglion. According to Gosling (1983) the large 
neurons are rich in acetylcholinesterase but lack catecholamines, while the small 
cells, which are mostly lacking in older specimens, are rich in catecholamines and are 
devoid of acetylcholinesterase. They give rise to short adrenergic nerves innervating 
prostatic stromal smooth muscle cells. 

According to Gosling (1983) there is an age-dependent reduction of afferent cor
puscles in adult prostate. Gu et al. (1983) suggest the presence of substance P in af
ferent prostatic nerve fibers; at least in our studies no dynorphin- or beta-endorphin
like immunoreactivity has been found in prostatic nerves or pelvic viscera as had 
been presumed (Basbaum et al. 1986). Recently, it has been suggested (Kawatani et 
al. 1986) that the high percentage of visceral neurons containing VIP may function 
as afferent pathways from the pelvic organs. On the other hand, it has been proposed 
that VIP is present in cholinergic nerves and may function in the control of secretion 
and blood flow (Gu et al. 1983; Vaalasti et al. 1986). The coexistence of classic trans
mitters with peptidergic ones seems to be accepted (Millhorn et al. 1987; Stjernquist 
et al. 1987). Since the definitive mode of prostatic smooth muscle contraction is not 
yet established the possible function of enkephalinergic nerves, which are found 
closely related to smooth muscle cells, should be considered. 
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Enkephalin-like immunoreactivity is also present, though less strongly, in the 
periurethral zone, where it is mostly related to the vessels. Hence, the nervous sub
strate for myovascular reflexes is present. 

In consideration of the fact that immunoreactivity decreases in older specimens 
and that the periurethral zone shows a less strong immunoreactivity, a possible role 
of the enkephalins on the pathogenesis of BPH seems improbable. 

Summary 

Nerves displaying immunoreactivity of met-enkephalin, leu-enkephalin, heptapeptid 
and octapeptid were detected in the dorsolateral stroma closely related to smooth 
muscle predominantly of juvenile glands. A less strong immunoreactivity were pre
sent around stromal vessels and periurethal. Subepithelial periacinar nerves showing 
leu-enkephalin, met-enkephalin, octa- and heptapeptid immunoreactivity were 
found in a few instances. The most prominent immunoreaction was achieved with 
octapeptid antiserum, followed in decreasing order by met-enkephalin, leu-enkephalin 
and heptapeptid. Their density decreased with age. Antisera against beta-endorphin, 
alpha-neo-endorphin, beta-neoendorphin and dynorphin A gave no positive im
munoreaction with prostatic nerves. The regional distribution pattern described is in 
favour of a postsynaptic peptidergic sympathetic and parasympathetic innervation of 
prostatic stroma acting with classical neurotransmitters. A detailed examination of 
the regional distribution demonstrated octapeptid immunoreactivity inside some 
ganglionic cells of the prostatic capsule of juvenile organs. 
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Tumor Marker Characterization in the Serially 
Transplantable PC-EW Human Prostatic Carcinoma Line 
in Nude Mice* 

Z. CSAPO, K. M. SCHROTI, and R. WALTHER! 

Introduction 

Prostatic acid phosphatase (PAP) and prostate specific antigen (PSA) are organ
specific substances. Although neither PAP nor PSA are tumor specific, their serum 
values in patients with prostate cancer frequently appear markedly elevated as com
pared with the values of healthy subjects or patients affected by malignancies of non
prostatic origin (Foti et al. 1977; Wang et al. 1979; Kuriyama et al. 1982). Since suc
cessful therapy causes a decrease in the serum levels of both substances, they can be 
regarded as useful tumor markers. Clinical findings during the past few years show 
that serum PSA can frequently be raised when the serum PAP is normal (Chu and 
Murphy 1986; Siddal et al. 1986; Ahmann and Schifman 1987). Preliminary studies 
in patients with prostate cancer have shown a correlation between the frequency of 
pathological PSA levels and disease stage, grade, and activity (Csapo et al. 1987). 
However, little data are available for comparing the indicator value of PSA with 
PAP. 

The present study describes experimental results comparing the indicator value 
of serum PSA levels with PAP levels of the PC-EW tumor model. This serially trans
plantable human prostatic carcinoma line in the nude mouse has been developed 
through heterotransplantation of tumor tissue from a lymph node metastasis (Hohn 
et al. 1984). It is androgen dependent and is similar to the original tumor in terms 
of histological pattern (Fig. 1). On account of the histological similarity, hormonal 
dependence, as well as PAP and PSA production, the PC-EW nude mouse tumor 
line can be considered as an ideal experimental model for the tumor marker charac
terization of prostatic cancer. 

Our study revealed that serum values of both PAP and PSA in untreated mice 
bearing the PC-EW tumor are dependent on the tumor volume. A close correlation 
between the two tumor markers was found, but the indicator value of PSA was 24_26 

times higher than that of PAP. This means that PSA signalled tumor growth between 
four and six tumor doubling cycles earlier than PAP. In animals treated with differ
ent treatment modalities in cases of histologically and growth-kinetically verified 
tumor regression, the tumor markers investigated point to a decreasing or arrested 
tumor activity. The biochemical tumor activity was associated with an unchanged 
histological picture of the original tumor. During an androgenoprive therapy the 
parameters studied were found to have changed as expected. Arrest of growth and/ 
or decrease in volume were associated with falling PSA and PAP values (often within 
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Fig. I. Histology of the PC-EW tumor line at the 24th animal passage. x 188 

the normal range), and with regressive histology. However, the PSA values appear 
to follow the decline of the PAP values to the basal level with a certain delay. 

Material and Methods 

Tumor Material. Male nulnu nude mice from our own BALB/c line breed received a 
transplant of a 2-4mm3 particle from the PC-EW tumor at an age of 6-8 weeks. The 
fragments were grafted surgically into the dorsal subcutaneous space of the animals 
under ether anesthesia as described by Hahn et al. (1980). The macroscopic tumor 
size was determined by means of a slide caliper with dial gauge. Two diameters of the 
developing tumors, i.e., the largest diameter and the one perpendicular to it, were 
monitored daily. Tumor volume was calculated according to a formula established by 
van Steenbrugge et al. (1983) . For the investigations tumors from the 24th-31st 
mouse transplant generation were used. 

Treatment of the Animals. Therpay studies were started during the exponential 
growth phase of the tumors. The absolute measured diameter values were converted 
into percentages, and later, when therapy was applied, the tumor diameter was taken 
to be equivalent to 100%. This allowed direct comparison between the various tu
mors and the efficiency of the different therapy modalities (Fig. 6). Each tumor mea
sured was analyzed histologically. Estrogen therapy using different doses (20 and 40 
Ilg/day) in the form of 17-~-estradiol and a 5-alpha-reductase-inhibitor (6-methylen-
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Fig. 2. PC-EW tumor-bearing male nude mice with different tumor volumes in the dorsal subcuta
neous space 

progesterone) with doses of 200 and 400 Ilg/day (10 and 20 mg/kg/day) were adminis
tered intraperitoneally for 20 days on average. Orchiectomy was carried out via the 
scrotal route under ether anaesthesia. 

Serum Specimens. Tumor-bearing animals without therapy (n = 47) were killed at 
various points in time after transplantation. Serum values were determined in these 
animals with different end volumes of the tumor nodules (Fig. 2). The serum param
eters from 23 treated mice were examined after a treatment period of 20 days on 
average. Blood was withdrawn after cervical section by opening the carotid arteries 
under ether anesthesia. In order to prevent hemolysis, the blood was briefly cooled 
down and the serum obtained by centrifugation for 2 min at 6000 rpm. Subsequently, 
the serum was deep-frozen or analyzed on the same day. 

Radioimmunoassay Procedures. The tumor markers were determined by radioim
munoassay techniques. For the quantitative determination of PAP levels in serum the 
GammaDab e25I) PAP Radioimmunoassay Kit (Travenol Genentech Diagnostics) 
was used. This procedure is a competitive binding assay which utilizes a precipitating 
antiserum reagent to separate antibody-bound tracer from unbound tracer. The PAP 
concentrations of the samples were interpolated from a standard curve. In case of 
high values, the sera were diluted up to ten times. 

PSA was determined using a double antibody radioimmunoassay (PROS-CHECK 
PSA, Yang Laboratories) based on radioactive PSA e25I) competitive binding prin
ciples, too. The antigen bound to the antibody following the incubation period was 
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separated from the free components by the use of a precipitation solution containing 
the second antibody. With the calibration curve applied, this test is able to determine 
concentrations up to 50ng/ml with a sensitivity of at least 0.2ng/ml. Since the PSA 
values compared to the PAP values were often extremely elevated, the serum speci
mens had to be diluted 100- to WOO-fold. 

Results 

PAP and PSA in Serum of Control and Tumor-Bearing Male Nude Mice 
Without Therapy 

For controls serum samples from 10 male nude mice without tumor were deter
mined. They had a measurable PAP basal value of 0.5 ± 0.3 ng/ml and a PSA basal 
value of 0.6 ± 0.3 ng/ml. For the tumor-bearing animals a normal upper limit of 1.4 
ng/ml for PAP and of 1.5 ng/ml for PSA (x ±3 x SD) was defined. 

In the 47 animals investigated it was possible to determine the serum level of the 
tumor markers within a broad tumor volume spectrum from 143 to 5630mm3. In 19 
cases the tumor size was smaller than 1000 mm3, in 7 animals it varied between 1000 
and 2000 mm3, in 8 cases between 2000 and 3000 mm3, in 6 animals from 3000 to 
4000 mm3 and in 7 cases it was over 4000 mm3. With this volume spectrum the PSA 
value was true-positive, i.e., within the pathological range in all instances. The val
ues exceeded the upper normal limit by at least a factor of 32 in all cases. In 44/47 
cases (94%) the value was more than 100 times, in 42/47 cases (89%) more than 200 
times and in 24/47 (51 %) it was even 1000 times higher than the normal upper limit. 
In the PAP determination 5 false-negative findings (= 11 % of the total figure) were 
established among the first 13 animals (38%), with a tumor volume up to 637 mm3. 

600 PAP ng/ml 12000 PSA ng/ml 

500 YPAP = 8.6 + 0.038x 10000 YPSA = 56.4 + 1.38x 

r = 0.62 (P,O.001) r = 0.69 
400 8000 

. 
(P,O.001) . . 

300 6000 . . . . 
200 4000 . . .. 
100 2000 • . • . . . . • . . . .. , .. . .. . . . . 

0 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 SOOO 6000 

a Tumor volume (cmm) b Tumor volume (cmm) 

Fig.3a,b. Serum values of PAP and PSA in relation to the actual PC-EW tumor volumes in un-
treated male nude mice with regard to all data (n = 47) 
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Fig. 4a, b. Correlation of serum PAP and PSA with the tumor volume in untreated nude mice bear
ing the PC-EW tumor smaller than 3000 mm3 in volume (n = 34) 
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Fig.5. Relationship between PSA and PAP concentration for each tumor investigated (n = 39). 
(Relationships of over 100 were not considered because in these instances the PAP results were pre
vailingly false-negative) 

The increase of the PAP values was essentially lower as compared with the PSA 
levels measured. In 31/47 animals (66%) the value was more than 10 times higher 
than the normal upper limit (1.4 ng/ml), in 26/47 cases (55%) the value exceeded the 
limit by more than 20 times, and only in 10/47 cases (21%) was the PAP level over 
the 100 times limit. The highest PAP value was 360 ng/ml which means a 257-fold in-
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crease, whereas the maximum PSA value of 11.869ng/ml meant an increase by the 
factor of almost 8000. 

Figure 3 shows the serum values of PAP and PSA in relation to the actual PC-EW 
tumor volumes in the untreated male nude mice with regard to all data (n = 47). The 
serum values of both PAP and PSA proved to be strictly dependent on the tumor 
volume measured. However, the gradient of the regression straight line remained 
36.3. This means that a certain tumor volume is related to a PSA serum level (roughly 
36.3 times higher than that of PAP). However, with respect to tumor volumes up to 
3000mm3 (n = 37) this ratio is 20.9 and thus somewhat lower (Fig. 4). This points to 
a levelling off of the PSA regression straight line for smaller tumor volumes. 

Figure 5 demonstrates the relationship between PSA and PAP concentration for 
an investigated lesion. Since the upper limit of the normal ranges hardly differ (fac
tor 0.93), the relationship between the actual measured PSA and PAP concentra
tions was analyzed. Relationships of over 100 (n = 8) were not considered because in 
the instances the PAP results were prevailingly false-negative. It can be clearly seen 
that the regression straight line thus computed followed an almost horizontal course 
(y = 41.9-0.0003x). The mean value of the PSA/PAP relationship was 41.2 ± 22.4 
(median equal to 39.8!). 

Influence of Different Treatment Modalities on the Concentration of PAP and PSA 
in the Serum of Tumor-Bearing Animals 

Twenty days after the beginning of therapy, the PAP and PSA values were deter
mined in 23 tumor-bearing mice with different tumor growths as shown by the 
growth curves of Fig. 6. (The blood samples could not be examined in all animals 
under treatment, which were measured for the presentation of the growth curves in 
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Fig.6. Diameters of untreated and treated PC-EW tumors during the exponential growth phase. 
Tumor diameter on first day of therapy calculated to be 100%. Standard deviations are indicated 
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Fig. 7. Serum values of PAP (hatched) and PSA (striped) after a treatment period of20 days with dif
ferent therapy modalities. Columns of untreated mice (with dot) show serum levels calculated with 
the corresponding end tumor volumes of mice with different treatment modalities 

Fig. 6. Some animals had not enough serum for the analysis of both tumor markers , 
others died during the night or were lost for other reasons.) Six animals were studied 
after castration alone , 5 following castration and daily treatment with estradiol (20 or 
40llg), another 4 mice were treated with 200llg 6-methylen-progesterone (6MP) , 
and 8 mice were treated with 400llg 6MP daily. 

In 16/23 cases (69%) the PAP values were lower than 1.4ng/ml, but only in 7/23 
cases (31%) were the PSA levels within the normal range (below 1.5 ng/ml). The 
serum values were determined in these animals with different end volumes of the 
tumor nodules, too (1476 ± 932 mm3 in the 6MP group with 200llg, 55 ± 33 mm3 in 
the 6MP group with 400llg , 150 ± 92 mm3 in the orchiectomy plus estradiol group, 
and 220 ± 115 mm3 in the orchiectomy alone group). Figure 7 shows the serum values 
of both tumor markers with these different therapy modalities. Columns of untreated 
mice (left) show serum levels calculated with the corresponding above-mentioned 
end tumor volumes. It is seen that the PAP and PSA values calculated for the various 
residual volumes according to the regression straight line formula (Fig. 3) are 1.7, 
17.0,7.9, and 13.4 times, i.e. , 1.4, 10.4, 14.0, and 5.9 times, higher than the values 
actually measured following the various therapeutic modalities. 

Discussion 

During the past few years there has been a series of reports indicating that serum 
PSA levels can provide a specific test for monitoring carcinoma of the prostate. Since 
PSA is biochemically and immunologically distinct from PAP, the expression of 
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Fig.8. Theoretical relationship between PAP and PSA secretion in smaller tumor volumes with 
visualization of the false-negative areas 

these two organ-specific proteins may be unique parameters in combination tests for 
an increased rate in the serologic detection of prostate cancer. 

In order to clarify in detail the efficiency of PAP and PSA in the diagnosis and 
follow-up of prostate cancer, comparative animal experiments were performed for 
the study of the PAP and PSA serum values in the hormone-sensitive human nude 
mouse prostatic carcinoma line PC-EW. Our data confirm that serum values of both 
PAP and PSA in untreated mice bearing the PC-EW tumor are dependent on the 
tumor volume (Figs. 3 and 4). A close correlation between the tumor markers and 
the tumor size was found, but the indicator value of PSA was 41.2 ± 22.4 times 
higher than that of PAP under these experimental conditions. This means that the 
PSA values indicate a tumor when its volume is 24_26 times smaller and thus are 
capable of signalling a lesion 4-6 tumor-doubling cycles earlier than the PAP serum 
values. PAP values were false-negative in 11 % of the animals in the investigated vol
ume spectrum, although the significant increase of the serum PSA almost indicates 
the tumor correctly. In our study all animals had already a subcutaneous tumor, 
readily measurable by means of calipers. Animals with yet smaller tumors (1-143 
mm3) could have also yielded false-negative PSA values. Figure 8 shows the theoreti
cal relationship between PAP and PSA production in smaller tumor volumes with 
visualization of the false-negative areas. 

Our findings are in agreement with the observations of Ahmann and Schifman 
(1987). Their results show that in contrast to acid phosphatase activity and PAP anti
gen the PSA values in clinically responsive patients generally remained substantially 
elevated. This suggests that PSA levels may be able to detect a smaller tumor burden 
than the other prostatic tumor markers. 
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In our treated animals both markers were found to decrease. Arrested growth 
and tumor regression were associated with falling PAP and PSA serum levels or with 
levels within normal ranges. The PAP levels dropped parallel with the PSA levels 
after a treatment period of 20 days from calculated pretreatment average values of 
64.7 - 17.0 - 14.3 and 1O.7ng/ml PAP and 2.093 - 360 -134 and 132ng/ml PSA to 
37.0 -1.0 -1.8 and 0.8ng/ml PAP and 1.476 - 34.6 - 9.6 and 22.4ng/ml PSA. Dur
ing this 3-week period, however, the tumor markers showed no significant changes 
with respect to the calculated pretreatment values in the group of 6MP - 200 Ilg/day 
(PAP: 64.7 to 37.0ng/ml, PSA: 2.093 to 1.476ng/ml). In the light of these findings, 
we can see the real therapeutic effect starts no earlier than from the point at which 
the growth curves in Fig. 6 follow a course which is largely horizontal (arrest of 
growth). The curves running upwards only denote a low-grade therapeutic effect as 
compared with control curves of untreated animals, although the biochemical activ
ity of the tumor can be invariably identified. 

Our experimental data suggest that the release of PSA occurs not only much ear
lier during undisturbed tumor growth, but it declines later than the PAP serum level 
in cases of successful therapy. The results of this study support the conclusion that 
the PSA represents a substantially more sensitive tumor marker than PAP. 
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DNA Histogram of Invasive Bladder Carcinoma: 
Comparison of Flow Cytometry 
and Automated Image Analysis * 
M.SroCKLEl, H.J.TANKE2, G.VOGESl, H.RIEDMILLER\ and R.HoHENFELLNERl 

Introduction 

Invasive bladder carcinoma is characterized by a considerable interindividual hetero
geneity. The natural course of the disease as well as sensitivity of the tumors to vari
ous treatment modalities are thus unpredictable. Searching for more accurate char
acteristics of tumor biology than those presently available, the DNA histograms of 
65 paraffin-preserved bladder carcinomas from cystectomy specimens were analyzed. 
Flow cytometry and automated image analysis, two competing methods, were com
pared. 

Material and Methods 

Preparation and Staining for Image Analysis. Paraffin-preserved tumor material of 
75 bladder carcinoma patients who had undergone radical cystectomy was chosen for 
analysis. H & E-stained reference slides were used for the identification of tumor 
areas within the paraffin material. Of the 75 tumors, 65 showed enough tumor tissue 
for image analysis. Tumor areas of at least 3-4 mm in diameter normally were suffi
ciently large. A 50-11m section (two sections in relatively small tumors) was dewaxed 
(Histo-Clear, National Diagnostics, Summerville, New Jersey, USA), rehydrated in 
alcohol of decreasing concentration, and treated enzymatically by 0.05% pronase in 
0.15M phosphate buffered saline, pH 7.4, at 37°C for 30 min. The cell suspension 
was then sucked repeatedly through a Pasteur pipette and filtered through a 70-llm 
nylon mesh. The cells were centrifuged, resuspended in 50% ethanol containing 2% 
polyethylene glycol and diluted to a concentration of 10000/ml (Driel-Kulker et al. 
1985). Standard smears were prepared by centrifugation of 1 ml of this suspension on 
glass slides using a cytospin technique. The slides were air-dried and consecutively 
stained using the Feulgen-SITS technique for quantitative staining of DNA (Tanke 
et al. 1979). 

DNA Image Analysis. Automated image analysis for DNA cytometry was performed 
using the computer-controlled TV analysis system LEYTAS (Leiden Television Anal
ysis System) (Ingen et al. 1980). This essentially consists of a computer-controlled 
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microscope with automated focusing and movement of the slides. The microscope 
image is screened and analyzed using the TV camera. 

Image analysis was performed with the use of the T AS-image analysis software 
program (Leitz, Wetzlar, FRG), which allowed the predominant selection of Feulgen
stained nuclei of epithelial morphology. These were then measured for DNA con
tent. An extensive artefact rejection, based on mathematical morphological criteria 
(Meyer 1979) is part of the program. Thus, only single nuclei were analyzed. Over
lapping nuclei, dirt, and artefacts as well as most of the stroma and inflammatory 
cells could be excluded from analysis. Digitized images of the selected cells were 
stored in a memory buffer allowing visual control of the selected object. Selection 
and measurement are fully automated. 

DNA Flow Cytometry. Of those tumors containing enough material, 43 were also 
analyzed by DNA flow cytometry, which requires a minimal amount of tumor, 3-4 
times higher than that needed for image analysis. Hedley's (Hedley et al. 1983) tech
nique was used to isolate the cells from the paraffin blocks which were stained with 
ethidium bromide. Flow cytometry was performed using a FACS-IV cell sorter 
(Becton-Dickinson, Mountain View, CA, USA). Interpretation of the flow cyto
metry DNA histograms was performed by an independent operator without knowl
edge of the image analysis results. 

Results 

Of the 75 paraffin blocks analyzed, 65 contained tumor material. Three main types 
of invasive bladder tumors could be distinguished according to the image-analysis 
DNA histogram. 

Diploid tumors have a tumor cell peak showing the same DNA content (2c) as 
the nontumorous epithelial cells surrounding the tumor. Some cells show an in
creased DNA content, reaching a value of 4c, probably corresponding to S- and 
G2M-phase cells of the mitotic cell cycle. Tumor cells with a higher DNA content 
than 4c could not be found (Fig. 1). The DNA histograms of these tumors can hardly 
be distinguished from those of a nontumorous epithelial population. Thus, all smears 
of diploid tumors were checked by experienced cytologists to make certain that the 
histograms were really based on tumor cells. 

Aneuploid tumors have a stem-cell line with a DNA content higher than the 
diploid value. Diploid tumor cells could not be found. Again, those tumor cells with 
an increased DNA content, i.e., up to double the value of the stem-cell line, probably 
represent S- and G2M-phase cells of the aneuploid line. Within the group of aneuploid 
tumors the DNA content of the stem-cell line allowed further subtyping: 

1. Hypotriploid tumors have a stem-cell line with a DNA content of less than 3c 
(Fig.2a). 

2. Hypertriploid tumors (Fig. 2b) have a stem-cell line with a DNA content of more 
than 3c. In contrast to the hypo triploid tumors, more than 20% of all tumor cells 
found in these tumors have a DNA content higher than the stem-cell line, thus 
suggesting a high proliferation rate. 
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Fig.I. a Diploid DNA histogram of an invasive bladder cancer. The tumor is characterized by a 
stern-cell line with diploid DNA content. Some cells have increased their DNA content, reaching 
values up to 4c, and it is assumed that these represent S- and G2M-phase cells of the mitotic cell 
cycle. The percentage of cells with a higher DNA content than the stern-cell line was normally low 
in diploid tumors, suggesting a low proliferation rate. b Measurement with altered selection criteria, 
selectively searching for cells with an increased DNA content. No cells with a DNA content higher 
than 4c can be found (the difference to Fig. 3c should be noted) 

3. Hypertetraploid tumors, found in only 2 of 65 cases, had a stem-cell line with a 
DNA content of more than 4c (Fig. 2c). 

A third main type of invasive bladder tumor is characterized by three peaks in the 
diploid, tetraploid, and octoploid region (Fig. 3a). Disregarding the diploid cells, we 
initially interpreted this tumor type as being a special subtype of aneuploidy, calling 
it tetraploid or hypotetraploid (StOckle et al. 1987). With further experience, we as
certained that this special type always contains a high content of diploid cells. Com
paring ploidy patterns of different areas of these tumors we even found that a nearly 
diploid pattern could frequently be found (Fig.3b). In these cases only a modified 
selection program searching especially for cells with an increased DNA content was 
able to demonstrate the non diploid character of the tumor (Fig.3c). Having thus 
learned that the percentage of tetraploid and octoploid tumor cells could vary con
siderably within the same tumor, whereas the amount of diploid tumor cells remained 
constantly high, we decided to classify this tumor type as polyploid. 

The different types of invasive bladder carcinomas as characterized by the DNA 
histogram derived from image analysis show significant prognostic differences con
cerning the long-term survival of the patients after radical cystectomy (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 3. a Polyploid tumor characterized by three 
peaks in the diploid, tetraploid, and octoploid 
range. b Polyploid tumor with a "nearly diploid" 
pattern. Only three cells in the octoploid range 
indicate the nondiploid character of the tumor. 
C Same tumor as in Fig. 3b, analyzed according 
to the same selection criteria as in Fig. 1 b 
(selection search for nuclei with increased DNA 
content): the nondiploid character of the tumor 
is now indicated undoubtedly by the presence of 
an octoploid tumor cell peak 
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Fig.4. Kaplan-Meier survival rates of bladder cancer patients after radical cystectomy with respect 
to the DNA histogram of their tumors. The survival differences are statistically significant, even 
after stratification for differences in tumor stage (P = 0.009, log-rank test). A survival curve for the 
hypertetraploid tumor type is not shown, as it was found in only two patients, both of whom died 
within a few months following cystectomy, thus indicating its extremely aggressive nature 

Discussion 

Hedley's technique (Hedley et al. 1983) of deparaffinization of "historical" tumor 
material for cytometric evaluation has provided access to a representative amount of 
identically treated tumors for preliminary studies, as shown in this investigation. Fur
thermore, the prognostic relevance of each tumor type can be calculated without fur
ther delay. In our study image analysis proved to be superior to flow cytometry for 
three reasons: 

1. The use of smear preparations instead of cell suspensions allowed morphologi
cal rechecking of the analyzed cells. The question of whether a preparation showing 
a diploid DNA ploidy pattern contains tumor cells can therefore be answered easily 
in image cytometry. The cell suspensions used for flow cytometry can only be con
trolled morphologically, if cytological smear preparations are produced after the 
measurement. 

2. The possibility of selective measurement of suspicious nuclei in image analysis 
makes this system less susceptible to disturbances. Especially in those tumors con
taining high amounts of inflammatory cells, such as lymph node metastases, flow 
cytometry commonly results in false diploid findings. Image analysis, on the other 
hand, by disregarding most of the inflammatory cells on the basis of their different 
morphology, unequivocally demonstrates the nondiploid character of these tumors 
by the proof of a nondiploid stem-cell line as well as by the presence of cells with a 
DNA content higher than 4c. 

3. Characterization of the polyploid tumor type was not possible by flow cyto
metry and has not yet been described in the literature (Tribukait et al. 1979; Gustaf
son et al. 1982; Coon et al. 1986). As the nontumorous nuclei cannot be excluded 
from DNA measurement in flow cytometry, a high diploid peak is always found. 
Therefore, those polyploid tumors with a large amount of tetraploid and octoploid 
cells (Fig. 3a) were generally interpreted as aneuploid-tetraploid tumors. Other parts 
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of polyploid tumors showing fewer tetraploid and octoploid elements (Fig. 3b) were 
judged as being diploid in most instances. 

Comparing DNA patterns of various sites of identical tumors, the DNA histo
gram was found to be a stable tumor characteristic, a finding that corresponds well 
with the cytogenetic analysis of Summers et al. (1981). This suggests that invasive 
bladder cancer is a disease of clonogenic nature. 

Ljungberg et al. (1986), analyzing DNA patterns of metastasizing renal cell car
cinoma, found diploid metastases of an aneuploid primary tumor in some cases, and 
vice versa. They interpreted this finding as an expression of a polyclonal disease, 
each clone having the possibility of invasive growth and metastases. The existence of 
a polyploid type of renal cell carcinoma, on the other hand, could also be a possible 
explanation for these controversial findings. 

Future investigations are currently being planned that will aim at more indi
vidualized treatment strategies for invasive bladder cancer. It remains to be deter
mined whether tumor characterization by DNA histogram allows prediction of 
tumor sensitivity to various treatment modalities. 

Summary 

In a retrospective analysis, the DNA-histograms of 65 paraffin-preserved bladder 
carcinomas from cystectomy specimens (stage pT1 to pT4a, pNo, pN1, pN2) were 
analyzed, comparing flow cytometry and automated image analysis. 

Automated image analysis was able to characterize invasive bladder carcinoma as 
being either diploid, polyploid or aneuploid. Within the group of aneuploid tumors, 
the DNA content of the stem-ceIl-line allowed further subtying of the tumors: hypo
triploid, hypertriploid and hypertetraploid tumors could be distinguished. 

Comparing different sites of identical tumors, the DNA histogram was found to 
be a stable and reproducible tumor characteristic. Tumor types characterized in such 
a way differed significantly in prognosis. 

Flow cytometry, on the other hand, often showed false diploid findings, espe
cially in tumors containing large amounts of inflammatory cells. Characterization of 
the polyploid tumor type was not possible by flow cytometry. 
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Automatic Identification of Bladder Tumor Cells 
by Multiple Parameters in Flow Cytometry 

Introduction 

Despite clear improvements in evaluating flow-cytometric DNA examinations, pre
sent identification rates in bladder cancer are not sufficient as a basis for clinical deci
sions. 

Therefore, the aim of our study is to improve the sensitivity and specificity of 
conventional DNA analysis by means of simultaneous measurement of several tumor 
cell-associated parameters and by additional cell distinction through measuring anti
genic determinants of the cellular surface with monoclonal antibodies. 

Material and Methods 

Material. The following evaluation consists of 181 samples from patients with histo
logically proven transitional cell carcinoma of the bladder and of 131 control samples 
from people without clinical evidence of bladder tumor. The material of the 312 sam
ples was obtained by bladder biopsies from tumor site or normal mucosa (n = 60), by 
bladder washings (n = 138), and by spontaneously voided urine (n = 114). 

Preparation of Samples. Bladder biopsies were chopped with a McIlwain tissue chop
per several times, and the suspension was filtered through a 80 x 80 J,lm nylon mesh 
sieve. All samples were then divided into two groups for further analysis. 

(a) Measurement of DNA and biochemical cell parameters: In the first group 
additional to DNA determination the functional state of unfixed cells was judged 
from intracellular pH and esterase activity: 206 cell samples were stained with ADB 
(1,4-diacetoxy-2,3-dicyano-benzene) and PI (propidium iodide) for 5 min at room 
temperature for simultaneous determination of intracellular esterase activity and 
cytoplasmic pH in living cells as well as of DNA in dead cells. ADB traverses the cell 
membrane easily and is cleaved into DCH (2,3-dicano-hydrochinon) and acetate by 
intracellular esterases. The intensity of the blue fluorescent DCH is proportional to 
the intracellular esterase activity, and the color is a measure of intracellular pH in 
vital cells. Dead cells do not concentrate DCH, but their cell nucleus is stained by the 
DNA stain PI with a bright fluorescence. Finally NHz-group-bearing, porous, and 
monosized particles prestained with a DCH solution were added as an internal con
centration, fluorescence, and size standard. 

1 Vrologische Klinik und Poliklinik der TV Miinchen, Klinikum rechts der Isar, Ismaningerstr. 22, 
8000 Miinchen 80, FRG 

2 Max-Planck-Institut fUr Biochemie, 8033 Martinsried, FRG 
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Fig.l. Display of a simultaneous three-parameter measurement: cell volume, esterase activity (blue 
fluorescence), and DNA distribution (red fluorescence) 
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Fig.2. Two-parameter histogram of esterase activity and cell volume. The three-dimensional cube 
representation shows that standardization particles, cell debris, inflammatory, dead, and living 
epithelial cells can be distinguished. The projection of the cube data onto the cell volume versus 
esterase plane gives a good tool for the quantitative evaluation of the data 
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(b) Evaluation of DNA and cell surface antigens: For further cell separation 106 
ethanol-fixed samples were incubated first with monoclonal Lewis blood-group anti
bodies for 24h and afterwards with a fluorescein-isothiocyanate (FITC)-labelled IgG 
fraction of a rabbit mouse-specific antiserum for a further 24 h as well as with PI 
for DNA determination. The dye cocktail additionally contained mono sized NHr 
group-bearing, fluorescein-isothiocyanate-stained, porous, latex particles as an 
internal standard. 

Flow-Cytometry. Simultaneous measurement of cell volume and two different 
fluorescence signals of the stained cells were performed with a three-parameter flow
cytometer (Fluvo-Metricell/HEKA). The digitized amplitudes of the obtained sig
nals of each cell were collected on magnetic tape. 

Data Evaluation. Data preparation and display were accomplished by Fortran com
puter programs, which allow one to plot three-dimensional views of the histograms 
and calculate the percentage of particles in limited areas (Figs. 1, 2). Recognition of 
abnormal cell samples was done automatically. 

Results 

Some 220 of the samples submitted for analysis (including 146 tumor samples) 
showed a sufficient number (at least 200) of epithelial cells for further evaluation. 
Table 1 contains the histological tumor categories of the examined bladder tumors. 

DNA Determination. Of the tumor samples 40% showed one or more aneuploid or 
tetraploid peak. 

Measurement of DNA and Functional Cell Values. Adding the analysis of biochemi
cal cell parameters to DNA determination the identification rate of bladder tumor 
samples was 83%, the rate of false positive results 19%. 

Evaluation of DNA and Cell Surface Antigens. Flow-cytometric identification rate 
for abnormal cells was improved also by the use of Lewis blood-group antibodies. 

Table 1. Histological tumor stage (TA' T I - 3) 
and differentiation grade (GI - 3) of the ex-
amined bladder tumors (n = 146) 

G1 G2 G3 

TA 15 60 75 

Tl 2 32 4 38 

T2 3 22 25 

T3 8 8 

17 95 34 146 
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Table 2. F1ow-cytometric identification of bladder tumor cells 

DNA analysis (aneuploidy) 

DNA analysis + biochemical cell parameters 

DNA analysis + cell surface antigens 

Table 3. Influence of cell preparation on tu
mor identification rate 

Sample 

Bladder biopsy 

Bladder washing 

Voided urine 

F1ow-cytometric 
tumor identification 

Right False 
positive positive 

91% 14% 

84% 15% 

77% 26% 

Flow-cytometric 
tumor identification 

Right False 
positive positive 

36% 2% 

83% 19% 

88% 21% 

Table 4. Tumor identification rate depend
ing on histological tumor category 

Tumor category Flow-cytometric 
tumor identifi-
cation 

TA • 1 80% 

T2,3 92% 

G1,2 81% 

G3 93% 

Of the tumor samples 88% could be recognized, with a false positive rate of 21 % 
(Table 2). 

Influence of Cell Preparation on Tumor Identification Rate. The correlation between 
flow-cytometric and histological/clinical results was somewhat increased in bladder 
biopsies and bladder washings as compared with voided urine (Table 3). 

Tumor Identification Rates Depending on Histological Tumor Category. The tumor 
identification rate by flow cytometry was nearly as high in superficial and low-grade 
tumors as in muscle-infiltrating or high-grade tumors (Table 4). 

Discussion 

Flow-cytometric measurements of bladder tumor samples have shown aneuploidy as 
a good and prognostically reliable indicator of malignancy. On the other hand a lot 
of tumor samples could not be recognized due to missing aneuploidy, especially in 
highly differentiated tumors (Tribukait 1987; Valet et al. 1986). Sensitivity in flow
cytometric tumor identification was improved by considering an elevated prolifera
tion activity of the cells, represented by an increased proportion of S-phase in the cell 
cycle. Yet this improvement was achieved at the expense of a greater quantity of 
false positive results due to a wrong interpretation of inflammatory cell samples (de 
Vere White 1986). 

In the present approach we tried to improve identification rates of bladder tumor 
cells by assessment of multiple, further, cell-related, biochemical parameters and by 
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additional use of monoclonal antibodies in flow cytometry. Maintenance of the intra
cellular pH within narrow limits is an important requirement for correct functioning 
of the cellular metabolism. In tumor cells the intracellular pH frequently moves to 
acidic values. With ADB it is possible to determine intracellular pH and at the same 
time esterase activity of single cells by flow cytometry (Valet et al. 1981). 

In comparison to that measurement, which requires only a short period of incu
bation, immunological investigations need longer incubation times (about 1-2 days). 
One can identify a certain portion of bladder tumors by determination of blood 
groups on the cell surface. Instead of the often misleading ABO blood group anti
bodies we have used antibodies against Lewis blood groups A and B, which are de
tectable in more than 95% of the population (Juhl et al. 1986). Compared with sole 
DNA examination, identification rates of bladder tumor cells can be improved by 
evaluation of mUltiple parameters in flow cytometry (Valet et al. 1984). By addi
tional measurement of biochemical cell parameters and by determination of cell sur
face antigens a correlation between cytological and positive histological results was 
found in 83% and 88%, respectively. The rate of false positive results in the controls 
was about 20% on average. 

The combination of all three methods (DNA analysis, measurement of tumor cell 
related biochemical parameters, and additional use of monoclonal antibodies) is 
likely to increase tumor identification rates. Flow cytometry then could be very valu
able as a screening examination for urine samples in the future. 

Summary 

Compared to sole DNA examination flow-cytometric assessment of 312 samples 
from patients with bladder tumors respectively from healthy controls shows a distinct 
improvement of tumor identification rate by evaluating further biochemical cell 
parameters and by additional use of monoclonal antibodies. Transitional cell car
cinoma was correctly identified in 84% of all bladder biopsies, bladder washings or 
voided urines with a false positive rate of 20% . 
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Immunohistochemical and Functional Investigations 
of Gap Junctions in Human Bladder Carcinoma Cell Lines 

K. WILGENBUS, R. KNUCHEL, F. BRUMMER, O. TRAUB, and F. HOFSTADTER1 

Introduction 

Gap junctions are membrane channels connecting the cytoplasmic compartments of 
adjacent cells. They are described as bipartite arrays of units, so-called connectons, 
which receive equal structural contributions from each partner of the cell pair (Un
winn and Zampighi 1980). The connexon consists of six identical proteins that span 
the lipid bilayer of the junctional membranes. Metabolites of a molecular weight 
< 900 daltons and ions can pass through these intercellular channels (Flagg-Newton 
et al. 1979). Several substances are known to alter the permeability of gap junctions 
(Ramon 1985). The functional role of gap junctions is not completely understood, 
but intercellular communication may be required for (Lowenstein 1981): metabolic 
coupling, differentiation, growth control, regulation of enzyme systems. 

Many quantitative and qualitative abnormalities have been described in cancer 
(Weinstein and Pauli 1986). These abnormalities may contribute to the physical 
properties and functional characteristics of tumors. Differential responses of cancer 
cells to irradiation were observed among communication-competent and communi
cation-incompetent cells. Communication-competent cells are more radioresistant 
than communication-incompetent cells. This phenomenon has been termed the 
"contact-effect" (Dertinger et al. 1982). Studies of gap junctions have depended 
upon either morphological analysis (freeze-fracture) or physiological measurement 
of junctional communication. Hence isolation of gap junctions was undertaken to 
generate antibody probes specific to their protein component (Traub et al. 1982). A 
21K and a 26K protein have been described. Immunochemical analysis indicates that 
the gap junction protein is highly homologous among vertrebrate organisms (Willecke 
et al. 1985). For this study we used two different tissue-culture models, the conven
tional monolayer and multicellular tumor spheroids (MCTS). MCTS is a model of 
tumor cell aggregates, showing a three-dimensional growth pattern (Mueller-Klieser 
1987; Sutherland and Durand 1984). Differences in junctional communication rates 
among monolayer and spheroids were described (Dertinger and Hiilser 1984). These 
differences may provide for different sensitivity rates between mono layers and 
spheroids to chemotherapy (Knuchel et al. 1988). The rabbit 26K mouse liver gap 
junction protein-specific antibody (Prof. Willecke, Bonn) was used for immunohisto
chemical investigations in human bladder carcinoma cell lines. 

Material and Methods 

Tissue Culture. The established transitional carcinoma cell lines J82 and MGH-U1 
were used throughout all experiments. J82 and MGH-U1 were grown as monolayers 
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in 10% fetal calf serum (FCS, Boehringer) containing Dulbecco's modified eagle 
medium (DMEM, Gibco) and penicillin/streptomycin (lOOIU/ml; 100mg/ml; 
Sigma) in tissue culture flasks (Falcon). To culture J82/MGH-U1 spheroids cells 
were plated on agarose-coated 96-multiwell test plates (Nunc, Falcon) in a concen
tration of 4000 cells/200 ml DMEM. Within 4 days of incubation at 37°C in humid air 
containing 5% CO2 , cells formed tight aggregates and increased in size until reaching 
a plateau phase after 2 weeks. Culture medium was changed every 2nd day. 

Immunohistochemistry. For immunohistochemical studies we used a method de
scribed by Dermietzel et al. (1984). In short, after fixation the sections were incu
bated with 35-40,.d 26K-specific antibody (10 Ilg/ml PBS) for at least 30 min. The 
secondary antiserum (sheep rabbit-specific IgG), conjugated to fluorescein-isocyanate 
was used as 10 I.d in 100 III PBS per section. 

Measurement of Intercellular Communication. Junctional permeability was probed 
with the fluorescent dye Lucifer yellow (Sigma). The dye was injected iontophoreti
cally into the cells with the aid of a micropipette. For measurement of the junctional 
communication the spread of Lucifer-yellow fluorescence to the cell neighbors was 
viewed in the microscope darkfield. The frequency of dye transfer to neighboring 
cells ( communication frequency) was determined within 2 minutes. We injected 25 
superficial cells of 7 different spheroids and 20 cells growing as monolayer (both J82-
derived and 7 days old). 

Fig. 1. Outer part of a spheroid (J82-derived and 7 days old). Fluorescent spots of about 1.0-2.0 !-1m 
in diameter are seen (2.0 cm = 20 !-1m) 
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Fig. 2. No fluorescent spots are seen in the negative control. The 26K-specific antibody was replaced 
by normal rabbit serum (1: 100 PBS) 

Results 

We were able to show that the 26K-specific antibody also binds specifically to gap
junction proteins in human bladder carcinoma cell lines. In spheroids fluorescent 
spots were detected on apposed plasma membranes. The spots were shown to have 
a size of about 0.5-1.0 ~m in diameter (Figs.l, 2) . Very few or no fluorescent spots 
were observed in the necrosis zone of spheroids. No differences in staining pattern 
were observed among J82- and MGH-Ul-derived cell lines. Monolayers did not 
show any specific immunoreactivity. No spread of Lucifer yellow was observed in 
spheroids (communication frequency = 0% ). The 20 injected cells growing as a mono
layer showed spread of fluorescent dye to 60 neighboring cells (n = 112; communica
tion frequency = 54%). 

Discussion 

Spheroidal aggregates of malignant cells serve as in vitro models imitating an early, 
avascular stage of tumor growth. Immunological studies with spheroids have shown 
many similarities between the original tumor and the respective spheroid. Besides 
functional measurement of junctional communication, topographic investigations of 
gap junctions in three-dimensional structures reveal valuable results. In this way, the 
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use of antibody probes directed against the gap junction protein has opened new ap
proaches to characterize gap junctions. Interestingly, our study has shown a discrep
ancy between the results obtained by immunohistochemistry and functional mea
surement of junctional communications. While Lucifer-yellow transfer is a relevant 
parameter of junctional communication the immunohistochemical demonstration of 
gap junction proteins does not prove functional gap junction channels. It was shown 
that in contrast to monolayers which have stable coupling rates, opening and closing 
of gap junction channels is a widespread phenomenon among spheroids (Hiilser and 
Brummer 1982). This may correspond with in vivo conditions. Furthermore it must 
be emphasized that it was only possible to inject Lucifer yellow into the superficial 
cells of spheroids and no statement is allowed about the coupling rate of cells in the 
inner parts of spheroids. The fact that gap junction proteins were not immunohisto
chemically detectable in monolayer may reflect a level of differentiation that cannot 
occur in monolayers (Pauli and Weinstein 1981). 

Summary 

The abnormalities of gap junctions in cancer may contribute to physical and func
tional characteristics of tumors. Using the anti-26K gap junction protein antibody, 
specific fluorescent spots were seen by indirect immunofluorescence in spheroids 
derived from human bladder carcinoma cell lines. No specific immunoreactivity was 
observed in these cell lines growing as monolayer. Vice versa, gap junctions were not 
detected in spheroids by measurement of the junctional communication, whereas 
monolayer showed high communication rates. 
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Investigations for a Point Mutation 
in the c-Ha-ras 1 Oncogene in the Genome 
of Bladder Carcinomas by Southern Blot Analysis 

S.HANDT1, R.BoTTNER, R.KNOCHEL, H.ROBBEN, F.HoFSTADTER, and C.WAGENER 

Introduction 

During the investigations of transforming retroviruses, DNA sequences were iso
lated which have been shown to play an important role in cell transformation of in
fected cells (Bishop 1986); these DNA sequences have been called viral oncogenes 
(v-one). Further experiments revealed that similar or even identical DNA sequences 
can be found regularly integrated in animal or human cells. These oncogene sequences 
code for proteins which have important functions in cell growth and proliferation 
(Tomasi 1986). To distinguish these inherent oncogenes from the viral oncogenes 
they are called protooncogenes or cellular oncogenes (c-one). It is believed that the 
cellular oncogenes have developed earlier in ontogeny and that the integration of 
oncogene sequences in viral genomes occurred later. The reintegration of the onco
genes by retroviral infections may be followed by an uncontrolled production of the 
sometimes slightly modified oncogene product, and this way may induce malignant 
cell transformation (Bishop 1986; Tomasi 1986). Under certain conditions the cel
lular oncogenes may become activated and can, independent from viral infections, 
lead to cellular transformation (Land et al. 1983; Chan and McGee 1987). Mecha
nisms which have been found to result in an activation of cellular oncogenes may be 
(Tomasi 1986): point mutations, translocations, and amplifications. 

The c-Ha-ras 1 oncogene of the bladder carcinoma cell line EJ/T24 was found to 
differ from the normal oncogene in one nucleotide within the 12th codon, resulting 
in an amino acid change (Capon et al. 1983; Muschel et al. 1983; Parada et al. 1982; 
Taparowsky et al. 1982). The amino acid change influenced the function of the ras
coded p21 protein (Tabin et al. 1982; Reddy et al. 1982; Santos et al. 1982) which 
was made responsible for the cell transformation (Lacal et al. 1986; Chang et al. 
1982; Gilbert and Harris 1988). This protein seems to have a G-protein-like function, 
activating the cellular adenylate cyclase (Toda et al. 1985). The GTPase activity, 
which regulates the duration of the proliferatory stimulus, seems to be decreased 
within the point-mutated ras p21 protein, thus leading to a prolonged stimulation 
(Bishop 1986). 

A well-known example of a translocation of an oncogene leading to malignancy 
is the translocation of c-mye from chromosome 8 to chromosomes 14, 2, or 22 in the 
Burkitt lymphoma (Taub et al. 1982). On chromosomes 14, 2, and 22 the genes for 
immunoglobulin heavy and light chains are located which are transcribed in a high 
number. The translocation of c-mye near the highly transcribed immunoglobulin 
genes results in the production of an equally high number of c-mye copies, which are 
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no longer under the control of the growth-regulating elements of the cell (Croce and 
Nowell 1986; Yunis 1983). 

Amplification of an oncogene may result in an unusually high transcription rate 
as well, thus leading to an overproduction of the oncogene-coded protein . 

. In this study we want to investigate whether the point mutation of the c-Ha-ras 1 
oncogene in codon 12 is a frequent event in bladder carcinomas and whether it may 
serve as a suitable marker to estimate tumor progression. 

Materials and Methods 

To show the point mutation of the c-Ha-ras 1 oncogene Southern blot analysis (SBA) 
was used. DNA from different bladder cell carcinomas of different histological grad
ing was extracted by standard methods (Maniatis 1982) and digested with restriction 
endonucleases (REs). REs recognize sequences of 4-6 nucleotides and cut double
stranded DNA at these sites. After digestion the DNA segments are separated on an 
agarose gel according to their length. Bathing the gel in sodium hydroxide makes the 
DNA segments single-stranded. Afterwards the DNA segments must be transferred 
from the gel to a solid support (e.g., nitrocellulose filter) for the following hybridiza
tion. The transfer method used is the Southern blot (Southern 1975); a high salt buf
fer is soaked from a towel of wicks placed above the nitrocellulose filter lying directly 
on the gel, thus transferring the DNA segments out of the gel to the filter. After the 
blotting the filter is baked for some hours at 80°C to obtain better binding of the 
single-stranded DNA segments to the nitrocellulose. The filter is then hybridized 
within a seal bag containing the radioactively labelled c-Ha-ras 1 probe, SDS, SSC, 
and some other ingredients depending on the protocol used (Maniatis 1983). After 
hybridization the unspecifically bound radioactivity is washed away, and the dry fil
ter is exposed to an X-ray film for some days. The developed film then shows distinct 
bands of DNA fragments containing the ras-coding nucleotide sequences; the locali
zation of the bands depends on the length of the restriction enzyme fragment. Thus 
the SBA enables one to detect restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs). 
Used for the detection of the c-Ha-ras 1 oncogene, the bladder carcinoma DNA is 
digested with the REs MspI and Hpall. These enzymes recognize the nucleotide se
quences CCGG that can be found within the 11th and 12th co dons of the normal 
c-Ha-ras 1 oncogene (GCC-GGC). Therefore the DNA is cut at this site, the result
ing restriction fragment being 355 base pairs (bp) in length. An oncogene with the 
point mutation at codon 12 has a different nucleotide sequence at co dons 11 and 12: 
GCC-GTC. The REs do not cut this sequence, the resulting restriction fragment not 
being 355 bp but 412 bp in length. This RFLP can be detected by SBA analysis using 
an agarose gel concentration of 3 % and electrophoresis conditions of 70 V for at least 
4h. 

Results 

Twelve bladder carcinomas were analyzed for the presence of the point-mutated 
c-Ha-ras 1 oncogene. The tumor tissue was obtained by transurethral resection of 
bladder tumors at low stages; in most cases the histologic pattern was G2 (six cases), 
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five were G1, and one tumor G3. Only one case showed a restriction fragment of 
412 bp in length by SBA and therefore revealed the presence of the point mutated 
c-Ha-ras 1 oncogene. The other bladder carcinomas had restriction fragments of 
355 bp and therefore contained the normal c-Ha-ras 1 oncogene. 

Discussion 

The results of our study imply that only in a few cases do bladder carcinomas show 
the point mutation of the 12th codon in the c-Ha-ras 1 oncogene. Only 1 of 12 blad
der carcinomas investigated in this study show this point mutation. Similar results 
have been reported elsewhere (Fujita et al. 1985). It can be concluded that the deter
mination of the point-mutated ras by SBA is not very suitable to yield information 
about tumor progress. Other methods of DNA recombinational techniques may pro
vide more relevant information about the biology of the tumor: Northern blot analy
sis for determining the expression of oncogenes influencing tumor behavior and pro
gression can be used as well as other techniques that can perhaps reveal important 
DNA sequences inducing malignancy (Buttner et al. 1988; Fenoglio-Preiser and 
Willman 1987). 

Summary 

12 early stage bladder carcinomas of different grading were analyzed for the pres
ence of a point mutation within the 12th codon of the c-Ha-ras 1 oncogene. This 
point mutation, found within the bladder carcinoma cell line EJ/T24, is believed to 
play an important role in the development of malignancy. Only one bladder car
cinoma of the tumors investigated in this study showed the point mutation within the 
12th codon; therefore this seldom event does not seem to be a suitable marker in the 
evaluation of the progression of early stage bladder cell carcinomas. 
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Prevention of Hyperchloremic Acidosis Following 
Ureterosigmoidostomy: The Functional Rectal Bladder 

K.MILLER, U.MATSUI, and R.HAUTMANNI 

Introduction 

In recent years, some authors (Segura and Kelalis 1975; Zincke and Segura 1975; 
Hendren 1983; Spirnak and Caldamone 1986) have claimed that ureterosigmoid
ostomy is due for a renaissance. The long-term outcome of this technique parallels 
that of the ileal conduit (Miller 1987), which is still the method of urinary diversion 
most widely used. The advantage of ureterosigmoidostomy is that no stoma is re
quired; on the other hand there is a high incidence of hyperchloremic acidosis and an 
increased risk of colonic cancer after an interval of 15-20 years (Stewart et al. 1981). 
The latter complication may not be a problem in elderly patients requiring urinary 
diversion after cystectomy for bladder cancer. 

Hyperchloremic acidosis has so far been mainly attacked with drugs (Koch and 
McDougal 1985); modifications of the operative technique have rarely been attempted 
to solve this problem. We therefore initiated an experimental study, to find out 
whether intussusception of the sigmoid colon can be employed without disturbance 
of the fecal stream and whether this modification results in an improved metabolic 
situation. 

Material and Methods 

Foxhound dogs, weighing 25-35 kg each, were used for this study. All operations 
were carried out under general anesthesia. The abdominal cavity was entered by a 
midline incision. Following isolation of the urinary bladder from the urethra, the sig
moid colon was freed from its meso over a length of 6-7 cm. A 5-cm sigmoidotomy 
was then carried out and the colon intussuscepted in order to create a 3-4 cm long 
nipple. The intussusception was stabilized by preceeding sero-muscular scarification 
and absorbable sutures at the nipple base. The bladder was then opened at its dorsal 
surface and anastomosed to the sigma. 

This vesico-sigmoidostomy provides a nonobstructive diversion without the need 
for ureteral stenting, as the ureteral orifices remained undisturbed. No drains or 
catheters were required; the anastomosis between the bladder and the sigmoid colon 
was sutured watertight. The wound was closed in layers. During the postoperative 
period the animals were kept on oral antibiotics for 7 days and were allowed water 
and food ad libitum. 

To assess the effect of the sigmoidal intussusception on the metabolic situation, 
the dogs were randomly divided into two groups: Group 1 received the functional 
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Fig. la, b. Schematic drawing of the operative techniques. a Vesico-sigmoidostomy with isoperistaltic 
intussusception of the sigmoid colon (functional rectal bladder, group 1); b vesico-sigmoidostomy 
without intussusception (group 2) 

rectal bladder (i.e., vesico-sigmoidostomy with an intussuscepted sigmoid colon); 
group 2 had the same vesico-sigmoidostomy without intussusception (Fig. 1). 

Blood samples were drawn twice weekly over a maximal period of 4 months post
operatively, and the following parameters were evaluated: creatinine, base excess, 
bicarbonate, pH. The normal range for these parameters was determined by two 
preoperative blood samples from each animal. 

The metabolic results of the two groups were statistically compared using the 
Wilcoxon test. 
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Fig.2. Postoperative course of average creatinine values (each point represents the average of 3-7 
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dotted horizontal lines 
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The function of the colonic intussusception was assessed by a contrast filling of 
the rectal bladder under fluoroscopic control. An IVP was taken 6-8 weeks post
operatively to evaluate the upper urinary tract. 

Results 

In group 1, two dogs died of postoperative complications, one from hemorrhage, the 
other from a leak at the vesico-sigmoid anastomosis. Thus five dogs with 10 reno-
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Fig. 5. Postoperative course of average base excess values (each point represents the average of 3-7 
values of a day). Group 1, continuous line; group 2, dashed line; normal range between the two 
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Fig. 6. Postoperative course of average bicarbonate values (each point represents the average of 3-7 
values of a day). Group 1, continuous line; group 2, dashed line; normal range between the two 
dotted horizontal lines 

ureteral units were available for follow-up. In group 2, one dog died 2 weeks follow
ing the operation due to a severe hyperchloremic acidosis. Accordingly, six animals 
were left for the follow-up examinations. No other postoperative complications oc
curred; in particular no signs of an obstructed fecal stream were found in the intus
suscepted group. In this group, dye filling of the rectal bladder revealed one reflux 
up the colon due to a shortening of the nipple and one ureteric reflux. The IVPs 
showed normal upper urinary tracts throughout both groups. 

Evaluation of the blood samples showed no difference for creatinine (Fig. 2); the 
animals of both groups had normal values throughout the follow-up period. Thus, 
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equivalent, undisturbed, renal function was confirmed. Chlorid was elevated in both 
groups and was significantly higher in the non-intussuscepted group (Fig. 3). All 
acid-base parameters (pH, base excess, bicarbonate) were significantly better in 
group 1 (Figs. 4-6). 

Discussion 

Hyperchloremic acidosis in the postoperative course of ureterosigmoidostomy oc
curs in 50% -80% of the patients (Ferris and OdeI1950). These patients require per
manent alkalinization of the urine to control the side effects of this metabolic distur
bance. The most important pathophysiologic force for the induction of acidosis is the 
absorption of chloride ions (Koch and McDougal 1985); the amount of this absorp
tion is influenced by the size of the exposed bowel surface. It has been shown that in 
patients with ureterosigmoidostomy the entire colon up to the ileocecal valve is rinsed 
with urine. Confinement of the reservoir therefore was expected to result in an im
provement of hyperchloremic acidosis. Accordingly, patients with an isolated rectal 
bladder (when the rectum is completely isolated from the fecal stream and a colostomy 
provides fecal diversion) show little or no problems with metabolic disturbances 
(Pyrah 1963; Ghoneim and Ashamallah 1974). Our results, constructing a functional 
rectal bladder in dogs by intussusception of the sigmoid colon confirm these clinical 
observations: during a 4-month follow-up of the important metabolic parameters 
(chloride, pH, base excess, bicarbonate), the functional rectal bladder yielded sig
nificantly better results than a control group with the same form of urinary diversion 
but without intussusception of the colon. Amazingly, this intussusception did not 
cause any obstruction of the fecal stream as known from accidental intussusception 
of the bowel: this phenomenon may be explained by the fact that only accidental 
intussusception leads to edema and necrosis of the intussuscepted part which in turn 
causes the obstruction (Perrin and Lindsay 1921). 

As the gut of dogs resembles the human intestine with regard to absorption and 
motility (Adler et al. 1941), a similar outcome as shown in our study can be expected 
in a clinical setting. Therefore, this technique may be a valid alternative in patients 
in whom other forms of continent urinary diversion cannot be applied. 
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Tumors Experimentally Produced in a Rat Model 
for Carcinogenesis in Ureterosigmoidostomy 

W.-D. MIERSCH1 and J. VOGEL2 

Introduction 

The first description of ureterosigmoidostomy by Simon in 1852 caused euphoria 
concerning an operative technique that preserved continence and did not bother the 
patient with another stoma. Yet soon the state of euphoria was subdued by three 
complications that followed the operation. Ascending pyelonephritides and hyper
chloremic acidoses oppressed the patient. Furthermore, after a medium latency 
period of about 20 years adenocarcinoma of the colon, which were induced by the 
operation, occurred in the region of the anastomosis. Up to now 103 malignant tu
mors near the anastomosis of the ureterosigmoidostomy have been described. In ad
dition especially in recent times 70 benign polyps were found in the course of post
operative endoscopic examinations performed by many clinics as routine. Most of 
these polyps are adenomas, often showing clear atypias. 

Even with use of different bowel segments for the urinary diversion, develop
ment of adenocarcinomas is described. Here the colon conduit as well as the ileum 
conduit are to be mentioned. In the meantime case reports have been published 
which describe adenocarcinomas in the bowel segment of bladders being augmented 
by the small and large intestine (Harzmann et al. 1986). 

Different experimental studies postulate different theories concerning the genesis 
of these tumors. Aaronson (Aaronson and Sinclair-Smith 1984; Aaronson et al. 
1987) supposes an irritation of the transitional cell epithelium caused by the feces, 
and therefore interprets the tumors to be primary adenocarcinomas of the transi
tional cell epithelium. Crissey (Crissey et al. 1979,1980; Gittes 1986) emphasizes the 
importance of carcinogens developing in the mixture of urine and faeces for the car
cinogenesis at the site of the anastomosis. 

Materials and Methods 

In the model we inaugurated with Han:WISTAR rats we first of all wanted to elimi
nate the possible influence of the metabolic process on carcinogenesis through the 
development of a hyperchloremic acidosis. Furthermore, we simulated the operation 
performed on humans by a strict use of microsurgical techniques. Therefore, the left 
ureter was antirefluxively implanted into the sigma after the method of Goodwin/ 
Hohenfellner. The right ureter was left in situ. The anastomoses were microsurgically 
performed and checked about 6 weeks after the operation by urogram. As a control 
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Fig. I. Adenocarcinoma of the intestinal type at the site of the anastomosis 

Fig. 2. Change-over from still normal to adenomatous mucosa (same tumor as demonstrated in Fig. 1) 
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Fig. 3. The central part of the 
tumor demonstrated in Fig. 1 
shows the adenocarcinoma 

group rats were sigmoidostomated. Opposed to the sigmoidostomy a mucosal tunnel 
and a defect in the mucous membrane were performed, just as though the ureter 
would be implanted. Of course the implantation itself was not performed in the con
trol group. The bowel was opened by a longitudinal section and closed transversely 
by Schmieden's continuous suture (Miersch 1988, 1989). 

After the section the animals were examined macroscopically and with the help 
of magnifying lenses . If tumor formation was seen, the region of the ureterocolic 
anastomosis was taken by a longitudinal section . It was embedded in paraffin and 
later on worked up by many different sections. The histological examination was per
formed with routinely stained sections. 

Results 

In 22 of 50 animals operated after this model a clear tumor formation was found. As 
a result of the histological examination 12 tumors were found to be real neoplasia. 
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Fig. 4. Urothelial papilloma 
at the site of the anastomosis 

These 12 tumors could be divided into the following groups: an adenoma of the 
colon with a central ulcus; four adenocarcinomas of the intestinal type which partly 
have been developed in the region of a previous adenoma (Fig. 1). One of them was 
combined with a squamous cell carcinoma, another one with a urothelial papilloma 
and an anaplastic tumor. The enlargement shows the change-over from still normal 
to adenomatous mucosa (Fig. 2). In the central part of the same tumor the carcinoma 
is proved (Fig. 3). 

Five urothelial papillomas were found altogether, yet just once was it discovered 
as an isolated form. 

Histological enlargement presents the proliferating transitional cell 'epithelium 
(Fig. 4). At the top of some of the tumors we also found goblet cells and cylindrical 
epithelium. This strange intermixture of intestinal mucosa and transitional cell epi
thelium often struck us when examining these tumors, but we also found this in anas
tomoses which have not changed neoplastically (Fig. 5). 

In the other four cases the urothelial papilloma was associated with different tu
mors at the site of the anastomosis, in the proximal and distal ureter, and in the renal 
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Fig.5. Strange intermixture of intestinal mucosa and transitional cell epithelium in an implanted 
ureter which is not neoplastically changed 

Fig. 6. Solid urothelial carcinoma developed at the site of the anastomosis 
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Fig. 7. Papillary urothelial 
carcinoma of the distal part 
of the implanted ureter 

pelvis. Once we found the combination with a squamous cell carcinoma, once the 
urothelial papilloma was associated with a carcinoma of the renal pelvis, once with 
a carcinoma of the intestinal type and an undifferentiated carcinoma of the distal 
ureter. There was also a combination with a polypous mucosal hyperplasia. 

Urothelial carcinomas occurred in three cases (Figs. 6, 7). In all cases they were 
associated with a polypous mucosal prolapse or a polypous mucosal hyperplasia at 
the site of the implantation. 

The macroscopic tumor formation of the remaining 10 cases revealed a mucosal 
hyperplasia or mucosal prolapse in six, twice an association with a scarred mucosal 
fold, once with an intramural, submucosal cyst coated with cylindrical epithelium, 
and once with an ulcus situated at the site of the implantation. 

The abrupt transition between urothelium and mucosa with hyperplastic mucosal 
changes was striking (Fig. 5). 
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Discussion 

The medium observation period was 20 months for the group with the implantation 
of the left ureter. The tumor which developed in the shortest time was a urothelial 
carcinoma and was found after only 9 months. In the sham-operated control group 
with 30 evaluated animals and a medium observation period of 17.4 months no 
tumor could be discovered either in the kidney, renal pelvis, ureter, bladder, or large 
intestine. 

To sum up the results, we can say that in the group of rats which has been ex
amined and evaluated so far, 12 animals developed adenocarcinomas, transitional 
cell carcinomas, squamous cell carcinomas, or mixed forms as well as still benign 
adenomas and urothelial papillomas exclusively on the operated side. According to 
Deerberg who examined the spontaneous incidence of tumors in Han: WISTAR rats, 
papillomas of the bladder did not develop before the 3rd or 4th year. Transitional 
cell carcinomas of the renal pelvis or the ureter did not occur in 609 evaluated rats. 
The spontaneous incidence rate of adenocarcinomas of the colon is 0.3% up to the 
2nd year and increases to 1.3% by the 4th year. Benign adenomas could not be dis
covered in male rats. As to female rats Deerberg found one adenoma of the colon in 
305 observed rats after 3 years (Deerberg et al. 1980). 

So with a well-balanced metabolism the tumor rate is in no way as high as de
scribed in other models. Yet a clear increase of the tumor rate is still seen with our 
operating technique. We attribute the increased rate to the unstable and highly sensi
tive, artificially produced borderline between transitional cell epithelium and the 
mucosa of the colon, which is exposed to different stimuli, namely the mechanical ir
ritation of the feces or also perhaps carcinogens being developed by the mixture of 
urine and feces (Aaronson and Sinclair-Smith 1984; Aaronson et al. 1987; Crissey et 
al. 1979, 1980; Gittes 1986; Stewart et al. 1981). As a result surplus repairs develop, 
processes on both mucosae; the transitional cell mucosa tries to protrude into the 
lumen of the bowel as far as possible and the mucosa of the colon seems to try to coat 
the lumen of the ureter. In the course of these processes atypias occur, and finally 
carcinomas develop. 
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Efficacy of Systemic Chemotherapy 
in Metastatic Murine Bladder Cancer 

W.KROPP, M.-L.MLYNEK, G.CEVC, and R.HARTUNG1 

Introduction 

So far, the efficiency of chemotherapy has been tested on F ANFT -induced tumors of 
the bladder in mice and in rats, as well as on transplanted carcinoma of the bladder 
in immunocompetent mice and nude mice (Huland et al. 1985; Soloway 1977; Solo
way and Masters 1980). Animal models for the study of cancer metastasis have been 
developed for a number of tumors and have been used for the study of the mecha
nisms of metastasis (Nicolson 1982). 

Using a specially designed experimental bladder tumor model, the measurable 
effects of both mono- and polychemotherapy regarding the survival rate, absence of 
tumor, rate of tumor growth, and rate of metastasis were assessed on an invasive, in 
situ growing tumor. In the present study, this model was utilized to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the chemotherapeutic agents cis-platinum (CDDP), methotrexate 
(MTX), adriamycin (ADM), cyclophosphamide (CYC), and vinblastine (VLB) com
monly used in the treatment of advanced bladder cancer. 

Material and Methods 

Animals. Female C3H/He-Han mice (weight: 22-24 g) were kept five to a cage. 
They were fed and given water ad libitum. 

Tumor. MBT-2 is a poorly differentiated cell line derived from a FANFT-induced 
murine bladder carcinoma. The tumor has been maintained by serial transplantation 
in syngeneic C3H/He-Han mice. The cells obtained from a tumor-bearing C3H/He
Han mouse were cultivated in petri dishes and extracted with the help of trypsin dur
ing the exponential growth phase before being applied as single-cell suspensions in 
O.lml medium (RPMI 1640 + 10% CS). 

Procedure. For the experiments, the animals were anesthesized and catheterized 
(PE-lO polyethylene tube). After mechanical lesion of the bladder urothelium (by 
scraping with a silver wire) 1 x 105 MBT-2 cells were instilled. A 1-h cerclage en
sured that the suspension remained in the bladder. Experiments were terminated at 
day 28 or 35. 

Histology. Postmortem tissue analysis involved the urinary bladder, liver, lungs, and 
kidneys in serial slides. 
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Chemotherapy. Intraperitoneal chemotherapy was performed either on day 14, 21, 
and 28 (group A) or 7,14, and 21 (groups B, C). Intraperitoneal drug dosages were: 
CDDP (7.2mg/kg), MTX (4.8mg/kg), ADM (1.2mg/kg), CYC (0.6mg/kg), and 
VLB (0.6mg/kg). 

Group C differed from group B in so far as the dosages of the chemotherapeutic 
agents were reduced. Control animals (C) were given intraperitoneal injections of 
saline solution. 

Results and Conclusions 

Group A. Only 2/30 animals (6.6%) in the CISCA group were still alive at the end 
of the experiment on day 35. In all animals tumor growth could be demonstrated. 
None of the therapies could halt tumor expansion (Table 1). 

The rate of metastasis was lower in those animals which underwent chemothera
peutic treatment than in the control group. The lack of efficacy of the chemotherapy 
can be associated with the large tumor mass at the onset of therapy and the following 
rapid progression. 

Table 1. Effect of chemotherapy on the survival rate (SR), the absence of tumor (AoT), and the rate 
of metastasis (RoM) in relation to initiation of therapy (14th day after tumor implantation). Control 
animals (C) were treated with a puffer solution 

Expt. groups SR ('Yo) AoT ('Yo) RoM ('Yo) 

C 0/16 (0) 0/16 (0) 7/16 (43) 

CDDP 0/31 (0) 0/31 (0) 11131 (35) 
MTX 0/22 (0) 0/22 (0) 9122 (40) 

CDDP+ MTX 0/30 (0) 0/30 (0) 9/30 (30) 

MVAC 0/27 (0) 0/27 (0) 8/27 (29) 

CISCA 2/30 (6) 0/30 (0) 8/30 (26) 

Table 2. Effect of chemotherapy on the survival rate (SR), the absence of tumor (AoT), and the rate 
of metastasis (RoM) in relation to initiation of therapy (7th day after tumor implantation) 

Expt. groups SR ('Yo) AoT ('Yo) RoM ('Yo) 

C 7/30 (23) 1/30 (3) 13/30 (43) 

CDDP 15/40 (37) 7/40 (17) 5/40 (12) 

MTX 14/40 (35) 3/40 (7) 15/40 (37) 

ADM 7120 (35) 0120 (0) 2120 (10) 

CDDP+ MTX 2120 (10) 4/20 (20) 4/20 (20) 

CDDP + ADM 4/20 (20) 1/20 (5) 3120 (15) 

MVAC 2120 (10) 9/20 (45) 0120 (0) 

CISCA 4122 (18) 18/22 (82) 0122 (0) 
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Table 3. Effect of reduced dosage chemotherapy on the survival rate (SR), the absence of tumor 
(AoT), and the rate of metastasis (RoM) in relation to initiation of therapy (7th day after tumor im-
plantation) 

Expt. groups SR (%) AoT (%) RoM (%) 

C 7/30 (23) 1130 (3) 13/30 (43) 

CDDP+MTX 3/21 (14) 0/21 (0) 3/21 (14) 

CDDP + ADM 4/20 (20) 1120 (5) 4120 (20) 

MVAC 5/19 (26) 1/19 (5) 5119 (26) 
CISCA 12/19 (63) 2/19 (11) 6/19 (31) 

Group B. Early initiation of chemotherapy, on day 7 after tumor instillation, led to 
an improvement in the survival rate (Table 2). This effect was more prominent when 
monochemotherapy with COOP, MTX, or AOM was applied. On the other hand, 
animals treated with combination chemotherapy were to a large degree free of tumor 
and metastasis. These results underline the greater efficacy of polychemotherapy, 
especially of the MY AC and CISCA schemes. The lower survival rate of animals 
treated with polychemotherapy may well have been caused by the toxicity of the 
therapeutic agents used in combination. 

Group C. Reduction of the dosage of single substances used in combination chemo
therapy led to a marked improvement of the survival rates in both the MV AC and 
the CISCA groups, whereas fewer animals survived in the COOP + MTX and COOP 
+ AOM groups (Table 3). Improvement of the survival rate can only be achieved at 
the cost of a lower rate of tumor absence and a greater rate of metastasis. 

Summary 

This bladder carcinoma model allows evaluation of the effectiveness of chemotherapy 
protocols and regimens. 

The later chemotherapy is initiated, the lesser are the chances of successful tumor 
destruction, reduction of metastasis, and improvement of the survival rates, due to 
the continuous increase in tumor size. 

Reduced dosages in the polychemotherapy protocols led to reduction of toxicity 
(increase ofthe survival rate), but also to an increase in the rate of metastasis. Poly
chemotherapy did not prove superior to monochemotherapy. 
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Selective Arterial Chemoembolization 
of the Urinary Bladder with Reabsorbable cis-Platinum 
Microcapsules in the Dog Using a Double Balloon 
Embolization Catheter 

Introduction 

The side effects of new active cytostatic drug combinations for the treatment of trans
itional cell carcinomas are remarkable. The nephrotoxicity of cis-diammine-dichloro
platinum (DDP) represents a specific problem for the chemotherapy of bladder can
cer. Of the patients with tumors staged T3 and T435% suffer from renal insufficiency 
due to obstruction of the kidneys (Greiner et al. 1983) and are not candidates for 
chemotherapy. 

Targeted drug delivery, therefore, resulting in high tissue levels within the blad
der wall and low systemic toxicity, could be of particular interest for multidrug chemo
therapy as well as for integrated radiochemotherapy of bladder cancer. The present 
study deals with the selective arterial chemoembolization of the superior vesical artery 
of the dog using new, reabsorbable, DDP microcapSUles. 

Materials and Methods 

An embolization catheter was placed by open surgery in the iliac internal artery at 
the origin of the superior vesical artery in 18 male Beagle dogs (Fig. 1). The double 
balloon was blocked and the position of the catheter controlled scintigraphically 
using 99Technetium-albumin microspheres. 

In the control dogs (group 1, n = 3) DDP (1.6mg/kg body weight) was injected 
intravenously. There were five groups of dogs (each n = 3) receiving different prepa
rations of DDP microcapsules (diameter 1251lm) (preparation by B.Mosier, Insti
tute for Research, Houston, Texas, USA): 

Group 2: Phosphoglyceride-phospholipid, DDP 0.8mg/kg bw, concentration ofDDP 
17.2% 

Group 3: Polyglyceride-protein, DDP 0.63 mg/kg bw, 14.2% 
Group 4: Polyglyceride-cellulose, DDP 0.62mg/kg bw, 14.2% 
Group 5: Polyglyceride-phospholipid-cellulose, DDP 0.55 mg/kg bw, 12.4% 
Group 6: Polyglyceride-phospholipid-protein, DDP 0.53 mg/kg bw, 12.0% 
Group 7: Placebo microcapsules devoid of DDP, n = 3 

All dogs received a forced diuresis. Platinum in the tissues and serum was mea
sured with atomic absorption. The animals were killed after 10 days. Tissue samples 
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arteria mesenteriea info 

arteria glutaea caudalis 

Fig.t. Experimental design for the selective 
chemoembolization of the right superior vesical 
artery. The embolization catheter is placed in 
the right hypogastric artery with its tip in the 
internal pudendal artery 

Fig. 2. a Macroscopic aspect of the inner surface of the bladder wall 10 days after chemoembolization. 
b Regressive muscle fibers in the muscularis propria of the bladder. In the lower portion a subserous 
artery with an organized thrombus; in the upper portion a small artery with a thrombus. Group 6, 
H&E stain, x 69 

b 
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Fig. 3. a Necrotic cavity in the right lobe of the prostate 10 days after chemoembolization (group 6). 
b Artery in the prostatic capsule with fibrinoid necrosis of the wall and perivascular inflammatory 
infiltration. Group 5, H&E stain, x 180 
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were taken for histology and for measurement of platinum levels separately from the 
right and left side of the bladder wall and prostate and from the respective regional 
lymph nodes, as well as from the kidneys, liver, lungs, skeletal muscle, and brain. 

Statistics were performed using the nonparametric H-Test according to Kruskal 
and Wallis for interindividual and the Wilcoxon Test for intraindividual comparisons 
with P < 0.05 as level of significance. 

Results 

Scintigraphy revealed a selective injection of the microcapsules into the superior 
vesical artery, resulting in a well-defined accumulation of activity in the bladder wall 
and the prostate in all dogs. Histology showed thrombotic occlusions of the intra
mural vessels with fibrosis of the bladder wall (Fig. 2). Necroses penetrating the 
whole of the wall were never seen. The ipsilateral lobe of the prostate was replaced 
centrally by a necrotic cavity (Fig. 3) surrounded with atrophy of the glands and scar
ring of the tissue. 

Table 1. Tissue levels of platinum (ng/g tissue) 10 days after DDP in
jection 

Organ Intravenously Intraarterially" 
(1.6mg/kgbw) (0.53 mg/kg body weight) 

Bladder 

Prostate 

Lymph nodes 

160 ± 30 

297 ± 43 

320 ± 93 

DDP, cis-diammine-dichloro-platinum 

Side of Opposite 
injection side 

1687 ± 1291 496 ± 262 

2538 ± 1181 660 ± 257 

222 ± 147 106 ± 89 

a Microcapsules: DDP 12%; polyglyceride-phospholipid-protein 

Table 2. Tissue levels of platinum (ng/g tissue) 10 days 
after DDP injection 

Organ Intravenously Intraarterially" 
(1.6mg/kgbw) (0.53 mg/kg bw) 

Kidney 985 ± 44 172 ± 55 

Liver 860 ± 283 136 ± 58 

Lung 390 ± 52 <20 

Skeletal muscle 90± 43 <20 

Brain 23 ± 7 <20 

DDP, cis-diammine-dichloro-platinum 

a Microcapsules: DDP 12%, polyglyceride-phospholipid
protein 
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Fig.4. Serum platinum levels in the six experimental groups . • , Group 1; • group 2; 0 group 3; 
• group 4; 0, group 5; 0, group 6; ., denotes significant differences between group 1 and groups 
2-6. Each dot represents the mean value of three experiments 

Table 3. Half-life times (t1l2) of serum platinum concentra
tions 

Group t1l2 a t1l2 p 
(min) (h) 

1 29 96 
2 39 104 

3 39 79 
4 38 99 
5 105 

6 56 97 

The platinum levels (Table 1) were elevated in the bladder wall (P < 0.05) and in 
the prostate (P = 0.05) and lower in the lymph nodes in the chemoembolized groups 
compared with the controls. The platinum levels were significantly higher on the side 
of the injection as compared with the opposite side. The platinum levels in the kid
neys, liver, lungs, and skeletal muscle were significantly lower in the dogs treated 
with chemoembolization than in the control group (Table 2). 
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The serum platinum levels (Fig. 4) reached a peak 15 min after injection and were 
markedly lower after chemoembolization for 10 days compared with the control 
dogs. In either group the serum platinum falls in a biphasic pattern (t1/2 a = 29-56 
min; t1l2 ~ = 79-105h; Table 3). The urinary excretion of platinum was significantly 
lower in the groups receiving DDP microcapsules than in the control dogs for 6 days, 
reaching a peak on day 1 of the experiment (161 ± 38 J.lg/h vs 4535 ± 1180 J.lg/h). 

The most pronounced increase of platinum in the bladder wall and the prostate is 
achieved by the injection of the DDP microcapsules in the groups 4,5,6. 

Discussion 

Arterial chemoembolization for the treatment of bladder cancer was investigated ex
perimentally and clinically by Kato (Nemoto and Kato 1984), but has not gained wide 
acceptance outside Japan for several reasons: first, mitomycin-C, used by Kato, does 
not belong to the first line cytostatic drugs for urothelial tumors; secondly, ethyl
cellulose used as the shell material is not degradable and, therefore, its toxicologic 
and immunogenic effects are not predictable. Moreover, painful and extensive necroses 
of the skin and gluteus muscle due to the occlusion of the superior gluteal artery were 
described in 37% of the patients (Kato et al. 1981). 

In the present study for the first time biologically degradable microcapsules, con
taining DDP, were used. Other cytostatic drugs, like methotrexate, vinblastine, or 
adriamycin can be microencapsulated with the same technique (Mosier 1985). The 
DDP microcapsules can easily be dispersed in a dextran solution and injected through 
conventional plastic syringes. Due to their small size, they reach the peripheral intra
mural vessels of the bladder wall, which is the desired target site. Injection of 
placebo microcapsules, devoid of DDP, also results in pronounced cytotoxic effects, 
which, however, are further enhanced by the incorporation of DDP. The results of 
our study clearly show that a highly selective chemoembolization of the vesical artery 
can be performed with high platinum levels at the target site and low systemic toxicity. 
Most importantly, the nephrotoxicity of DDP is significantly diminished due to the 
low accumulation of platinum within the kidneys. 

Hence, also patients with a mild to moderate renal insufficiency can be treated 
with DDP-containing drug regimens or, in patients with normal renal function, a 
lower dosage of DDP is sufficient to reach therapeutic drug levels. 

Far advanced bladder cancer, frequently, is a systemic disease with a tendency to 
distant spread. If, therefore, cytotoxic systemic drug levels are to be achieved, a 
preparation of microcapsules can be chosen with an enhanced release of DDP. Thus, 
locoregional therapy does not rule out effective systemic treatment, but permits a 
fine adjustment of the dosage for the individual patient. Currently, studies are under 
way to investigate the selective chemoembolization of bladder cancer in humans 
using a transfemoral approach for angiographically guided insertion of the emboliza
tion catheter without open operation. 

The high platinum levels in the prostate indicate that the method described could 
be useful, too, in patients with advanced prostatic carcinoma, resistant to the anti
androgen therapy, in whom the side effects of a conventional systemic chemotherapy 
cannot be tolerated. 
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Tissue Concentration of Chloraluminum-Phthalocyanine 
in Xenotransplanted Human Bladder Cancer 

Introduction 

In recent years, photodynamic therapy (PDT) for the treatment of various malignant 
tissues has gained increasing attention. PDT is based on the more or less selective re
tention of a systemically administered photosensitizer in malignant tissues. Irradia
tion of the tissue with light of an appropriate wavelength causes cell death by activa
tion of the photosensitizing drug. 

In the beginning most in vitro and in vivo studies focussed on hematoporphyrin 
derivative (HPD) as sensitizer. More recent experimental work has been done in 
order to develop new and better sensitizers. This search for alternative sensitizing 
agents has been accelerated by the fact that HPD is far from being an ideal photosen
sitizer: HPD contains a mixture of different components, making a chemical defini
tion difficult. The absorption peak in the desirable red portion of the visible light 
spectrum, which would provide the best tissue penetration, is weak. Moreover, as it 
has a strong absorption in the ultraviolet, exposure of the skin to sunlight causes 
photosensitization with severe side effects. 

Metallophthalocyanines, a group of tetra-azo-tetra-benzoporphyrin dyes fulfill 
some of the aforementioned needs for an ideal sensitizer: they have a clearly defined 
chemical composition and are therefore easily synthesized. Water solubility can be 
achieved by sulfonation (Moan et al. 1987), and the resulting substances are chemi
cally stable (Bown et al. 1986). Moreover, they have a strong absorption peak in the 
red part of the spectrum (at 675 nm). 

Photo toxicity of phthalocyanines (PC) has been demonstrated in vitro and in vivo 
by several authors (Ben Hur and Rosenthal 1985; Brasseur et al. 1988; Moan et al. 
1987; Selman et al. 1986). To assess the potential of PC for the treatment of bladder 
cancer, we have studied the uptake of sulfonated chloraluminium-phthalocyanines, 
using nude mice with xenotransplanted human bladder tumors as the experimental 
model. 

Material and Methods 

Tumor Model. The tumor used for this study was cut from a high-grade human blad
der tumor removed during a radical cystectomy. The solid tumor tissue was divided 
into pieces of approximately 0.5 g and stored at - 20°e. Nude mice, 4-6 weeks old, 
with an average weight of 25 g were used as hosts for the human tumor tissue. For 
transplantation, the thawed tumor pieces were inserted into both flanks of the mice 
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via a 5-mm dorsal skin incision. For this procedure, the animals were anesthetized 
with ether. Postoperatively, they were given food and water ad libitum. The tumor 
took 4-5 weeks to grow to a size of 6-lOmm in diameter. Tumors older and larger 
than this showed signs of liquefied necrosis and were therefore not suitable for con
centration measurements. For our studies we used 4-5-week-old tumors showing 
minimal or no necrosis. 

Photosensitizer. Chloraluminum-phthalocyanine (CIAIPc), averaging 3-4 sulphonic 
acid groups per molecule, supplied by BASF was used. It was dissolved in Hank's 
solution and administered by intraperitoneal injection at a dosage of 5 mg/kg. The 
sensitized animals were kept in the dark. 

Measurement of Tissue Concentrations. The concentration of CIAIPc was measured 
in tumor, skin, muscle, liver, and bladder at 8,16,24,48, and 72h post sensitization 
in five animals at each interval. Mice were killed by carbon dioxide and approxi
mately 0.5 g of tumor, muscle, skin, liver, and the whole bladder were removed and 
stored at - 20°C in the dark until extraction. Tissue samples were prepared as de
scribed by Bown et al. (1986) with minor modifications; the samples were weighed 
and homogenized in 7ml O.lM NaOH, then centrifuged at 20000 rpm for 20 min at 
4°C. The supernatant was separated and the fluorescence read at 675 nm, excitation 
at 600nm, with a fluorescence spectrometer (Kontron 25 SPF). The results obtained 
were calibrated against fluorescence standard curves of known concentrations of 
ClAIPc in unsensitized tissue. The samples of unsensitized tissue were prepared as 
described above and concentrations expressed in ng CIAIPc/g tissue. 

Results 

The quantity of ClAIPc measured in the different tissues as a function of time is 
shown in Fig. 1. The ClAIPc concentration was lowest in tumor tissue followed by 
bladder and skin. The highest concentration was found in the liver and muscle. 

Discussion 

Urothelial cancer of the bladder continues to be a therapeutic challenge as the treat
ment modalities on hand do not yet provide satisfactory results. As bladder tumors 
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are easily accessible for endoscopic treatment, conventional laser therapy, using the 
Neodym-Yac-Laser (Hofstetter et al. 1985) and photodynamic therapy (Benson 
1985) have been attempted as an alternative. Those attempts have so far failed to 
yield a significantly superior result when compared with conventional endoscopic 
therapy (electroresection). Development of integral photodynamic therapy for blad
der cancer (Jocham et al. 1984) was a promising advancement with regard to the ex
perimental results. The idea of integrated PDT is to destroy selectively even invisible 
tumor cells within the bladder by a diffuse radiation of the whole bladder wall, fol
lowing photosensitation. It is easy to understand that this treatment would be an 
ideal therapy for bladder cancer, with its potentially multifocal growth, especially for 
carcinoma in situ. To minimize side effects caused by phototoxic damage of the nor
mal bladder wall, this treatment modality would require a highly tumor-selective 
photosensitizer. It is therefore of particular interest to compare tissue concentrations 
of the sensitizers in various organs and cell types at different intervals following ap
plication, to find the optimal time for irradiation. Using a high-grade urothelial blad
der cancer we failed to demonstrate a tumor-selective uptake or retention of CWPc 
during up to 72h after application. Other groups, using different tumor models, 
found better ratios: Moan et al. could show the concentration of CIAIPc in CHHH
mouse mammary carcinomas being double when compared with skin concentration. 

Tralau et al., using a rat fibrosarcoma, found the highest concentration in the 
skin, following the systemical administration of 5 mg/kg CIAlPc. Tumor concentra
tion was twice as high as muscle concentration 48 h after sensitisation. 

At present, it is difficult to analyze the reasons for the different results obtained 
with different tumor models. More studies, using different bladder carcinomas and 
other transplantation sites (mouse bladder), are necessary to evaluate definitely the 
tumor-selective uptake and retention of phthalocyanines. 
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Biological Effects of Recombinant Human Tumor 
Necrosis Factor on Human Bladder Cancer Cells 

W. HECKL, B. KLOSSNER, and B. HALLIGER 1 

Introduction 

The tumor necrosis factor (TNF) was detected by Carswell et al. (1975) in the serum 
of animals injected sequentially with bacillus Calmette-Guerin or Corynebacterium 
parvum and endotoxin. This treatment induces proliferation of macrophages, which 
are stimulated to secrete TNF by endotoxin (Beutler et al. 1986). TNF causes hemor
rhagic necrosis of certain transplantable mouse and human tumors with no apparent 
effect on the host (Haranata et al. 1984). Partially purified preparations of human 
TNF as well as recombinant TNF have been shown to exhibit selective cytotoxic ef
fects in vitro against several tumor cell lines with no cytotoxic effect on normal fibro
blasts (Wang et al. 1985; Sugarman et al. 1985) but growth-enhancing effects on nor
mal diploid skin (Detroit 551), lung (WI38), and foreskin (FS-4) fibroblastic cultures 
(Viket et al. 1986). Although the mechanism of selective toxicity of TNF to tumor 
cells is unknown, the selectivity is supposed to be at the TNF-receptor level. 

The in vitro cytotoxicity of TNF to tumor cells can be enhanced by the addition 
of actinomycin D (Flick and Gifford 1984) as well as by other chemotherapeutic 
drugs (Alexander et al. 1987a). This observation and the increasing interest of using 
immunomodifiers in the therapy of bladder cancer focused our interest on the exami
nation of the effect of the recombinant human tumor necrosis factor in combination 
with chemotherapeutic drugs on human bladder cancer cell lines. 

Materials and Methods 

Chemotherapeutic Agents. The recombinant human tumor necrosis factor (rHuTNF) 
was provided by Knoll AG, Ludwigshafen, FRG (specific activity 6.63 X 106U/mg 
protein using standard L929 assay). Actinomycin D and adriamcycin were purchased 
from Sigma. 

TNF Assay. The human transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) cell lines EJ, BT-1, SD, 
HT-1376, J-82, 5637, 639V, RT-112, RT-4, and T-24 were seeded at a density of 
1 x 105 cells/microtiter well in 96 well microtiter plates. After 24-h incubation in the 
appropiate culture medium (RPMI-1640 or DMEM) the supernatant was replaced 
by O.2mllwell of a new medium containing increasing concentrations (5-1400U/ml) 
of recombinant human TNF. In a second experiment these tumor cells were treated 
with O.lllg/ml actinomycin D or 1 ng/ml adriamycin, as single agents or along with 
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increasing concentrations of rHuTNF (up to 200 Vlml). After a further 24-h incuba
tion the cytotoxicity was calculated using crystal violet as a staining dye (absorption 
at 540nm). All samples were corrected for standardization with a correction factor 
estimated by running a standard curve with L 929 (50ng/ml rHuTNF). Percentage 
cytotoxicity was calculated by comparing treated monolayers with untreated. 

The response of the human bladder cancer cell lines to the treatment with various 
drugs was determined as follows: no response, < 20% dead cells; moderate re
sponse, 20%-50% dead cells; response, > 50% dead cells. 

Results 

With increasing concentrations of rHuTNF there was an increase of cytotoxicity to 
the human bladder cancer cell lines tested. However, there was a discrepancy in the 
TNF sensitivity. Whereas the cell lines T-24 and RT-4 were quite resistant to the 
TNF, 639V and RT-1l2 showed a high sensitivity to this drug, i.e., out of these two 
cell lines between 50% and 70% of the tumor cells were killed using 300 Vlml and 
between 60% and 70% with the highest concentration (1400 Vlml of TNF used. The 
other six cell lines (EJ, BT-1, HT-1376, SD, 5637, J-82) had only a moderate TNF 
sensitivity. Even with the highest TNF concentration (1400 Vlml) no more than 
24%-35% of these cells were killed (Fig. 1). However, in the presence of actino
mycin D (1 Ilg/ml) , a striking cytotoxic effect on the human bladder cancer cell lines 
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from rHuTNF was seen. The combination of both agents resulted in a dose-depen
dent synergy of cytotoxicity, detected as an upward deflection of the dose-response 
curve in the presence of actinomycin D (Fig. 2). This deflection of the response curve 
was obvious in the combination of 11lg/ml actinomycin D and 30 Vlml rHuTNF, a 
concentration with apparently no effect on the tumor cells, when given as a single 
agent. Hence, any effect of actinomycin D alone upon the cells was not detected. 

We found similar results with adriamycin and rHuTNF. The TNF-resistant cell 
lines T-24 and RT-4 showed a synergistic enhanced cytotoxicity upon addition of 
both agents. The maximum effect was apparent with an rHuTNF concentration of 
200Vlml and 1ng/ml of adriamycin. As already demonstrated with actinomycin D, 
adriamycin as a single agent has a negligible effect on these tumor cells, using the 
same concentrations as in the combination experiment (Figs. 3,4). 

Discussion 

Optimal dosing and scheduling of treatment seems critical in determining the magni
tude of cytotoxicity by rHuTNF. Whereas a 24-h continuous exposure of high doses 
of rHuTNF demonstrated a moderate response of most of the bladder cancer cell 
lines tested, cells exposed to lower concentrations of TNF and for shorter times 
recover (data not shown). Heterogeneity in the cell response to rHuTNF within the 
human bladder cancer cells may offer one explanation for this moderate response of 
the tumor cells. Another explanation may be that rHuTNF cytotoxicity is a multihit 
phenomenon, i.e., excess amounts of rHuTNF are constantly necessary to cause cell 
killing. 

It is tempting to hypothesize that these tumor cells, like some normal cells, tend 
to be resistant to TNF-mediated cell killing because either they produce low levels of 
TNF or these cells have high levels of an endogeneous protective activity that renders 
them resistant to the rHuTNF action. 

The increase in cytotoxicity of the human bladder cancer cells after addition of 
actinomycin D or adriamycin to rHuTNF has already been demonstrated in other 
cell systems (Ruff and Gifford 1981; Ostrove and Gifford 1979). The actinomycin D 
inhibits the RNA synthesis and interacts with the DNA topoisomerase II (Teweyet 
al. 1984), an enzyme which is able to catalyze the formation of various changed 
forms of DNA (Liu 1983). The topoisomerase targeted drugs like actinomycin D or 
adriamycin accumulate the changed DNA by stabilizing the usually transient reac
tion intermediate. As mentioned by Alexander and coworkers (1987a) the synergistic 
action of rHuTNF and topoisomerase-targeted drugs is closely related to the DNA 
damage caused. However, the exact mechanism of this action is still unknown. 

The usefulness of rHuTNF as a single agent in the treatment of human bladder 
cancer remains to be determined; in vivo experiments with the murine bladder can
cer cell line MBT -2 have been done (Lee et al. 1987). However, reports of rHuTNF 
as a single agent in other tumors are not very encouraging. 

Our results are in agreement with the findings of others (Alexander et al. 1987b) 
and provide a good basis for future experiments regarding the combined treatment 
of bladder cancer with rHuTNF and topoisomerase-targeted chemotherapeutic drugs 
like adriamycin. 
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Influence of Immunomodulation 
on Chemically Induced Bladder Tumors 

F. RECKERl , s. MARKOS-PUSTAI2 , w. KUPPER3, and H. RUBBEN4 

Introduction 

The immunosurveillance theory describes that one of the factors responsible for the 
development of cancer is the extent of the immunoresponse (Klein 1975). Modula
tion of the immune system is possible by suppression or stimulation. Cyclosporine A 
is a powerful immunosuppressive drug which is used for the prevention of allograft 
rejection in organ transplant patients (Morris 1981). It is relatively specific for T lym
phocytes and is thought to act by inhibiting the expression of antigen-induced signals 
from T cells necessary for the subsequent recruitment, proliferation, and maturation 
of the T-cell-dependent immune response (Lafferty and Borel 1983). In contrast, 
keyhole-limpet hemocyanin (KLH) is known to produce a nonspecific immune stimu
lation. Klippel et al. (1977) injected this agent submucosally into the bladder wall of 
sensitized and nonsensitized rats. A marked inflammatory reaction was noted with a 
typical mononuclear cell infiltration without ulceration. A measurable antitumor effect 
in transplantable murine bladder tumors (MBT2) by KLH was reported by Lamm et 
al. (1982). In contrast, Walsh et al. (1983) could not find any effect of KLH in a 
chemically induced (FANFT) murine bladder tumor model. We used a well-estab
lished model of bladder carcinoma, chemically initiated by N-butyl-N(4hydroxybutyl) 
nitrosamin (BBN). The following project was performed to evaluate the influence of 
two contrary immunoregimens on chemically induced bladder cancer. 

Materials and Methods 

Immunosuppression. In a first series, 175 Wistar rats with an average weight of 200 g 
were randomized into five groups (Fig. 1). The carcinogen BBN was administered as 
a 0.05% solution in the drinking water over a period of 8 weeks. CsA was dissolved 
in olive oil and ethyl alcohol and administered orally to experimental animals at 
doses ranging from 5 mg/kg per day (group II) to 12.5 mg/kg per day (group III) over 
a period of 11 weeks. Group I received only BBN; groups IV and V were treated 
exclusively with CsA. Details of the different experiments carried out in the five 
groups are shown in Fig. 1. CsA blood levels were sampled in half of each group 
using radioimmuno assay (RIA). Sample checks were made on creatine and ureate 
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Fig. I. Schematic presentation of the protocol used for the induction of bladder carcinoma in Wistar 
rats with 0.05% BBN in the drinking water. Immunosuppression by CsA, immunostimulation by KLH 

levels in the blood specimen, and the blood count was analyzed. All animals were 
killed at the end of the 13th week using ether. 

Immunostimulation. In the second experiment, 40 male Wistar rats (group VI) were 
treated after being sensitized with 1 X 1 mg KLH into the foot pad two times a week 
with 12.5 mg KLH intravesical and 0.5 mg KLH subcutaneously over a period of 8 
weeks (Fig. 1). Simultaneously, the carcinogen BBN was administered as a 0.05% 
solution in the drinking water over the same period. The control group consisted also 
of 40 male Wistar rats receiving only BBN in the same way as group VI. Interleukin 2 
was determined in half of each group. At the end of the 13th week the animals were 
killed. The histological examinations of bladder, ureter, kidney, liver, lung, and 
thymus were fixed in 8% formalin, embedded in paraffin, and stained for micro
scopic study with hematoxylin and eosin. The bladder was dissected into four rings, 
each divided into sixteen segments. A percentage tumor expansion and invasion for 
each segment was determined according to a point system. Statistical analysis was 
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performed using the Student's t distribution. Results were considered to differ sig
nificantly if the probability of error was less than 0.05%. 

Results 

Immunosuppression. Exophytic tumors displayed extensive epithelial proliferation 
with a tendency to formation of papillomas. Cellular irregularity was slight to moder
ate, and a few mitotic figures were detected in the proliferative areas of the bladder 
epithelium. Infiltrative tumors crossed the lamina propria and were more irregular in 
appearance than exophytic bladder tumors. Using the previously described point sys
tem, the proportion of the bladder affected by tumors was determined. Group 1, re
ceiving solely 0.05% BBN, had a proportion of 4.2 ± 0.4% exophytic and 0.7% ± 
0.08% infiltrative tumors in the bladder. In contrast, rats treated with BBN and low 
dose CsA (group II) developed a twofold higher incidence of exophytic urothelial tu
mors than group I and a threefold higher incidence of infiltrative transitional cell tu
mors (Table 1). Tumor enhancement was greatest in group III: 11.6 ± 1.4% of the 
bladder surface was covered by exophytic urothelial tumors, three times more than 
group I. The proportion of infiltrative tumors in group III amounted to 3.31 ± 0.4%, 
a four and a half-fold increase over group I. 

Statistical significance for the exophytic tumors was P < 0.004, for the infiltrative 
urothelial carcinoma P < 0.001. Neither bladder tumors nor hyperplasia were detected 
in groups IV and V. None of the animals displayed any metastasis. The intakes of 
0.05% BBN in groups I, II, and III were similar throughout the experimental period. 
CsA serum levels ranged from low values of 251 ± 106 ng/ml (group II) and 203 ± 93 
ng/ml (group IV) to toxic values of 1238 ± 505 ng/ml (group III) and 1340 ± 580 ng/ml 
(group V). 

Immunostimulation. In group VI (KLH stimulated) the proportion of exophytic tu
mors amounted to 9.8 ± 2.7% in contrast to group VII (only BBN) in which the per
centage of papillary tumors was 14.2 ± 2.8%. Infiltrative tumors were also lower in 
group VI compared with the unstimulated group VII (P< 0.05). The BBN intake 
was similar in both groups in spite of more being given than in groups I, II, and III, 
which is responsible for the higher tumor induction in control group VII compared 
with group I. The interleukin 2 levels in the KLH-treated rats were higher (7.2 U/ml) 
than in the BBN control rats (3.2 U/ml) and untreated rats (3.0U/ml). 

Table 1. Percentage of bladder tumor expansion. A CsA dose-dependent enhancement (II, III) of 
bladder tumor induction was observed. Under immunostimulation with KLH (VI) bladder tumor in
duction was reduced compared with controls (VII) 

II III IV V VI VII 

Exophytic 4.2±0.4% 8.0±0.9% 11.6±1.4% 0 0 9.8±2.7% 14.2±2.8% 

Infiltrative 0.7 ± 0.08% 2.5 ± 0.3% 3.3 ±0.4% 0 0 2.7 ± 1.6% 4.6 ± 1.3% 
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Discussion 

The results of our experiments demonstrate that modulation of the immunosystem 
has a marked effect on BBN-induced bladder tumors. BBN fulfills the criteria for a 
classic tumor initiator. It is known to produce bladder tumors selectively in great 
numbers after a short induction period (Druckrey et al. 1964). Besides the initiation, 
the promotion is one step in the process of carcinogenesis. The promoting agent CsA 
alone had no tumorigenic effect (groups IV, V); thus the immunosuppression must 
contribute a tumor-promoting environment. The decrease in immunosurveillance 
can be mediated by a lower activation of T helper cells through inhibition of inter
leukin 1 secretion and diminished interleukin 2 production (Bunjes et al. 1984) in T 
helper cells. A subsequent reduced activation of cytotoxic T cells and an NK-cell defi
ciency under CsA may be postulated as the reason for the observed enhanced tumor 
induction. In contrast, the results after nonspecific immunostimulation with KLH 
represent a marked reducing effect on chemically induced bladder carcinoma. The 
enhanced interleukin 2 levels after KLH administration confirmed the stimulation 
effect. Findings are similar to those reported by Lamm et al. (1981); he showed that 
intralesional KLH in presensitized mice resulted in a significant reduction of tumor 
growth with prolongation of animal survival. In contrast, Walsh et al. (1983) failed 
in preventing the subcutaneous or intravesical growth of FANFT-induced bladder 
tumors by immunostimulation with KLH. In spite of this, our results after immuno
stimulation support recent clinical reports about prevention of recurrent superficial 
bladder cancer by KLH (Jurinic et al. 1988) and confirm the concept of immuno
therapy in bladder cancer. 

Summary 

The effects of immunomodulation on the induction of bladder carcinoma were inves
tigated in Wistar rats using N-butyl-N (4 hydroxybutyl) nitrosamine (BBN) as a 
known initiator of bladder carcinoma. In a first series the immunosystem was sup
pressed by Cyclosporine A (CsA). Rats treated with 0.05% BBN + CsA 5mg/kg/ 
day or CsA 12.5 mg/kg/day orally developed a CsA dose dependent (2-4 fold) en
hancement of bladder tumor expansion as compared to 0.05% BBN application 
alone. In contrast immunomodulation by stimulation with Keyhole-Limpet Haemo
cyanin (KLH) 12.5 mg i. ves. + 0.5 mg s.c.l2 x /week after being sensitized with 1 mg 
KLH s.c., resulted in a reduction of BBN induced bladder tumors. The results con
firm the immunosurveillance theory that effective expression of immune response 
may be important in the control of tumor development. The effective immunostimu
lation by KLH support the concept of immunotherapy in bladder cancer. 
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Effects of High Energy Shock Waves 
on BBN-Induced Bladder Tumors in Rats 

N.FISCHER, F.-J.DEUIZ, N.MEYERS, and H.ROBBEN1 

Introduction 

At the time of introduction of extracorporal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) into the 
clinical treatment of urinary calculi, it was regarded as completely harmless and non
traumatizing to biological tissues (Chaussyet al. 1986c). First experiments on leuko
cyte cultures revealed no influence of high energy shock waves on the proliferative 
activity of human cells. 

With the spread of the method, more and more groups were concerned with its 
side effects on kidney parenchyma, and it had been noticed that ESWL causes tissue 
damage of marked extent (Muschter et aI. 1987). Interstitial edema and multiple hemor
rhages were observed, mainly due to glomerular and tubular lesions and ruptures of 
small vessels at the corticomedullar junction (Recker et al. 1988). Cavitation effects 
turned out to be the most probable cause of these tissue injuries (Fischer et al. 1988). 

Previously, working groups of Chaussy and Fair reported on some effects of 
shock waves on malignant cells in vitro and in vivo and postulated a partially selec
tive antiproliferative activity of shock wave exposition (Chaussy et al. 1986a, b; Fair 
et al. 1986; Russo et al. 1986). The aim of our investigations was to evaluate the ef
fects of high energy shock waves in a chemically induced carcinoma. Tumor induc
tion was performed with N-butyl-N-(4-hydroxybutyl)-nitrosamine in female Wistar 
rats. This bladder tumor model is well-established in our institution and has been 
used for several experiments before. 

A pilot test with cress semen (Milller and Fischer, personal communication, 1987) 
showed a delay of sprout and a reduction of growth after shock wave exposure as a 
hint to the antiproliferative effect and encouraged us to perform animal experiments. 

Methods 

Epithelial bladder tumors were induced in female Wistar rats by 0.05% BBN in the 
drinking water for 12 weeks. Beginning in the 9th week, 6 x 250 high energy shock 
waves (HESW) of 14 k V were applied either alone or in combination with intravesical 
instillation of 2.0 mg/ml cis-platinum (DDP) over a period of 4 weeks. Control groups 
were instillated only with cis-platinum or saline solution. One week after the last 
treatment cycle, the animals were killed. The extent of superficial and infiltrative 
tumor growth was estimated by light microscopy. Due to the disappointing results of 
this first series of investigations, the experimental setup was modified in a second 
series. Therapy was not started until termination of tumor induction in the 12th 
week, shock wave energy was increased to 24kV, shock wave treatment was com-
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bined with a systemic chemotherapy with 1 mg/kg cis-platinum, and the intervals be
tween the treatment courses were shortened to 6 treatments in 2 weeks. 

This resulted in the following experimental setup: 

1. Series of experiments 
Group A.l: 6 x 250 HESW + DDP intravesical (n = 29) 
Group A.2: 6 x 250 HESW (n = 22) 
Group A.3: DDP intravesical (n = 21) 
Group A.4: control group (n = 21) 

2. Series of experiments 
Group B.l: 6 x 250 HESW + DDP intravenous (n = 30) 
Group B.2: 6 x 250 HESW (n = 25) 
Group B.3: DDP intravenous (n = 25) 
Group B.4: control group (n = 20) 

Results 

Superficial necrosis and edema of the bladder wall were observed as typical effects 
of shock wave application. Hemorrhages were only found in group B.l with a combi
nation of HESW and systemic administration of cis-platinum. Organs with near rela
tion to the bladder, especially the intestine, showed no pathological changes. 

With a combination of shock wave treatment and intravesical chemotherapy, a 
slight reduction of superficial tumor growth could be achieved in the first experi-

Table 1. First series of experiments (12 weeks tumor induction, 6 x 250 
HESW 14kV 9th-12th week) 

Infiltrative Exophytic Lethality 
tumor tumor 

HESW + DDP i. ves. 4.0% 12.0% 27.6% 

HESW 5.2% 18.1% 4.5% 

DDPi.ves. 3.8% 15.8% 

Control 3.4% 17.6% 

Kruskal-Wallis test P=0.41 P=O.l1 

Table 2. Second series of experiments (12 weeks tumor induction, 6 x 250 
HESW 24kV 13th-14th week) 

Infiltrative Exophytic Lethality 
tumor tumor 

HESW + DDP i. ves. 4.1% 15.3% 20.0% 

HESW 4.3% 14.3% 12.0% 

DDPi.ves. 1.3% 10.9% 12.0% 

Control 7.8% 23.4% 12.0% 

Kruskal-Wallis test P=0.0001 P=0.0034 
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ment, whereas infiltrative tumor growth was not influenced. The second series of ex
periments showed a statistical significant suppression of both superficial and infiltrative 
tumor growth either by systemic cis-platinum therapy or by shock wave application. 
There was no additional effect, when both therapies were combined (Tables 1,2). 

Discussion 

In our experiments, we could demonstrate that both high energy shock waves and 
systemic therapy with cis-platinum can reduce the growing of BBN-induced bladder 
tumors in rats. As there is no synergism between these two therapies, we conclude 
that the effect of high energy shock waves on the tumor tissue is unspecific and energy
dependent. There is no hint as to a selective antiproliferative mechanism of shock 
waves in neoplastic cells. 

Nevertheless, our results indicate that the spatial configuration of tumors can be 
influenced by shock wave exposure. This is probably due to the tissue damage caused 
by cavitation effects. 

Therefore, in opposition to the aims of development in shock wave lithotripsy, 
cavitation has to be maximized when used in tumor treatment. First experiments 
have been performed by Hahn and Riedlinger (Hahn et al. 1988) using high energy 
pulsed ultrasound to produce strong cavitation in subcutaneous transplanted tumors 
in nude mice. The same morphological findings as in our investigation were ob
served. Further investigations are needed to see whether these effects can be en
hanced by using weak reflectors to produce tensile waves instead of regular shock 
waves. 
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Papaverine in Human Bladder Muscle 

L. HERTLEI and H. NAwRATH2 

Introduction 

It is generally assumed that drugs which induce relaxation of smooth muscles may be 
of clinical importance in some urological disorders; such drugs are indeed widely 
used, for example, in the therapy of unstable bladders or to facilitate the passage of 
ureteral stones. Recently, papaverine has been shown to be very effective, e.g., in 
relaxing smooth muscles of the corpus cavernosum penis, thereby inducing erections 
in many impotent men (Virag 1982). The purpose of this study is to determine the 
relaxing properties of papaverine in isolated muscle strips from the human detrusor 
and to evaluate its potential clinical importance. 

Materials and Methods 

Detrusor specimens from the dome of the bladder were taken from seven patients 
(six male, one female) with a mean age of 58 years (range 49-68), who were under
going radical cystectomy because of bladder carcinoma. None of these patients had 
received radiation therapy or chemotherapy prior to operation, and all patients had 
sterile urine cultures. All tissue specimens were taken from a macroscopically nor
mal part of the detrusor. Immediately after removal of the bladder, the tissue speci
men (1 or 2 from each patient) were immersed in cold (4°C) Tyrode solution. The 
serosal and mucosal layers were carefully dissected away, and up to 16 muscle pieces, 
approximately 10 by 3-4 mm and weighing 50-100 mg, were excised from each speci
men. Some of the preparations were used within 2-4 h after the operation, while 
some were stored at 4°C for up to 24h. No qualitative or quantitative differences in 
response were found between muscle strips which were used within 4 h after cystectomy 
and those which were used 24 h later. 

Contractions. By tying both ends with fine silk sutures (5 x 0) the preparations were 
suspended in lO-ml organ baths containing Tyrode solution at 37°C gassed with 95% 
O2 and 5% CO2• The tension was measured under isometric conditions with induc
tive force displacement transducers and recorded on paper. The preload tension was 
adjusted to 10 mN. An interval of at least an hour was allowed for equilibration, after 
which the experiments were performed. 

Solutions. The Tyrode solution used was prepared with distilled, deionized water 
and had the following composition (in mmol/l): NaCl136.9, KCI 5.4, MgCl2 1.05, 
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NaH2P04 0.42, NaHC03 11.9, CaCl2 5.4, and glucose 5.5. The pH of the solution 
was 7.2. The Tyrode solution used for potassium-induced contractions contained 
KCI 85 mmol/l and NaCI 57.3 mmolll; the other ingredients remained the same as 
above. The stock solutions of norepinephrine, phenylephrine, serotonin, histamine, 
carbachol, and papaverine were prepared in distilled water. From these stock solu
tions, desired concentrations of the drugs were prepared in Tyrode solution and 
added in appropriate volume into the muscle bath to give the desired final concentra
tions. The pH was maintained at 7.2 ± 0.1. The experimental arrangement permitted 
a rapid exchange (1-2 s) of solutions. 

Drugs. The following drugs were used: carbamoyl choline hydrochloride (carbachol, 
Merck), histamine 2-hydrochloride (Serva), L-norepinephrine bitartrate (Serva), L
phenylephrine hydrochloride (Boehringer), serotonin creatinine sulfate (Merck), 
and papaverine hydrochloride (Serva). 

At the end of each experiment the preparations were blotted with filter paper for 
90 s under constant pressure (280 g) and weighed. Concentrations given are the final 
concentrations of drugs in the organ bath in moles/liter. The ECso value of papaverine 
was determined graphically, taking into account 2 points on the steep portion of each 
individual concentration-response curve, and geometric mean values were calcu
lated. Results are expressed as means ± standard error of the means (SEM). 

Results 

Norepinephrine, phenylephrine, and serotonin in concentrations of 10-4 mol/l had 
only very small effects on the tension of isolated human bladder dome preparations. 
In contrast, histamine (10- 4 moll I) , carbachol (10- 4 molll) , and high extracellular 
potassium concentrations (85 mmolll) produced strong increases in tension, carbachol 
being the strongest stimulatory agent. Therefore, carbachol and high potassium were 
used as stimulants to study the relaxing properties of papaverine. 

50mNL 
10 min t ... _______ _ 

Carbachol 0.1 mmol/I 

t 

[K+ 10 85 mmol/I 

Fig. I. Original recording of effects of carbachol 
1O-4 molll and extracellular potassium concentra
tion (85 mmolll) on tension of muscle strips of hu
man bladder dome (CaCh: 1.8mmolll). Carbachol
induced contractions were transient in nature, 
whereas stimulation by high potassium produced 
a stable plateau following an initial tension peak 
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Fig. 2. Time course of effects 
of carbachollO-4 molll on 
tension of isolated human 
bladder muscle at two differ
ent extracellular calcium con
centrations. Open circles, 
1.8mmolll CaCh (n = 4, 
two patients); closed circles, 
5.4 mmolll CaCh (n = 20, 
seven patients). Means ± 
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Fig. 3. Effects of papaverine on residual (pla
teau) tension induced by extracellular potassium 
85 mmolli. Original recording and concentra
tion-response curve. Means ± SEM (n = 12, 
three patients) 

The response to carbachol was biphasic and transient in nature (original record
ing is shown in Fig. 1). After an initial rapid increase in tension, which peaked, ten
sion continuously decreased in a second phase. The decrease in tension returned to 
baseline level within 20 min, when the extracellular calcium concentration was 1.8 
mmolll (Fig. 2). At a calcium concentration of 5.4 mmolll carbachol produced a sig
nificantly higher increase in peak tension and a more sustained plateau in the fading 
phase (Fig. 2). 

Depolarization of the detrusor muscle strips with an extracellular potassium con
centration of 85 mmolll induced a rapid increase in tension, which peaked and was 
followed by partial relaxation and sustained contraction (original recording is shown 
in Fig. 1). 
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Figure 3 displays the relaxing effects of papaverine in high potassium-induced 
contractions. The muscle strips were activated with an extracellular potassium con
centration of 85 mmolll at a calcium concentration of 5.4 mmolll. After the contrac
tion had stabilized papaverine was added cumulatively, allowing time between addi
tions for stabilization of relaxation. The inhibition of depolarization-induced con
traction was measured as a function of drug concentration. The values are given as 
percentages of inhibition of equilibrium contraction (control) after depolarization. A 
concentration of papaverine of 10-7 molll was the threshold for relaxing activity, and 
the potassium-induced activation was completely antagonized at a concentration of 
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10-4 moll I. The concentration of papaverine producing half maximum relaxation was 
2.1 X 10-5 mol/I. 

The effects of papaverine on carbachol-induced contractions were also studied at 
extracellular calcium concentrations of 5.4mmolli. In the control group (n = 20, 
seven patients) muscle strips were activated with carbachol 10-4 molli. In the test 
group (n = 7, in each group, seven patients) the muscle strips were preincubated for 
60 min with papaverine in concentrations of 10-7 to 1O-4 molli. Peak tension and the 
time course of tension generation were evaluated under control and test conditions. 
Figure 4 presents the time course of the effects of papaverine 10-4 molll on carbachol
induced contractions. The concentration-response relationships of papaverine on 
peak tension of detrusor strips activated by carbachol are displayed in Fig. 5. Both 
figures clearly show that papaverine, even at high concentrations of 10-4 molll, had 
no significant effects on peak tension generation. However, the fading of the carbachol
induced peak response was accelerated by papaverine. The steady state tension at 
30 min which amounted to 24% ± 5% of peak tension under control conditions was 
reduced by papaverine 10-4 molll by about 54% . 

Discussion 

In the present study we found that contractions induced by carbachol and high extra
cellular potassium in human isolated bladder muscle were differently affected by 
papaverine. In carbachol-induced contractions, papaverine, even in high concentra
tions of 1O-4 molll, had virtually no effects on peak tension generation, whereas the 
fading was accelerated, and the steady state tension at 30 min was reduced by about 
54 %. In contrast, high potassium-induced contractions were relaxed by papaverine 
in a concentration-dependent way; a concentration of papaverine of 10-4 moll I pro
duced full relaxation. 

In our experiments carbachol and high extracellular potassium proved to be the 
two most prominent means of activation of bladder smooth muscle. It is well-estab
lished that carbachol and high potassium differ in the way they induce contractions: 
carbachol acts by binding to its specific muscarinic receptors on the smooth muscle 
membrane, and high potassium acts by depolarization of the cell membrane, which 
is not related to any specific receptor activation (Bolton 1979). 

Papaverine is a non-specific smooth muscle relaxant and is thought to act at a site 
distal to the cholinergic receptor site. However, the precise mode of its action is un
known. One possible mechanism is related to cyclic adenosine 3'5'-monophosphate 
(cAMP). Poch et ai. (1969) first reported an inhibition of cAMP breakdown in vitro 
by a number of spasmolytic drugs. An increase in cAMP is supposed to lead to an en
hanced calcium binding to membrane and intracellular storage sites, thereby reduc
ing influx and/or release of calcium. A rise in cAMP may be induced by an inhibition 
of phosphodiesterase, which degrades cAMP to 5'-adenosine monophosphate 
(5' AMP). Papaverine has been described as inhibiting cAMP phosphodiesterase 
activity of smooth muscle, causing a rise in cAMP levels (for review, see Bolton 
1979). 

An alternative mechanism of smooth muscle relaxation was proposed by Griin et 
ai. (1969) and Fleckenstein et al. (1971) for verapamil and some other drugs with 
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relaxing properties. Inhibition of transmembrane calcium influx, first observed with 
verapamil and D600 in the heart (Fleckenstein et al. 1968), was suggested to be their 
mechanism of action. 

Many of papaverine's actions might possibly be explained if it is assumed that it 
blocks calcium ion channels in the cell membrane (Bolton 1979). In many smooth 
muscles papaverine reduces tension induced by high extracellular potassium concen
trations and inhibits 4SCa uptake from the preparations when stimulated by high 
potassium depolarization (for review, see Bolton 1979; Huddart et al. 1984). Con
tractions induced by high extracellular potassium concentrations are easily blocked 
by low concentrations of calcium channel blockers, suggesting that the continuing 
entry of calcium through the membrane is necessary to keep the contractile machinery 
activated (Hogestiitt and Andersson 1984). The data presented here confirm the 
earlier postulate that papaverine inhibits calcium influx (Bolton 1979; Huddart et al. 
1984). 

The mechanisms responsible for the peak tension generation in carbachol-induced 
contractions are obviously not affected by papaverine even in high concentrations. 
On the other hand, papaverine accelerates the fading and reduces the steady state 
tension of carbachol-induced contractions, suggesting some effects on the not yet de
fined calcium movements in that phase of the carbachol-induced contraction. How
ever, so little is known about the cellular mechanism of papaverine's action that at 
present this study cannot add substantial information to the understanding of the 
calcium movements during carbachol-induced contractions. 

In order to establish whether papaverine is useful clinically, double-blind studies 
should be performed. Although papaverine had little effects on carbachol-induced 
contractions it cannot be excluded that the drug is effective in diseases in which non
cholinergic mechanisms are involved. 
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On the Locational Dependency and Diuresis Dependency 
of the Ureteral Dynamic: An Experimental Study 
in the Endoureteral Simultaneous Measurement 
of Pressure and Developed Force 

J. POHL and U. D AMBACHER 1 

Introduction 

The driving force of urine transport originates in the muscular contraction ring 
which, under normal conditions, closes the ureteral lumen and progresses towards 
the bladder. All previous methodical approaches to the in vivo investigation of the 
dynamics of urine transport have largely concentrated on secondary phenomena 
such as intraluminal pressure and urine flow, or on the electrical potentials which ac
company the muscular contraction. We were able to show in a previous study that it 
is possible , using a catheter which we developed, to measure the forces occurring in 
the contraction ring (Pohl et al. 1986) . With the present study we want to investigate 
on the one hand, how the contracting forces change over the whole course of the 
ureter and on the other hand, how they change with increased diuresis. 

Methods 

A ureteral catheter, specially developed for the simultaneous registration of force 
and pressure, was cystoscopic ally inserted into 12 pyeloureteral units from 8 mongrel 
dogs. Individual measurements of locational dependency were taken at defined posi
tions in the ureter. Following intravenous administration of 0.5 mg/kg body weight 
of furosemide and consequently increased diuresis , measurements were taken in the 
central third of the ureter over a period of 120 min with the bladder empty. 

The longitudinal section of the measuring probe (Fig. 1), which is mounted on a 
5F vein catheter, shows the main element, the measuring window , into which the 
free end of the force-measuring cantilever protrudes. At the base of the cantilever 
are attached highly sensitive strain gauges which modulate electrical signals in ana
logue response to forces acting on the cantilever. 

Fig. I. Two-channel measuring catheter to 
register force and pressure. Longitudinal sec
tion of measuring probe 
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The measured value in roN is a measure of the force with which the ring-shaped 
contraction narrows or closes the luminal cross section. The intraluminal pressure is 
recorded simultaneously by means of a second channel. 

Results 
An example of the simultaneous registration of force (F) and of intraluminal pres
sure (P) is shown in Fig. 2. First of all the bolus pressure superimposes on the basal 

F(mN) 
20~-------'r-----____ --__ ----------______ ~~ 

o~ ______ ~ ________ ~~~~~~~~ ________ _ 

Fig. 2. Simultaneous registration of developed force (F) and pressure (P) 
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Fig. 3. Mean basal pressure (pB) and mean pressure amplitudes (pA) depending on point of measure
ment in the ureter 
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pressure and so produces a preliminary wave. The muscular contraction process (F) 
is recorded quantitatively by the developed force probe. The typical pressure process 
occurs secondarily in the contraction ring. 

Measurements over the whole extent of the ureter show that from the pyeloureteral 
junction to the bladder the average peristaltic frequency reduces from 13 to 8 per 
minute. The mean pressure amplitudes in the contraction ring are also dependent on 
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location; showing a rising tendency, they fluctuate between 7 and 27 cmH20, with 
the highest values being registered prevesically. Compared with the surrounding 
area, the pressure values in the area of the iliac vessels (60% -70% of the length of 
the ureter) are noticeably low. Only the basal pressure shows no considerable varia
tion over the whole extent of the ureter (Fig. 3). 

The force distribution profile, ascertained over the whole length of the ureter 
(Fig. 4), differs clearly from the pressure distribution profile described above (Fig. 3) 
and shows, among other things, a noticeable minimum prior to the iliac vessels and 
a noticeable maximum within the area of the iliac vessels. 
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Following administration of furosemide there is first of all a rise in urine flow to 
up to 50 times the initial volume, the maximum being reached after 15 min (Fig. 5). 
The return of urine flow volume to the levels registered before administration of 
furosemide takes more than 120 min. 

Under the changing diuresis conditions, the variation in peristaltic frequency was 
unexpectedly small (Fig. 6). In contrast to urine volume, which is highest after 
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15 min, the peristaltic frequency, pressure parameter, and developed force have 
already reached a maximum after 3-6 min (Figs. 6-9). The change in mean pressure 
amplitude also varies within relatively narrow limits (Fig. 7). By contrast, there is a 
clearer increase in basal pressure (Fig. 8), which first of all registers three times the 
initial value and then returns to the initial value over 60 min. 

The development of the mean force amplitudes appears unexpected (Fig. 9): The 
muscular response to the increased diuresis is only a very fleeting and slight increase 
in the contraction forces. We then observed an at first rapid and later more gradual 
falling-off in the force amplitudes. In about half of the ureters examined during high 
diuresis, the developed force dropped down even as far as zero. 

Discussion 

Our investigations of the locational dependency of the contraction frequency con
firm the results of, among others, Gerlach (1980) and Kiil and Kjekshus (1967). The 
decreasing frequency towards the bladder is comparable to an "extinction" of the 
myogenic stimulus. The cause could originate in a distally increasing stimulus thresh
old. 

The likewise location-dependent contraction pressure was attributed by Gerlach 
(1980) to fluctuating wall strength or myoarchitecture. Rutishauser (1970) has re
lated two pressure minima which are regularly observable in the lower half of the 
ureter to the physiological narrowings at the level of the iliac vessels and in the intra
mural ureter. It is interesting that the force values measured at the level of the iliac 
vessels show a reciprocal relationship to the pressure. This can be traced back to dif
ferent connection conditions for the developed force probe. Prior to the iliac vessels 
the ureter is dilated because of locally increased outflow resistance. The dilating 
forces counter the contracting forces and so the developed force values appear 
lower. In the area of the iliac vessels conditions are just the opposite: no dilation, 
thus a good connection for the probe and higher developed force values. 

To an acute increase in diuresis with furosemide the ureter reacts just in the early 
phase with an increase in contractility. Only to a small extent are the increased de
mands compensated for by a frequency increase. Very soon, however, autoregula
tive changes towards a capacity expansion of the ureter (high bolus volumes) appear 
in the foreground. 
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Detrusor Contractility and Its Relationship 
to Different Degrees of Tension 

D. ROHRMANN1, H.-A. SPORMANN2, J.HANNAPPEL2, D.ALBREcHT3, and W. LUTZEYER2 

Introduction 

Bladder function and its modulation have been the topic of much experimental work 
ever since Budge (1958) described the bladder innervation for the first time. Special 
contributions have been achieved by the use of neurohistochemical and pharmaco
logical methods. 

Up to now, Lipshultz's model concerning the vegetative innervation of the blad
der, which was published in 1973 (Lipschultz et al. 1973), has remained undoubted: 
a-adrenergic, excitatory receptors are predominant in the bladder neck and the 
proximal urethra, whereas the detrusor is mostly influenced by cholinergic excitatory 
receptors. The adrenergic influence in the detrusor region is limited to a slight in
hibitory effect mediated by B-adrenergic receptors. The physiological bladder func
tion is coordinated by an alternate activation of different receptors: During the filling 
phase, the bladder is dominated by the sympathetic nervous system, which makes 
the bladder neck contract, while the detrusor remains quiet, due to the influence of 
inhibitory B-receptors. Voiding is mostly mediated by an activation of the parasym
pathetic nervous system resulting in a detrusor contraction while the bladder neck 
relaxes as the sympathetic nervous system is inhibited (Fig. 1). 

In 1975, Benson et al. described another theory of bladder function modulation. 
In these experiments, detrusor muscle strips from guinea-pig bladder showed a 
changing reaction to drugs such as adrenaline according to their degree of tension. 
After a certain degree of lengthening detrusor muscle strips no longer showed an in
hibitory sympathetic reaction, but they were, on the contrary, activated by adrenergic 
substances. Benson's experiments suggest a totally different view of micturition; that 
is why we started a series of experiments to prove the influence of adrenergic sub
stances on bladder muscle strips with different degrees of tension. 

Material and Methods 

The autonomic innervation of the bladder can easily be shown in the organ bath 
(Fig. 2). Bladder muscle strips about 1 mm wide are brought into a special organ bath 
containing sufficient concentrations of oxygen and nutritive substances. The strips 
are connected to an isometric force transducer. As the muscle strips' tension can be 
changed from the outside, it is easy to investigate their reaction to drugs with refer
ence to different degrees of tension. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the organ 
bath 

Isolated muscle strips of the guinea-pig bladder normally show a typical pattern of 
spontaneous activity. Strips of the detrusor region do show spontaneous activity, 
whereas the bladder neck preparations remain quiet. If a certain degree of tension is 
applied to the strips, they show a change in length according to the degree of tension. 

Detrusor and bladder neck strips show different reactions to the addition of 
adrenergic substances. Adrenaline (10-8 to 10-5 Mil) inhibits the spontaneous activ-
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Fig. Sa, b. Contraction frequency of circular (a) and longitudinal (b) detrusor muscle strips related 
to different degrees of tension (here equated with load) 

ity of detrusor strips, a phenomenon which is dose-dependent; the bladder neck 
strips are, on the contrary, activated by adrenaline and show a dose-dependent tonic 
contraction (Fig. 3). The inhibitory effect of adrenaline on detrusor strips is mediated 
by ~-adrenoreceptors. This can easily be demonstrated by the addition of the ~
blocking agent propranolol. Propranolol eliminates the depressing effect of adrenaline 
on detrusor strips, while the excitatory adrenergic reaction of bladder neck strips re
mains unchanged (Fig. 4). 

Different degrees of tension applied to guinea-pig detrusor strips did not change 
the frequency of spontaneous activity (Fig. 5, upper row). If we looked at the adren
ergic reaction of detrusor strips while increasing the degree of muscle strip tension, 
we always saw an inhibitory effect of adrenaline (Fig. 5, lower row). Bladder neck 
strips were always stimulated by adrenaline no matter at what level of muscle tension 
the experiment started. 

Discussion 

In our series of experiments, we could not confirm Benson's results of detrusor 
muscle changing its sensitivity to adrenergic substances according to its degree of 
tension. Though our experiments dealt with the same range of tension changes as 
Benson's did, we did not see an excitatory reaction to adrenaline with higher degrees 
of muscle strip tension. Several other authors, e.g., De Sy (1971) or Finkbeiner and 
Bissada (1980), could not confirm that either. Rohner et al. (1978), however, de
scribed an excitatory reaction of detrusor muscle strips to noradrenaline, but the ex
periments dealt with cases of bladder outlet obstruction, and this effect did not corre
late to different degrees of muscle strip tension. 

We think that it is not justified to doubt today's model of micturition in favor of 
a predominance of the sympathetic nervous system and its receptors changing sen
sitivity according to the degree of bladder volume, but voiding appears to remain 
mediated by the parasympathetic nervous system. 
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Renal Kinematics During Experimental Impact 

R. A. ZINK1, M. WEBER, M. WEISS, P. MUSSELER, W. BRENDEL, and F. SCHUELER 

Introduction 

The aim of this study is to investigate the mechanism of renal trauma in detail. For 
this reason it is desirable to know how and to which extent the kidneys are acceler
ated, which movements they perform in relation to their hilar fixation and relative to 
the surrounding skeletal system, or which mechanism finally leads to the rupture of 
the organ. An experimental model should be developed to study this. Standardized 
free falls with the same impact characteristics as used by the automobile industry in 
their routinely performed car crash tests should allow a comparison with these tests 
(Kallieris and Mattern 1984; Nusholtz et al. 1980). 

Piezoresistive microaccelerometers, implanted in the kidneys and in a reference 
point on the vertebral spine, were used for the first time in order to measure these 
parameters during standardized critical impact. Simultaneously taken high speed 
movies should allow the correlation of the electronically registered signals with opti
cal information of the total body movements. Additionally performed measurements 
should allow in some of the experiments the registration of the pressures within the 
renal pelvis and the renal artery during the instance of impact. 

Material and Methods 

Animals. The 45 experiments were performed on pig cadavers since previous investi
gations showed that no significant difference could be demonstrated between the 
reactions of living versus dead animals in respect to the parameters of interest. 

The animals were approximately 3 months old and had a body weight of 16.7 ± 
3.2 kg. A premedication with 2 mg/kg azaperon i.m. was administered just before the 
experiments. They were then heparinized with 10000IU i.v. and received a lethal 
dose i.v. of 20 ml pentobarbital-sodium. The anesthesized animals used in the experi
ments received metomidate-HCI (lOmg/kg of body weight). They were intubated, 
and the anesthesia was maintained with adequate amounts of this drug during the 
application of the probes and during the free fall. 

Instrumentation. The two microaccelerometers (Endevco, type 7264) weighing 2 g 
and measuring ± 200 g were mounted to an adapter (10 x 10 x 13 mm) with ortho
gonal vector coordinates. The kidneys were exposed through a flank incision, and 
the probes implanted into the middle group of calices and fixed to the surrounding 
parenchyma. The cables were surrounded with silas tic shrinking hose and lead through 
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Fig.t. Schematic drawing of the experimental 
design .... , Cable for recording; 0-->, accelero
meter; AMPLIF, multichannel amplifier; UV
Print, high-speed UV-printer; Tape, multi
channel tape recorder 

the skin by the use of a separate stab wound. The coaxial position of the probes was 
adjusted by fluoroscopy and marked on the body surface for the optical control. 

The dorsal spine of the 2nd lumbar vertebra was removed and another accelero
meter (Endevco, type 2261) weighing 16g (16 X 25mm), which was attached to a 
bonescrew, was put in place. Two accelerometers of the same type were used in the 
free fall frame in order to check its movements. 

Micropressure transducers (Endevco, type 8507) weighing 1.1 g with a diameter 
of 1.6 mm were implanted in the renal artery or in the renal pelvis of the contralateral 
kidney in those experiments with simultaneous pressure measurements. 

Equipment. A specially designed lift system with a guided frame allowed free falls 
from up to 20m. The deceleration obtained by this system showed a nonoscillating, 
rectangular characteristic by the means of "breaking plates". They were attached to 
65-cm long "breaking legs" which were pushed into plastic granulate during the im
pact. The depth of penetration equalled the deformation distance. The duration of 
the impact and its extent could be modified by the adjustment of the diameter of the 
breaking plates. 

All signals from the probes were registered on multichannel UV-printer 
(Yokogawa, 291 S) and tape recorded (Bell + Howell, 236810/1) for further off-line 
computation (Fig. 1). 

High-speed cameras (Stalex, WS-I) were placed on three different sides of the 
free fall frame, in those experiments with optical control. The movies were taken at 
500 frames/so A conventional 16-mm camera (Arriflex; 36 frames/s) was additionally 
used for the overall documentation of the experiments. 

The animals were either placed in the prone position (with hanging legs) or onto 
their left flank with the accelerometers ipsi- or contralateral to the impact. The first 
position corresponded, e.g., to a frontal, the second one, to a side collision in a car. 
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Computation. A computer program for the analysis of car crash experiments, per
formed by the automobile industry, which was adjusted to the measuring equipment 
in use, allowed the following parameters to be computed: 

1. Maximal ("touch down") speed (Vmax): 

V max = }'2 g h [m/s ]; h, free fall height; g, constant of gravity 

2. Maximum differential acceleration (oAmax) e.g. kidney-skeleton: 

oAmax = 
Amax<kid.> - Amax<skel.> 

[ms-2]; A, acceleration 

3. Stretch distance (L) kidney-skeleton at a given time (Tn): 

L = oVx x Tn [m]; 0 Vx, differential velocity at the time Tn 

4. Maximum difference of stretch distances (oLmax): 

oLmax = f ~ x Tend 
end 

To> time of "touch down", beginning of mea
surement; Tend, time of standstill 

S. Renal oscillation (t) (sine wave characteristic assumed): 

t = lit [Hz]; t, distance between 2 maxima 

Results 

The frame system obtained after a free fall from 10m a maximal speed of 14.0m/s "" 
SO.4km/h "" 31.2 mph and an acceleration of 23.8 ± 3.4g at a deformation distance 
of 41.1 ± 2.9cm. 

Time Course. The first maximum of the acceleration (= 1st compression) was found 
ca. 70ms after the beginning of the impact (To = touch down at the granulate). The 
second maximum occurred after 200-220 ms. Practically the same time course could 
be demonstrated by the high speed movies, analyzing the indicated spots at the cervi
cal spine (C7), at the lumbar spine (L2), and at the sacral spine (S1). 

Mean Acceleration. The kidneys and the skeleton probes showed with 18.8 and 17.9 g 
an almost equal acceleration in the prone position (Fig. 2). This means that the ab
dominal content deadens the renal acceleration compared with the whole system. 
This effect was minimal in the side position: 20.0 and 20.S g. 

Maximal Differential Acceleration. Maximal differential acceleration between the 
skeleton and the frame (= car passenger and passenger cell) was 48.6g in the prone 
position, 4S.4g contra-, and 38.Sg ipsilaterally. Between the skeleton and the kid
neys however 26.8 g were found in the prone position, 28.4 and 21.0 g, respectively. 

Maximal Differential Velocity. The maximal differential velocity between kidney and 
skeleton occurred most distinctly at 1.8 mls in the prone position (Fig. 3). This means 
that the kidney travels during a frontal impact of approximately 20 g ("" 30 mph car 
crash with safety belts on) with 1.8m/s from its fixation point at the renal hilus. 
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Fig. 2. Mean renal acceleration, measured 
in prone position or in the kidney ipsi- or 
contralateral to impact; (g force of gravity) 

Fig. 3. Maximal differential velocity be
tween kidney and skeletal reference point 
(= hilar fixation) in prone position, ipsi- or 
contralateral to impact 

The maximal differential velocity reduced to 1.3 m/s in side collision and the 
contralateral kidney, and 1.4 m/s in the ipsilateral kidney. 

Maximal Stretch Distance. During the crash the kidneys travelled in the prone posi
tion 30 mm from their point of fixation, that means, the renal vessels stretched this 
distance for a duration of about 50-60 ms (Fig. 4). Lateral impact moved the contra
lateral kidneys about 2.17 cm and the ipsilateral one, 2.40 cm. 

Pressures. A peak pressure of 319.3 ± 26.1 mmHg was found in the renal artery. The 
peak pressure in the ureter ranged up to 40cmH20, starting from an initial pelvic 
pressure of 15cmH20. 

Renal Oscillation. The further analysis of the acceleration signals revealed that the 
kidneys oscillate in typical frequences during impact: 36.0 ± 2.7 Hz were found in the 
ipsilateral and 12.8 ± 0.4 Hz in the contralateral kidney. In the prone position the 
oscillating frequency was 17.1 Hz. The frame in comparison showed a typical fre
quency of79.0Hz. 
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Fig. 4. Maximal stretch difference between 
kidney and skeletal reference point (= hilar 
fixation) in prone position, ipsi- or contra
lateral to impact 

For the first time real values of renal deceleration and velocity could be measured 
during critical impact. It could further be shown that approximal85% of the maximal 
system deceleration is effective on the kidneys in the prone position. In the side posi
tion, however, the renal acceleration may reach up to 90% of the system decelera
tion in the kidney ipsilateral to the impact. It must not be overseen that in these ex
periments 40 cm of deformation distance was effective. In typical flank traumas, e.g., 
in bicycle riders or alpine skiers, when no deadening layer comes between the body 
surface and the ground, which is hard, extremely high accelerations may occur. 
Sheets of foamy material may be very effective as shock-absorbing kidney or hip 
protectors, e.g., in motorcycle garment (Aidman 1985). 

Of special interest for the urologist are the injuries to the renal hilus. It could be 
shown in these experiments that the kidney travels with a speed of up to 1.8 mls from 
its fixation point and stretches its hilar fixation to about 30 mm. Even in a relatively 
harmless impact of 22 g and a deformation distance of 40 cm, the maximal differen
tial deceleration between kidney and skeleton ranged between 20 and 30 g. This 
means that under the conditions of these experiments, which were still in a sub
traumatic range, a human kidney would tear with 2-5 kg at the renal hilus. Accord
ing to our findings it can be assumed that this is the borderline for tissue elasticity, 
since hilar bleeding and histological changes in the tunica adventitia of the renal 
artery were seen, very similar to those found in aneurysmatic dissections. 

It could be further demonstrated that the kidney can be stimulated through exter
nal forces to oscillate at different frequencies, which also depend on the position of 
the body relative to the force. The more directly the energy reaches the kidney, the 
higher is the frequency of these oscillations. In the prone position the whole abdomen 
and its contents acts as an additional, deadening deformation distance which reduces 
the acceleration to a great extent. Even more effective in respect to deadening is the 
fixation of the kidney contralateral to the impact in side position, due to its fixation 
to the thoracic wall. In direct flank traumas, however, enough energy may reach the 
contralateral kidney, causing a rupture of the parenchyma there, without any changes 
on the ipsilateral organ. 
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According to these observations and another set of experiments with high-speed 
movies of the rupture of isolated kidneys, one can imagine the rupture of a kidney as 
the bursting of a water-filled balloon which falls down: The energy which enters the 
blood-filled kidney causes the organ to oscillate. These intraparenchymal waves are 
reflected from the capsule and lead to rupture if the shear stress exceeds the elasticity. 
This situation may occur earlier if the stimulated, oscillating kidney impacts against 
a hard or sharp, e.g., bony obstacle such as the 12th rib, or a lateral process of a 
vertebral body. 
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Improvement of In Situ Renal Protection 
Against Complete Ischemia Through the Replacement 
of Chloride by Aspartate in the HTK Solution 
of Bretschneider* 

M.KALLERHOFFi, M.BLEcHi, G.KEHRER2, M.LANGHEINRICH2, U.HELMCHEN3, 

H.J.BRETSCHNEIDER2, and R.H.RINGERT1 

Introduction 

The cardioplegic solution, HTK (histidine-tryptophan-ketoglutarate) (Bretschneider 
et al. 1975, 1984; Bretschneider 1980), was primarily developed to improve myo
cardial protection, as compared with periods of ischemia, during artificial cardiac ar
rest in open heart surgery. It has since become a routine clinical procedure (Preusse 
et al. 1987). According to our results, this solution also significantly improves isch
emic tolerance of kidneys (Kallerhoff et al. 1985a, b, 1986, 1987c). The superiority 
over simple ischemia or over the Euro Collins solution holds for "cold" as well as for 
"warm" ischemia (Kallerhoff et al. 1988a). Renal ischemic tolerance was increased 
from 15-20min to 2h at normothermia (Kallerhoff et al. 1986). There have now 
been several clinical applications of this method (Blech et al. 1988; Kallerhoff et al. 
1988b). 

The aim of the work presented here was to further improve renal ischemic pro
tection by modifying this solution. The HTK solution (Table 1) is primarily optimized 
for sodium and calcium reduction and potassium and magnesium enrichement. This 
electrolyte composition reduces cellular energy consumption and allows a buffer 
concentration of almost 200mM histidine/histidine-HCI at isoosmolarity. The cation 
composition, however, entails a chloride concentration of 50 mM (Table 1). In 
contrast, the intracellular chloride concentration is 5-15 mM. The result might be 
net influx of chloride into the cell during ischemia. 

This led us to examine whether further improvement in kidney protection could 
be achieved by replacing the chloride in the HTK solution by aspartate. For myo
cardial protection, such an improvement was not found (Bretschneider et al. 1975). 

Materials and Methods 

The experiments were performed on 54 kidneys of mongrel dogs with a body weight 
between 28 and 32 kg. A detailed description of our experimental procedure (Kaller
hoff et al. 1987 c) and of the protective perfusion of the kidneys with HTK solution 
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Table 1. Composition of kidney protective solutions investigated (mM) 

HTK HTK-"aspertate" 

Sodium 15 15 

Potassium 9 9 

Calcium 0 0 

Magnesium 4 4 

Chloride 50 18 

Aspartate 0 32 

Tryptophan 2 2 

K+ -a-ketoglutarate 1 1 

Histidine/histidine-HCI 180/18 180/18 

Mannitol 30 30 

Osmolality (mOsmollkgH2o) 310 310 

pH at 8°C 7.3 7.3 

P02 (mmHg) at 37°C 200 200 

has been published (Kallerhoff et al. 1987a; Kehrer et al. 1985). The solutions in
vestigated - the HTK solution and the HTK-aspartate solution (Dr. Franz Kohler 
Chemie, Alsbach, FRG) - are similar in composition except for their NaCl, KCI, 
and MgCI content. In the HTK-aspartate solution these substances have been re
placed by Na + -aspartate, K+ -aspartate, and Mg2+ -aspartate. This results in an un
changed cation composition, while the chloride content is reduced from 50mM to 
18mM. 

In each case, we compared the kidneys protected by one of the two solutions (11 
HTK kidneys and 16 HTK-aspartate kidneys) with the individual contralateral kid
neys (27 control kidneys). The arteriovenous oxygen consumption (Vo/min) was 
determined by multiplying the arteriovenous difference in oxygen content with the 
flow rate. The glomerular filtration rate (GFR) was calculated using the endogenous 
creatinine clearance. At the end of each experiment, the kidneys were excised, 
weighed, and dried until weight constancy was achieved. For comparisons, all func
tional parameters were related to the so-called edema-free normalized wet weight 
(ww) of 17%. 

Tissue samples consisted of 2/3 renal cortex and V3 renal medulla. For determining 
content of adenine nucleotides and lactate, they were immediately homogenized in 
cold perchlorate acid and analyzed according to established procedure using Boeh
ringer Mannheim test kits. Measurements were made by means of a filter photometer 
(1101 m, Eppendorf Instrument, Hamburg, FRG) and a double beam photometer 
(UV-21O A, Shimadzu, Japan). 

For light and electron microscopy evaluation, the tissue was immersion-fixed in 
buffered 4% formaldehyde immediately following the 3-h postischemic reperfusion 
phase. The PAS reaction was used to prepare the tissue samples for light microscopi
cal examination. Electron microscopy was performed on Araldite-embedded material 
that had been cut in 50-70nm slices, using a Zeiss EM 10 microscope. 
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Results 

The ischemic stress resulting from the duration of ischemia (120 min) and the mean 
temperature during ischemia (30°C) are approximately equal in the groups examined 
(Fig. 1). 

The electromagnetically measured total renal blood flow was 200-300 mllmin . 
100 gww for control kidneys. HTK- and HTK-aspartate-protected kidneys did not dif
fer substantially in their blood flow, either from each other or from control kidneys 
(Fig. 2). 

Under our experimental conditions, renal oxygen consumption in the control kid
neys amounted to 6-6.5 mllmin . 100 gww' After HTK protection it amounted to 
3.8 mllmin· 100 g following 15 min of reperfusion, rising to an average of 4.5 mllmin· 
100 g within 2 h. Following the same protocol for HTK-aspartate-protected kidneys, 
renal oxygen consumption was 4.8 mllmin . 100 gww after a 15-min reperfusion, reach
ing 5.5 mllmin . 100 gww after 45 min and averaging 5.2 mllmin . 100 gww (Fig. 3). 

The endogenous creatinine clearance was measured to determine the glomerular 
filtration rate (GFR). In control kidneys it was 40-50mllmin ·100 gww' Following 
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Fig. 3. Renal oxygen consumption during the 3-h reperfusion period for both groups examined, in 
comparison with control kidneys 

Fig.4. Glomerular filtration rate during the 3-h reperfusion period for both groups examined, in 
comparison with control kidneys 

HTK protection, a GFR of close to 20 mllmin . 100 gww was reached during the recov
ery period. Following the same ischemic stress under HTK-aspartate protection, a 
GFR of almost 30 mllmin . 100 gww was reached after 45 min of reperfusion; there was 
no substantial change during further reperfusion (Fig. 4). 

The filtration fraction FF (%), that is the ratio of GFR and renal plasma flow, 
was 25%-35% in control kidneys. In HTK-protected kidneys, the FF rose to 15% 
during the 180 min of reperfusion, while it reached almost control values after a 180-
min reperfusion period in HTK-aspartate-protected kidneys (Fig. 5). 

A synoptic representation of GFR and volume of urine per minute (Vu/min) 
shows a low filtration rate and a high urine output for both groups examined at the 
beginning of reperfusion. In the HTK group the urine output decreases up to the 
30th min of reperfusion while filtration increases. Up to 90 min, however, the urine 
output increases again and then declines from the 90th to the 180th min of reper
fusion. After HTK-aspartate protection urine output decreases from the beginning 
of reperfusion, while the GFR increases (Figs. 6,7). 

After 3 h of postischemic reperfusion, tissue samples for biochemical and morpho
logical analysis were obtained from control kidneys as well as ischemically stressed 
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Fig.S. Filtration fraction (FF) during the 3-h reperfusion period for both groups examined, in com
parison with control kidneys 

Fig.6. Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and urine volume per minute (VH) during the 3-h reper
fusion period following a complete ischemia lasting 120 min under HTK protection 

kidneys (see Materials and Methods)_ In control kidneys, the adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP) content was 9Ilmol/gdw, the sum of adenine nucleotides (SAN) was 14_5 
Ilmol/gdw, and the lactate content was 6_5Ilmol/gdw- In both protected groups investi
gated, the ATP content was 6_5Ilmol/gdw, the SAN was 10 Ilmol/gdw, and the lactate 
content amounted to 5-6Ilmol/gdw (Fig_ 8). 

For all 11 HTK and 16 HTK-aspartate experiments, morphological analysis was 
performed_ The morphology shown is representative for the particular group with re
spect to the functional data_ After a 120-min ischemia at 30°C under HTK protection 
and a 180-min reperfusion, the general appearance of the renal cortex shows regular 
glomeruli and an interstitial space that is not enlarged_ Several proximal tubules 
contain flaky proteinaceous material (Fig_ 9a)_ A detail of the same tissue shows a 
glomerulum with an unfolded capillary tuft. The proximal tubular epithelium shows 
a slightly edematous cytoplasm (Fig_ 9b)_ In the electron microscopical detail one 
can recognize a horizontally cut proximal tubule, with two circumscribed brush 
border defects and with a localized cytoplasmic edema (Fig_ 9c) _ Further enlarge
ment reveals a proximal tubular cell with a small brush border defect, with a localized 
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Fig. 7. Glomerular filtration rate (GFR) and urine volume per minute (VH) during the three hour 
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Fig. 8. Tissue content of ATP, sum of adenine nucleotides (SAN) , and lactate following the 3-h reper
fusion period after an ischemic stress of 2 h at an average of 30°C for both groups examined in com
parison with control kidneys 

cytoplasmic edema, with partially swollen mitochondria , and with a widened basal 
labyrinth (Fig. 9d) . 

Under the same procedure as described above, under HTK-aspartate protection 
the general appearance of the renal cortex shows regular glomeruli and a finely struc
tured interstitial space, free tubule lumina, and well-preserved epithelium (Fig. lOa). 
On more detailed examinations, a normal glomerulum and well-preserved proximal 
tubules with regular cytoplasmic density can be seen (Fig. lOb). Electron microscopy 
shows a horizontally cut proximal tubule with a largely preserved brush border, nor
mal cytoplasm, and a typicallly structured nucleus (Fig. lOc). Further enlargement 
reveals a proximal tubular epithelial cell with preserved brush border and with regu
lar nuclear, mitochondrial, and basal labyrinth structures (Fig. lOd) . 
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Fig.9a-d. Ischemia of 120 min at 30°C under HTK protection. a Overview: renal cortex with regular 
glomeruli and not enlarged interstitial space. Flaky, proteineous material in several proximal tubules. 
PAS, x 120. b Detail: glomerulum with unfolded capillary tuft. Proximal tubular epithelium with 
slightly edematous swelling of the cytoplasm. PAS, x 300. c EM: horizontal view of a proximal tubule 
with two circumscribed brush border defects and with localized cytoplasmic edema, x 1740. d EM: 
proximal tubular cell with a small brush border defect , with a localized cytoplasmic edema, with 
swollen mitochondria, and with a widened basal labyrinth. x 1992 
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Fig. lOa-d. Ischemia of 120 min at 30°C under HTK-aspartate protection. a Overview: renal cortex 
with regular glomeruli and finely structured interstitial space, free tubule lumina, and well-preserved 
epithelium. PAS, x 120. b Detail: normal glomerulum. Well-preserved proximal tubules with regu
lar cytoplasmic density. PAS, x 300. c EM: horizontally cut proximal tubule with largely preserved 
brush border and typically structured nucleus, x 1740. d EM: proximal tubular epithelial cell with 
preserved brush border and with regular nuclear, mitochondrial, and basal labyrinth structures, 
x 1992 
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Discussion 

Kidney protection by systemic administration or addition to organ protection solu
tions of calcium antagonists or postischemic infusion of MgChA TP is methodically 
simple but of uncertain effect and has been a subject of controversy (Schrier et al. 
1987; Siegel et al. 1980). Application of renal protective solutions through the renal 
artery, however, is hampered by the high potassium content of those solutions (Euro 
Collins Solution, Sacks solution): A potassium content of 115mM or 126mM con
trasts with the normal plasma potassium concentration of about 4 mM. Nevertheless, 
there is a demand for organ preservation during renal surgery (Blech et al. 1988). We 
have, therefore, over several years adapted the cardioplegic solution HTK to in situ 
protection of kidneys (Kallerhoff et al. 1986, 1987c). We are aiming for a tested, 
clinically applicable procedure for organ preservation in renal surgery, similar to that 
in open heart surgery with myocardial potection (Preusse et al. 1987). 

Several models exist for studying renal ischemia, its consequences, and its pre
vention. Our experimental protocol offers the advantage that by preischemic protec
tive perfusion with the HTK solution, kidneys can be exposed to an unusually long 
period of ischemia at the high mean temperature of 30°C. The resulting high isch
emic stress would always lead to complete tissue loss without HTK protection. The 
total interruption of blood flow results, on the one hand, in interrupted oxygen sup
ply and, on the other hand, in preventing the removal of ischemic metabolites (e.g., 
lacate, H+ -ions). Renal ischemia is thereby distinguished from acute renal failure 
in circulatory shock, in which some renal tissue perfusion remains (Brezis 1984). 
Furthermore, our so-called acute reperfusion model has the crucial methodical ad
vantage that it allows us to perform a postischemic functional examination over sev
eral hours, with high analytical precision (Kallerhoff et al. 1987c). In survival experi
ments, we were able to exclude a secondary, late deterioration of kidney function 
(Kallerhoff et al. 1986). With the model of acute reperfusion used here, we intended 
to apply recent insights into the physiology of chloride transport (Cassola et al. 1983; 
Greger 1985; Wingo 1986) to the low-sodium, calcium-free, magnesium-enriched, 
and histidine-buffered cardioplegic HTK solution. We investigated whether reducing 
the chloride content from 50 mM to 18 mM while substituting with the corresponding 
aspartate salts would further improve postischemic function and structural recovery, 
as critical indicators of a successful organ protection. We measured renal blood flow, 
renal oxygen consumption as an indicator of sodium resorption, glomerular filtration 
rate, and the filtration fraction. All parameters show substantial improvement with 
the HTK-aspartate solution in comparison with the HTK solution (Figs. 2-5). Glo
merular filtration in HTK-aspartate-protected kidneys is significantly increased 
(28 ml, as compared with 18 ml); however, the urine output after HTK-aspartate 
protection declines steadily during reperfusion, indicating tubular functional recov
ery (Figs. 6,7). There were no differences between the two groups concerning energy 
substrates or metabolism, as the similar content of ATP, SAN, and lactate shows 
(Fig. 8). By light microscopic as well as electron microscopic (EM) criteria, applica
tion of the HTK-aspartate solution further improved structural recovery (Figs. 9, 10). 

We propose the following mechanism of action. (a) Applying the HTK-aspartate 
solution instead of the HTK solution does not lead to a further reduction in energy 
consumption during protective perfusion, i.e., while initiating "nephroplegia". Dur-
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ing protective perfusion, the temperature of the solutions is below 10°C, the sodium 
concentration is low at 15 mM, and the solutions are calcium free. Therefore, few 
diffusion and transport processes take place, and renal oxygen consumption amounts 
to only 0.2 mllmin . 100 gww as compared with approx. 6 mllmin . 100 gww under nor
mal blood perfusion conditions (Kallerhoff 1987a). (b) During ischemia, i.e., under 
in situ conditions at temperatures of 25°-37°C (Fig. 1), an intracellular edema may 
result from a passive inward flow of chloride from the extracellular to the intracellular 
space, accompanied for reasons of electrical neutrality by a sodium and passive water 
influx (Koyuncuoglu et al. 1982; Mason et al. 1981). The intracellular chloride con
centration is 5-15 mM. Because the chloride concentration in the HTK solution is 
50 mM, there is a substantial extracellular - intracellular gradient. Exchanging 
chloride by aspartate in the HTK-aspartate solution reduces the chloride concentra
tion to 18mM (Table 1) and thereby diminishes the gradient between the extracel
lular and intracellular space. This hypothesis is supported by the structural recovery 
following the application of the HTK-aspartate solution as compared with the HTK 
solution. HTK-aspartate protection, as opposed to HTK protection, does not entail 
a visible cytoplasmic edema (compare Fig. lOc, d with Fig. 9c, d). (c) According to 
Brezis et al. (1984), the degree of renal ischemic damage depends particularly on the 
discrepancy between oxygen demand and oxygen supply. Renal oxygen demand can 
be lowered most effectually by reducing sodium reabsorption (Deetjen and Kramer 
1961; Mandel 1986); however, according to Greger (1985), the chloride transport in 
the ascending limb of Henle's loop is a critical energy-consuming process. Therefore, 
this component is highly susceptible to cell volume dysregulation by A TP deficiency 
and the resulting failure of the Na-K pump (Jones 1986; Katz 1986; Soltoff 1986). 
(d) Adding substrates for anaerobic metabolism to the HTK solution (Guder et al. 
1986; Kallerhoff et al. 1987b) results in some metabolic and energetic improvements, 
but they could not be confirmed by functional analysis (unpublished data). Conse
quently, the best way of matching energy demand and supply during ischemia ap
pears to be a reduction in energy demand, which is determined mostly by the activity 
of the ion pumps (Hochachka and Mommsen, 1983). (e) It is not clear at present 
whether reducing ammonium production by inhibiting glutaminase is of additional 
significance (Fitzpatrick et al. 1982; Vinay et al. 1986). (f) A specific amino-acid 
effect of aspartate on the glomerular filtration rate may be significant (Andrews and 
Bates 1986; Silbernagel et al. 1975; Verkh et al. 1986), but it is still unclear how 
aspartate might act when it is already washed out by blood during reperfusion. 

The rationale for the HTK-aspartate solution can thus be summarized as follows: 
By exchanging chloride for aspartate, a reduction in chloride influx into the tubular 
cell may have been achieved. Second, the electrolyte composition allows high con
centrations of an amino acid buffer (histidine/histidine-HCL), which, by precluding 
a decrease in intrarenal pH, prevents enzyme inhibition. This effect may be sup
ported by aspartate (Riggs 1988). A metabolism is thereby maintained that corre
sponds to a large degree to the ischemic demand. The improved functional data 
as well as the better structural preservation as compared with the HTK solution sup
port the arguments presented initially. By reducing the chloride in the HTK solution, 
the HTK-aspartate solution offers an effective improvement of renal in situ protec
tion. 
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Investigations on the Crystallization Tendency 
in Urine with AC-Impedance Measurements 
and Cyclic Voltammetry 

R.-D.HuBERl, H.HoMMEL2, and E.MATouscHEKI 

Introduction 

The electrophysical properties of the outer and inner phase limit layers of a system 
(molecule cluster, solvate envelopes, adsorbate layers, etc.) can primarily be held 
responsible for nucleation, crystal growth, and aggregation in solutions. Electric 
double layers are formed, which are only partly or indirectly accessible to measure
ment. In recent years a great number of investigations were carried out, dealing with 
stimulation (initiation) or retardation (inhibition) of crystallization by means of 
different components of urine during stone formation. However, all these methods 
clarify only partial aspects of crystallization and do not give a complete view of urine 
(Adelman and Goldman 1981; Adey and Lawrence 1984; Blank 1986; Hille 1984; 
Lipinski 1982; Pethig 1979; Robertson and Scurr 1986; Schanne et al. 1978; Schelter 
1985; Scurr and Robertson 1986). Our investigations aim to find out whether it is 
possible to differentiate urine with a "high crystallization tendency" from urine with 
a "low crystallization tendency" by determining the complex impedance and using 
cyclic voltammetry. 

Material and Methods 

Transportation processes at limit layers (electrodes, membranes, cell tissues) depen
dent on environmental conditions like temperature, substances, pH value, etc. may 
be examined by measuring the complex impedance within a large frequency range 
(e.g., 0.01 Hz-lOO kHz, AC-impedance spectroscopy, frequency response analysis). 
These measurements of impedance are mainly carried out potentiostatically. We dis
turb the system by a prechosen polarization (nominal potential), superimpose an 
alternative current and observe its response as frequency-dependent parts of the 
resulting potential and current changes. The frequency-dependent complex imped
ance contains a resistance with a real component (ohm resistance Z') and an imagined 
component (reactance Z"; Z = Z' + jZ"). The result of measurement can be repre
sented in different ways; we chose the so-called BODE-plot: The impedance /Z/ and 
the phase angle 0 are represented dependent on frequency; high reactance appears 
as a negative phase angle 0, i.e., the voltage follows the current by the phase angle 
0. The behavior of impedance can be interpreted by the means of a model based on 
electrode kinetics (a so-called equivalent circuit). As to the conditions in urine, the 
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Fig.t. Parallel RC-network as equivalent 
circuit of the electrical double layer between 
the electrode and electrolyte for urine. 
RD, double layer resistance; CD, double 
layer capacitance; RE, electrolyte resistance 

Fig. 2. Measuring equipment: 1, glass vessel; 2, Teflon 
cover; 3, reference electrode (standard calomel elec
trode); 4, counter electrode (gold electrode); 5, work
ing electrode (glassy carbon electrode); 6, electrolyte 
bridge with 3.5M KCl solution; 7, stirring device 

electric double layer between electrode and electrolyte can be represented by a 
parallel RC-network, preceeded by the electrolyte resistance RE (Fig. 1). 

We used an electrochemical AC-impedance measurement system with FFf (Fast 
Fourier Transform) technique in the frequency range of 0.01-11 Hz as well as a 
phase-sensitive Lockin detection in the frequency range of 5 Hz-lOO kHz (EG & G 
Princeton Appl. Res. Corp., model 368-2) with computer analysis. The method used 
for measurements was the one involving three electrodes (Fig. 2). 

An artificial polarization for simulation of different polarized limit layers may be 
freely selected via a positive or negative DC - the potential of the working electrode 
compared with the reference electrode. Inhibition is characterized by a high negative 
polarization tolerance of the system. 

The same equipment was used to carry out a study of the cyclic voltammetry in a 
voltage range between -1.5 V and + 1.5 V. Urine is submitted to polarization in a 
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rapid cadence within this range and the resulting current is observed. The inhibition 
of a system appears as only a slight change of current within a wide voltage range. 

We examined the urine of calcium oxalate stone "formers" as well as urine of 
stone-free people and artificial urine similar to those. 

Results and Discussion 

The urine of stone formers showed an definite susceptibility to DC-polarization in 
low frequency ranges of about 0.01-10 Hz. A polarization of -0.4 V results in an ob
vious decrease of reactance Z" of their urine, while there is no change in reactance 
of the urine of stone-free people, even when it is highly supersaturated with calcium 
oxalate, up to a DC of -0.8 V. With the BODE-plot this is shown by the fact that in 
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1 09 Tt-eql~enc,,", (hz) 

Fig. 3. Impedance IZI and phase angle e dependent on frequency (BODE-plot) for the urine of a 
stone former. DC; circles, OV; crosses, -0.2 V; X, -0.4 V 
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Fig.4. Impedance IZ/ and phase angle e dependent on frequency (BODE-plot) for the urine of a 
stone-free person. DC; circles, OV; crosses, -0.2 V; X, -0.4 V; squares, -0.6V; solid dots, -0.8 V; 
open dots, -l.OV 
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Fig. 5. Cyclic voltammetry for 
the urine of a stone former. 
I, current; E, voltage 

Fig. 6. Cyclic voltammetry for 
the urine of a stone-free person. 
I, current; E, voltage 

the urine of stone formers a polarization of -0.4 V results in a clear decrease of the 
negative phase e displacement between current and voltage (transition from dif
fusion-controlled to charge-transfer boundary reaction); in the urine of stone-free 
people, however, the high negative phase displacement is preserved up to a value of 
-O.SV; the current supply serves first of all to recharge the double layer capacity 
and not to transport substances for crystallization. Thus, the urine of stone formers 
has a higher crystallization tendency (Figs. 3,4). 

Cyclic voltammetry reveals that in the more stable urine of stone-free people 
there is only a slight change in current within a wide DC-voltage range (Figs. 5,6), 
and the system, compared with the urine of stone formers, is clearly inhibited. 

Measurements of complex impedance and with cyclic voltammetry in artificial 
urine show an almost identical electrochemical behavior between the artificial urine 
of stone formers and the artificial urine of stone-free people; it may be compared 
with the natural urine of stone formers. Both kinds of artificial urine show a low 
polarization sensitivity and therefore have a high crystallization tendency - they are 
impossible to differentiate (Figs. 7-10). The fact that this artificial urine shows a dif
ferent behavior to natural urine makes it obvious that it does not contain substantial 
components of natural urine important crystallization; their use as model solutions is 
therefore somewhat for suspect. The measurements carried out up to now show that 
stone-forming components and their complex chemical balance are not all important; 
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Fig.7. Impedance /Z/ and phase angle 0 dependent on frequency (BODE-plot) for the artificial 
urine similar to the urine of the stone-former. DC; circles, OV; crosses, -0.2V; X, -0.4 V 
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Fig.8. Impedance /Z/ and phase angle 0 dependent on frequency (BODE-plot) for the artificial 
urine similar to the urine of the stone-free person. DC; circles, OV; crosses, -0.2 V; X, -0.4 V 
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Fig. 9. Cyclic voltammetry for 
the artificial urine similar to the 
urine of the stone-former. 
I, current; E, voltage 
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Fig. 10. Cyclic voltammetry for 
the artificial urine similar to the 
urine of the stone-free person. 
I, current; E, voltage 

it may be presumed that components which are not recorded analytically (either 
inhibitors and/or promotors) can be found in stone-free people as well as in stone 
formers in different concentrations and that the interaction of all components results 
in an electrochemically different behavior of urine (i.e., at the inner and outer phase 
limit layers). 

Our investigations on measurement of complex impedance and by means of cyclic 
voltammetry show that it is possible to characterize natural urine regarding its crys
tallization tendency (risk of stone formation) also in view of the effectiveness of 
metaphylactic measures. Further investigations will try out other systems of elec
trodes and optimize the measuring range, from -0.2 to -0.6V (polarization) and 
0.01 to 10Hz (frequency range). 

Summary 

Investigations on the electro-chemical behavior of solutions can be carried out by 
measuring complexe impedance (impedance spectroscopy, frequency analysis) and 
by means of cyclic voltammetry. We used these methods to investigate crystallization 
tendency in urine of calcium oxalate stone formers and stone-free persons as well as 
in artificial urine similar to natural urine. 

The urine of stone formers show a higher crystallization tendency compared to 
urine of stone-free persons, so that it is possible to differentiate urine in view of its 
risk of stone formation. Measurements with similar artificial urine, however, did not 
show any difference in its electro-chemical behavior; it was impossible to differen
tiate between these urines regarding their crystallization tendency. 
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Autoradiographic Study of Oxalate in Rats 

T. SUGIMOTOl, H. OSSWALD2 , T. KISHIMOTOl, K. YAMAMOTOl, T. KANAZAWAl, 
H. ROBBEN2, and T. MATSUMURA 1 

Introduction 

We have already reported pharmacokinetic studies of oxalate in rats using radio
isotopes; oxalate is more diffusible through biological membranes than inulin, and 
oxalate is excreted mainly by the kidney, although some is excreted by the liver 
(Sugimoto et al. 1988). Here, we checked these results in an autoradiographic study 
of oxalate in rats. Autoradiograms made after an injection of F4C]oxalate were com
pared with those made after an injection of [l4C]inulin. 

Materials and Methods 

Six Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 200-250 g were used, three in the study of oxalate 
and the other three in that of inulin. The animals were anesthetized with ether and 
intravenously injected with either F4C]oxalate or [l4C]inulin, at a dose of 5 !lei per 
100 g of body weight. In both studies, one rat was killed 5, 30, and 90 min after the 
injection. The rats were immediately frozen in a mixture of dry ice and acetone and 
embedded in carboxyl methyl cellulose sodium. Then, the rats were sliced sagittally 
with a cryomicrotome. The whole body specimens were kept in contact with X-ray 
films for 2 weeks to make the autoradiograms. 

Results 

Autoradiograms at 5 and 30 min after the injection of [l4C]inulin showed that inulin 
accumulated mainly in the kidney and blood vessels (Fig.la and Ib). In contrast, in 
the autoradiograms at the same times after the injection of [l4C] oxalate, oxalate had 
accumulated not only in the kidney and blood vessels but also in the bone, liver, 
spleen, and muscles (Fig. 2a and 2b). The autoradiogram for 90 min after the injec
tion of [l4C]oxalate showed that it had accumulated also in the bone, renal papilla, 
and the small intestine (Fig. 2c). At this time, no radioactivity from [l4C]inulin was 
observed except in the renal cortex (Fig. lc). 

Discussion 

Oxalate is mostly endogenously generated (Madorsky and Finlayson 1977; Banwart 
et al. 1979) and excreted mainly from the kidney (Hautmann and Osswald 1983). 
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Fig. la-c. Autoradiograms showing the distribution of [14C]inulin 5 min (a), 30 min (b), and 90 min 
(c) after injection 

Animal experiments on the renal handling of oxalate have shown that the renal 
clearance of oxalate is about 1.3 times that of inulin (Knight et al. 1979). We had 
studied the pharmacokinetics of oxalate in rats, which suggested that oxalate was 
more diffusible through biological membranes because the total distribution volume 
of oxalate was 1.7 times larger than that of inulin, and that some part of the circulat-
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ing oxalate was excreted by the liver because the recovery of [14C]oxalate injected 
intravenously in the bile accounted for 2.3% -2.8%. In the present study, autoradio
grams showed that [14C]inulin activity accumulated mainly in the kidney and blood 
vessels. On the other hand, oxalate was distributed not only in the kidney and blood 
vessels but also in the bone, and the radioactivity in the liver, spleen, and muscles 
was much higher than that of p4C]inulin. The radioactivity·of [14C]oxalate was also 
high in the small intestine. Thus, the results of the autoradiographic study supported 
the findings of our pharmacokinetic study. 
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Lactose-Induced Urolithiasis in the Rat 

W. L. STROHMAIER, K.-H.BICHLER, and H.J. NELDEI 

Introduction 

Up to now the pathogenesis of idiopathic hypercalciuria has not been completely 
elucidated. The majority of patients are supposed to have primary intestinal hyper
absorption of calcium. 

According to Bronner et al. (1986) there are two different intestinal calcium 
transport systems: first, a transcellular saturable process which is regulated by vita
min D and predominates in the proximal intestine; second, a nonsaturable, probably 
paracellular process similar in intensity throughout the whole intestine, which is vita
min D independent. Several authors (Insogna et al. 1985; Kaplan et al. 1977; Pak 
1979) postulate increased 1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol (1,25 DHCC) as the cause 
of absorptive hypercalciuria. On the other hand this is found only in a small part of 
these patients: 60% of our patients with absorptive hypercalciuria showed normal or 
even decreased 1,25 DHCC levels (Bichler et al. 1985; Schreiber et al. 1985). 

In these cases one has to assume a primary epithelial hyperabsorption indepen
dent from vitamin D. There is either increased susceptibility of the saturable trans
port process to normal 1,25 DHCC or the nonsaturable, vitamin D-independent 
transport system absorbs more calcium. 

To investigate absorptive hypercalciuria with primarily increased 1,25 DHCC 
there is the model of the spontaneously hypertensive rat (SHR) (Hsu et al. 1986; Lau 
et al. 1986). Looking for a similar model for absorptive hypercalciuria with low vita
min D levels, we found lactose-induced urolithiasis in the rat. 

Materials and Methods 

In the following pilot study 25 female Hi-Albino rats (Institut fUr Biologisch Medi
zinische Forschung AG, Fiillingsdorf, CH-4402 Post Frankendorf, Schweiz) were in
vestigated. At the beginning of the study the animals' weight was 85 g. They were 
randomly divided into two groups: lactose diet (n = 15), or control diet (n = 10). The 
animals were kept on these diets for 9 months. Pair feeding was done, and the body 
weight was controlled weekly. At 3 and 9 months after the beginning, urine was col
lected. At the end of the study all animals were killed. Blood was taken from the 
aorta. Kidneys, ureters, and bladders were investigated for concrements and taken 
out for histological examination. In urine calcium, phosphate, magnesium, citrate, 
and Tamm-Horsfall protein were determined. The excretion of those parameters 
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Fig. I. Urinary calcium excretion with control 
diet (open bar; n = 10) and lactose diet (hatched 
bar; n = 15), P::50.02 (Mann-Whitney test) 

was related to urinary creatinine. In plasma calcium, phosphate, creatinine, 1,25 
DHCC, and 25-hydroxycholecalciferol (25 HCC) were measured. 

Kidneys were examined histologically (Voigt and Kossa staining) and by polari
zation microscopy. 

Results 

The body weight increased in both groups similarly: at the end of the study the ani
mals weighed 300 g. On lactose diet urinary excretion of calcium increased signifi
cantly in both collecting periods (Fig. 1). Phosphate excretion was not significantly 
different (Table 1). 

The lactose diet induced significantly increased magnesium excretion, especially 
in the second collecting period (Table 1). 

The urinary excretion of citrate was increased, too; especially in the first collect
ing period there was a marked difference between the two samples (Table 1). The 
lactose diet induced an increased excretion of Tamm-Horsfall protein (Table 1). 

Concerning plasma levels phosphate was elevated significantly with the lactose 
diet (Table 1). 1,25 DHCC was significantly decreased (Fig. 2), whereas 25 HCC, 
calcium, and creatinine were not changed (Table 1). 

The animals on the lactose diet showed gravel in the urinary tract, and in the kid
neys calcifications could be seen even macroscopically. The histological examination 
demonstrated marked calcifications in all animals on the lactose diet. They were 
located in the outer strip of the exterior zone of the medulla. As far as visible by light 
microscopy, the calcifications were located in the interstitium (Fig. 3). Polarization 
microscopy demonstrated calcium phosphate. 

Discussion 

First Gershoff and McGandy (1981) reported on apatite stones in rats on a lactose 
diet. These animals also demonstrated increased excretion of urinary calcium. Even 
60 years ago it could be shown that lactose increases intestinal absorption of calcium 
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Table 1. Mean values, standard deviation, and levels of significance (Mann-Whitney test) of urine 
and plasma parameters with control diet (n = 10) and lactose diet (n = 15) 

Calcium 
(mmollmmol) 

Magnesium 
(mmollmmol) 

Phosphate 
(mmollmmol) 

Citrate 
(mmollmmol) 

Tamm-Horsfall 
(NE/mg) 

Calcium 
(mg/dl) 

Phosphate 
(mg/dl) 

Creatine 
(mg/dl) 

1,25DHCC 
(pg/ml) 

25HCC 
(ng/ml) 

* P:50.05 
** P:50.02 

Urine 

After 3 months 

Control diet Lactose diet 

0.24 ± 0.06 0.55 ± 0.20** 

1.08 ± 0.18 1.44 ± 0.40* 

8.76 ± 2.00 7.98 ± 2.10 

0.07 ± 0.02 0.44 ± 0.88** 

0.04 ± 0.05 0.25 ± 0.12** 

Plasma 

Control diet Lactose diet 

10.24 ± 0.40 9.78 ± 0.43 

5.71 ± 0.32 6.54 ± 1.01 * 

0.98 ± 0.06 1.07 ± 0.25 

51.0 ± 10.1 33.5 ± 7.2** 

27.5 ± 8.5 23.0 ± 7.1 

1,25-DHCC 25- HCC 

lpg/mil 

60 

40 

20 

[ng/mll 

60 

40 

20 

After 9 months 

Control diet Lactose diet 

0.18 ± 0.06 0.38 ± 0.08** 

0.59 ± 0.20 0.90 ± 0.20** 

8.30 ± 1.7 9.47 ± 1.18 

0.14 ± 0.02 0.18 ± 0.04* 

0.21 ± 0.14 0.44 ± 0.13** 

Fig. 2. 1,25-Dihydroxychole
calciferol (J,25-DHCC) and 
25-hydroxycholecalciferol 
(25-HCC) with control diet 
(open bar; n = 10) and lactose 
diet (hatched bar; n = 15). 
Significant differences (Mann
Whitney test): 1,25 DHCC, 
P:50.02; 25 HCC, not sig
nificant 
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Fig. 3. Histological section of a rat kidney on lactose diet. Kossa staining, survey magnification x 320 

(Bergheim 1926). The underlying mechanism, however, has not been elucidated suf
ficiently. Several hypotheses have been postulated: formation of an absorbable cal
cium lactose complex (Charley and Saltman 1963), reduction of intestinal pH (Berg
heim 1926), and increased permeability of the intestinal membranes for calcium 
(Armbrecht and Wassermann 1976). 

Investigations of Armbrecht and Wassermann (1976) and Lengemann et al. 
(1959) demonstrated that the formation of soluble complexes and intestinal pH re
duction might not be the cause of increased calcium absorption. It could be shown 
that lactose acts predominantly in the ileum and independent of vitamin D. Further
more, the application of dinitrophenol did not interfere with the lactose effects, thus 
indicating that lactose does not act on the active calcium transport system but on pas-
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sive transport. According to Bronner et al. (1986) this passive transport predomi
nates in the ileum; this might explain the predominance of lactose effects in this part 
of the intestine. The independence from vitamin D is supported by the fact that the 
calcium-binding protein which is dependent on vitamin D is lacking in the ileum, the 
major site of lactose action (Pansu et al. 1983). In fact, our animals on lactose diet 
demonstrated decreased 1,25 DHCC levels. 

Thus, the lactose model seems to be comparable to human absorptive hyper
calciuria with low 1,25 DHCC levels. A renal or osseous origin of hypercalciuria is 
improbable. Also, Sato et al. (1983) demonstrated an increased 45-Ca-incorporation 
into bones on a lactose diet. 

The intrarenal calcifications were located only in the outer strip of the exterior 
medulla, probably in the interstitium. This type of calcification is exactly the same 
which can be produced by an atherogenic diet (rich in cholesterol) (Bichler et al. 
1985; Nelde et al. 1985, 1987; Strohmaier et al. 1985) and acute renal ischemia 
(Hertle et al. 1985). Obviously the kidney reacts identically to a variety of noxious 
agents. In renal ischemia there is direct damage to the kidney cells, whereas this is 
unlikely in the model of lactose-induced urolithiasis described here. Animals on the 
lactose diet did not show increased creatinine values. The excretion of Tamm-Hors
fall protein, a marker of distal tubular function, was even increased. Thus, an alter
ation of the tubular systems is improbable. 

In this model of absorptive hypercalciuria with low 1,25 DHCC levels further 
investigation on stone formation and their therapy should be done. 

Acknowledgement. This study was supported by DFG (Bi 1594-2). 
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Investigation of Annual Rhythms 
for the Excretion of Calcium, Oxalic Acid, and Uric Acid 
in the 24-h Urine 

A. HESSEl and F. BIERTH 

In view of the varying climatic influences and the changing dietary habits of the 
population over the seasons of the year there is reason to believe that the risk of 
urolithiasis is subject to a seasonal rhythm. In this study, the 24-h urine of healthy 
women (n = 30) and healthy men (n = 40) was collected once each month for one 
year. The following parameters were determined: pH, specific weight, Na, K, NH4, 

Ca, Mg, CI, P, S04, creatinine, uric acid, oxalic acid, citric acid, titrable acid, glycos
aminoglycan (GAG), relative supersaturation (EQUIL). Parallel to these, a dietary 
record was kept in each case in order to check the calcium and oxalate intake. 

A statistically significant annual course was discovered for all the urolithiasis
related parameters. There were differences between the sexes. For example, the sea
sonal rhythm of Ca excretion (Fig. 1) and concentration peaks from August to 
November and is even more marked in men. In contrast to this, peaks for oxalic acid 
(Fig. 2) and uric acid (Fig. 3) were recorded from January to March. These results 
conform to those gained from evaluation of the diet records. 

The citric acid and Mg excretions were highest in the summer and autumn 
months and were regarded as being seasonal protective factors. Women excreted 
more citric acid than men. When calculating the relative supersaturation all these 
results affect the Ca oxalate figure (Fig. 4). In autumn and winter the figures for 
relative supersaturation are at their highest. 

Calcium Excretion 
mmol/24h 

5,5 -- women 

5,0 

4,5 

4,0 

3,5 

3,0 

F M A M J J A SON 0 month 

Fig.t. Seasonal rhythm of calcium excretion in 24-h urine 
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Fig.2. Seasonal rhythm of oxalic acid excretion in 24-h urine 
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Fig. 3. Seasonal rhythm of uric acid excretion in 24-h urine 
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Fig. 4. Seasonal rhythm of supersaturation of calcium oxalate, calculated with EQUIL 
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Summary 

The annual rhythm of urolithiasis-related parameters for men and women were 
studied in the course of a longitudinal study. Statistically significant courses were 
found for the majority of the urine parameters, which were linked to seasonal varia
tions in diet. 



Calcium Binding by Various Brans: 
In Vitro Experiment with 4SCa 

B. GERTZ, A. CLASSEN, and A. HESSEl 

Introduction 

Urolithiasis is a widespread disease. Most of the patients are recurrent stone formers, 
so there is a great need for a prophylactic treatment. Calcium is a main component 
of many urinary stones, and hypercalciuria is one important risk factor for urolithiasis. 
The urinary calcium excretion can be reduced by preventing the absorption of cal
cium in the intestine. Dietary fiber is said to bind calcium (McCane and Widdowsen 
1942; Dintzis et al. 1985). Bran being a product rich in dietary fiber, we examined 
several types of bran for their calcium-binding capacity in vitro. It should be tested 
whether all brans are able to bind calcium and whether the binding is pH-dependent. 

Materials and Methods 

The principle of the assay is to mix bran with a solution of CaCh and measure the not 
bound free calcium. By using the AAS low calcium-binding rates could not be re
corded sufficiently; therefore, a new method using the radioactive isotope 4SCa was 
developed. 

Of each bran 1 g is mixed with a solution of CaCh (50 mmol Call) and a special 
amount of 4SCa is added, followed by an incubation at 37°C. The radioactive calcium 
is bound in the same percentage as the nonradioactive calcium. The free 4SCa can be 
measured by liquid scintillation counting. The amount of bound calcium is calculated 
from the amount offree radioactive calcium. Five brans [rice, rye, soy, wheat (fine), 
wheat (coarse)] were tested for their calcium-binding capacity at several pH, which 
are characteristic for the gastrointestinal tract (pH 2.2, pH 5-6, pH 7.3, pH 8.0). Ad
justment of pH was accomplished by adding HCI and sodium citrate buffer or tris 
buffer. 

Results and Discussion 

Calcium binding was complete within about 6 h; only rye bran and wheat bran (fine) 
showed a small increase up to lOh (Fig. 1). All brans bind calcium, but each to a dif
ferent extent. 

The results indicate that the calcium binding is pH-dependent (Fig. 2). At pH 2.2, 
typical for the stomach, all brans bind only weakly. A reason for this might be that 
at pH 2.2 all acids (e.g., uronic acids, phytic acid, and carboxyl groups) are undis-
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Fig. I. Calcium binding by 
various brans (at pH 7.3, 
n=9) 

Fig.2. Calcium binding by 
various brans (at different 
pH,n=9) 

sociated, thus having no free binding sites for calcium. The 5% bound calcium might 
be a result of the inclusion of calcium in the network of dietary fiber. Rice bran 
shows the lowest calcium binding rate of all brans with a maximum at pH 6.4. In a 
slight alkaline environment soy bran has its highest calcium binding rate with 15 mg 
Ca/g bran, whereas rye bran binds under the same conditions about 18 mg Ca/g bran. 
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The calcium binding of wheat bran (coarse) is very pH-dependent with a maximum 
at pH 5.3 (20mg Ca/g bran). 

At all pH values wheat bran (fine) shows the highest calcium binding capacity 
(maximum 21 mg Ca/g bran). It binds about three times more calcium than rice bran. 

These differences in the calcium-binding capacity of the five brans and the pH
dependence might be explained by the different chemical and structural composi
tions of the brans. Uronic acids (James et al. 1978), phytic acid (Davies 1979), or the 
whole bran (Reinhold et al. 1975) are thought to be responsible for the calcium bind
ing by dietary fiber. 
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Application of High-Perfonnance Liquid Chromatography 
for Determination of Cysteine and Cystine in Urine 

H. BIRwE and A. HESSEl 

Introduction 

Cystinuria is an hereditary metabolic disease characterized by recurrent urolithiasis 
resulting from excessive urinary excretion of the relatively insoluble amino acid, 
cystine (C-SS-C). Mostly cystinuria is detected subsequent to stone formation (Hesse 
and Schaefer 1987). The disorder requires a life-long therapy based on exact labora
tory diagnosis. 

Recent reports emphasize the potential use of high-performance liquid chro
matography (HPLC) with precolumn derivatization in amino acid analysis. HPLC 
reduces analysis time and increases the sensitivity for quantitation of amino acids 
(Turner and Cooper 1982; Graser et al. 1985; Leah et al. 1986). Using ortho-phthal
dialdehyde (OPA), the derivatization step is rather fast and simple to operate. One 
disadvantage of this method is the poor reactivity of cystine and its monomer, cys
teine (C-SH). This problem is overcome by a special pretreatment of the samples. 
During a first step cystine is reduced to cysteine by dithiothreitol (DTT). The reduc
tion is followed by the S-carboxymethylation of cysteine with iodoacetic acid. S
carboxymethylcysteine (CMC) yields a derivative with fluorescence intensity com
parable to other amino acids. 

This paper reports the analytical conditions and first results. 

Materials and Methods 

Apparatus. The chromatographic conditions are presented in Table 1. The sodium 
phosphate buffer was prepared weekly with o-phosphoric acid (85%) and sodium 
hydroxide (30%, both Suprapur, Merck Darmstadt, FRG). The buffer was filtered 
through a 0.45-llm pore size filter (Schleicher & SchUll, Dassel, FRG) and stored at 
4°C. DTT (1.25 mM) and iodoacetic acid (10 mM) were diluted in the phosphate 
buffer. 

Sample Preparation. Urine samples were collected into a beaker with sulfosalicylic 
acid (30%; 80ml for a 21 flask) to bring the pH immediately down to a level of 1-2. 
After centrifuging (4000 rpm, lOmin) and passing through a 0.2-llm pore size filter 
(Schleicher & SchUll), 10 III (cystinuric urines require a further dilution) from this 
sample were diluted to 900 III with the phosphate buffer, and 100 III potassium borate 
(1 M, pH 10.4; Pierce, Oud Beijerland, Netherlands) was added. 
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Table 1. Chromatographic conditions 

2 HPLC pumps (Pharmacia LKB 2150) 

1 Gradient controller (Pharmacia LKB 2152) 
1 High pressure mixer (Pharmacia LKB 2152-400) 
1 Injection valve (Rheodyne 7125, 20 III loop ) 
1 Fluorescence detector (Shimadzu RF 535) 

1 Integrator (LDC/Milton Roy CI 10) 

Stationary Phase: 

Column: Spherisorb ODS II, 311, 4.6 * 250mm 

Guardcolumn: Spherisorb ODS II, 511, 4.6 * 10 mm (Grom, Herrenberg) 

Mobile Phase: 

12.5 mM Na-phosphate buffer pH 7.2 

Eluent A: 0.35% Tetrahydrofurane (Merck) in P04 

Eluent B: 50% Acetonitrile (J.T. Baker) in P04 

Gradient: 

0-9 min 0% B, 9-12 min to 100% B, 12-16min 

100% B, 16-19 min to 0% B, 19-30 min 0% B 

233 

Derivatization. Derivatization was done according to the diagram shown in Fig. 1. 
Analyzing the total cysteine, the prepared sample solution was treated with DTI 
(100 Ill, 1.25 mM) to reduce cystine. After completion of this reaction, 100 III iodo
acetic acid (10mM) to blocking the sulfhydryl group was added. Looking only for 
the cysteine content of the sample, the reduction step was omitted and instead of 
DTI another 100 III of the phosphate buffer was added. The cystine content was 
then calculated by the difference of two chromatographic runs of one sample (see 
Fig. 1). 

Quantitation. Peak identification was done by the retention times, and the analyte 
concentrations were calculated by peak areas. 

Results and Discussion 

Typical chromatograms of a standard (A) and an urine sample of a cystinuric patient 
analyzed for cysteine (B) and total cysteine (C) are shown in Fig. 2. Under the condi
tions described the calibration curve is linear from 0.5 to 500pmol CMC on column 
(2.5 11M to 2.5 mM; r = 0.995, n = 12). 

The within-run precision for total cysteine (n = 10) is 9.3%, for cysteine (n = 10), 
4.8%. Analytical recovery varied from 97.6% (SD = 2.1, n = 20; cysteine) to 101.6% 
(SD = 7.7, n = 20; total cysteine). 

The values for total cysteine agreed well with results of the conventional amino 
acid analysis based on ion exchange (n = 20; r = 0.998). 

The technique described allows a rapid and sensitive determination of cysteine in 
urine. The poor reactivity of cysteine and cystine with OPA is overcome by blocking 
the sulfhydryl group with iodoacetic acid. 
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Block Diagram of Derivatisation 

Reduction 
10 min 

Urine 
Cysteine/Cystine 

-
Urine 

Cysteine 

carboxymethylation 
15 min -

Urine 
CMC 

Analysis 

Dithiothreitol 
100pl; 1,25 lIM 

Iodoacetic acid 
100pl; 10 lIM 

OPAjMPA 
20pl; 3 min 

total Cysteine II 

H. Birwe and A. Hesse 

Urine 
Cysteine/Cystine 

-

Urine 
CMC /Cystine 

Analysis 

Cystine (pmol/l) = total Cysteine (~l/l) - Cysteine (pmol/l) 

Fig.t. Block diagram of cysteine/cystine determination 

Another difficulty arising is the rather fast oxidation of cysteine. Special pre
cautions during collection and storage of urine - e.g., lowering of pH as soon as pos
sible and storage at 4°C - must be undertaken to prevent oxidation. Using a conven
tional amino acid analyzer, no information about the cysteine content of a sample is 
available because all cysteine is oxidized to cystine (Asper and Schmucki 1982). 
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Fig.2a-c. Chromatograms of a standard ( a) and an urine sample analyzed for cysteine (b) and total 
cysteine (c; same urine as in b, further diluted 1 + 7). For conditions, see Table 1 

Table 2. Cysteine and cystine concentrations in human urine 
(x ± SD, ~mol/l) 

Normal persons 
(n = 10) 

Cystinuric patient 
(n = 1,10 samples) 

Cysteine 

23.8 ± 8.5 

33.5 ± 13.9 

Cystine 

90.7 ± 35.7 

804.7 ± 237.7 

Treating the samples in the above-mentioned way, a precise differentiation be
tween cysteine and cystine is possible (see Fig. 1): one part of the sample is treated 
with DTI and iodoacetic acid while another part receives only iodoacetic acid. 

Some results are presented in Table 2. The cysteine content of 23.81lmolll (nor
mal people) agrees well with the few known values (25Ilmolll; Asper and Schmucki 
1982). 

The possibility of differentiation between cysteine and cystine is extremely im
portant in diagnostic and therapy control of cystinuria because only cystine is rela
tively insoluble at normal urinary pH but not cysteine. Considering this, the method 
must allow the monitoring of a special therapy of cystinuria (high intake of ascorbic 
acid) changing the redox equilibrium of the cysteine - cystine system in the direction 
of the more soluble cysteine. 

Acknowledgement. This work was supported by a grant of the Dr. Robert Pfleger Stiftung. 
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Pathological-Anatomical Renal Alterations 
Following Application of Extracorporeally Produced 
Piezoelectric Shock Waves (Wolf-Piezolith): 
A Laboratory Animal Research Study 

G. SEITZl , D. NEISIUS2, T. GEBHARDT2, and M. ZIEGLER2 

Introduction 

At the moment several techniques for extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) 
are available (Chaussy 1980; Reichenberger and Naves 1986; Riedlinger et al. 1986) . 
According to preliminary clinical studies, the treatment with the Piezolith 2200 
(Wolf, Knittlingen) causes fewer side effects than other techniques (Ziegler et al. 
1986). Animal studies dealing with the pathologic effects on renal tissue, caused by 
a higher number of piezoelectric shock waves (EPL), have not been published yet. 

Materials and Methods 

Thirteen adult beagle dogs (12-14 kg body weight) were treated with the Piezolith 
2200 (Wolf, Knittlingen). Kidneys without stones received 2000,3000, or 4000 shock 
waves in a single session (constant pressure: 900-1000 bar). The dogs were anes
thetized for treatment with pentobarbital, and shock waves were focused on the 
pelvis of the kidney by ultrasound. 

The dogs were killed 1-2 days, 7, or 14 weeks after treatment (Fig. 1). The kid
neys were removed and lamellated into slices of 2-mm thickness, then they were ex
amined macroscopically and histologically. 
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Results 
Early Alterations. All kidneys examined (10) showed alterations of variable degree 
depending on the number of applied shock waves. There were neither perirenal nor 
subcapsular hematomas (Table 1). The size of intrarenal hematomas generally in
creased with the number of applied shock waves; after application of 4000 shock 

Table 1. Early renal alteration after piezoelectric shock waves 
(n = 10) 

Shock waves 

2000 3000 4000 

Hematopyelon 0/2 112 3/6 

Hematoma 

Intrarenal 2/2 2/2 5/6 
Subcapsular 0 0 0 

Perirenal 0 0 0 

Papillary necrosis 112 112 4/6 

Vascular lesion 

Veins (thrombosis) 0 112 2/6 
Arteries (segmental necrosis) 2/2 112 4/6 

Fig. 2. Artery with media necrosis and destruction of lamina elastica interna and endothelium, 1 day 
after treatment with 2000 shock waves. Elastica van Gieson, x 140 
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Fig.3. Cordlike scar at the corticomedullary junction, 14 weeks after treatment with 4000 shock 
waves. Large field section, elastica van Gieson, x 3 

Fig.4. Cordlike scar of renal parenchyma with clusters of siderophages, 14 weeks after treatment 
with 4000 shock waves. Turnbull blue. x 140 
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Fig.5. Wedge-shaped defect of papillary apex, 14 weeks after treatment with 4000 shock waves. 
Large field section, elastica van Gieson, x 5 

waves the hematomas reached a size of about 2.5 cm in diameter and were preferably 
sited near the corticomedullary junction. We found papillary necroses in 6 out of 10 
kidneys: The extension of necroses also increased with the number of applied shock 
waves. Four times the papillary necroses were associated with hematopyelon, espe
cially after application of 4000 shock waves. 

Damage of vessels was found in small and midsized veins and arteries: three veins 
showed thrombosis. Arterial lesions were seen in seven kidneys: We found segmental 
necrosis of the vascular wall with hemorrhages and precipitates of protein in the 
media; occasionally the lamina elastica interna and the endothelium were destroyed 
(Fig. 2). The degree of the arterial lesion was independent of the number of shock 
waves. 

Late Alterations. The residual extent was small in comparison with early renal dam
age. Two patterns of lesion were observed: Two out of 7 kidneys showed an about 
1 cm long, cordlike scar (Fig. 3) with many siderophages (Fig. 4) at the corticomedul
lary junction. Twice we found a wedge-shaped defect of the papillary apex (Fig. 5) 
with siderophages and cystic dilatation of adjacent collecting ducts. Three kidneys 
showed neither macroscopic nor histologic abnormalities. In none of the seven kid
neys could changes in veins or arteries be detected. 
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Discussion 

There have only been a few laboratory animal research studies on renal damage after 
extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (Delius et al. 1986; Muschter et al. 1986; New
man et al. 1987). Systematic studies of canine renal damage after extracorporeal 
piezoelectric shock wave lithotripsy have not been published yet. Our macroscopic 
and histologic investigations demonstrate early and late renal alterations after EPL 
with 2000-4000 shock waves. 

After application of a higher number of shock waves, we also observed more ex
tensive intrarenal hematomas and more frequent bleeding into the pelvis, as has 
been reported by other authors (Delius et al. 1986; Muschter et al. 1987; Newman et 
al. 1987). In contrast to other investigators (Muschter et al. 1986, 1987; Newman et 
al. 1987), however, we could not find any perirenal or subcapsular hematomas. The 
intrarenal alterations are preferably localized near the corticomedullary junction. 
This may be due to the physics of the shock waves (dispersion of shock waves at the 
border of tissues with different density). Vascular damage is the most interesting 
early effect: In contrast to other authors, we only found single thrombosis of veins 
(Delius et al. 1986; Newman et al. 1987). Surprisingly, we detected segmental 
necroses of small and mid-sized arteries in 7 out of 10 kidneys. 

To our knowledge, such alterations have not been described yet. Further investi
gations are necessary to find out whether these alterations are associated with the 
onset of arterial hypertension after ESWL. According to Williams et al. (1988) up to 
8% of patients develop arterial hypertension after ESWL; its pathogenesis still re
mains unknown. Despite systematic investigation, we could not find late vascular 
lesions, which might have been derived from the early alterations mentioned above, 
e.g., segmental necrosis, hemorrhages, etc. After 3 months, only some kidneys 
showed small scars at the corticomedullary junction or at the papillary apex without 
decrease of renal function (Muschter et al. 1986, 1987). These late alterations, as far 
as detectable, are subtle in comparison with early damages. 

Discussing the significance of the findings described above, it has been taken into 
account that minor alterations can be expected in humans. In our animal study, the 
distance from skin to renal pelvis is shorter than that in man. Furthermore, the ani
mal kidney did not suffer from nephrolithiasis, thus there was no possibility of the 
absorption of energy by renal stones. 
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The Effect of Shock Wave Exposure on Kidney Function 
in Dogs 

K. YAMAMOTO l , T. KlSHIMOTO l , H. IIMORI l , M. SENJYU l , T. SUGIMOTO l , 

H. OCHI2, and M. MAEKAWA 1 

Introduction 

The comparable safety of extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) has been 
shown by the results from the more than 50000 patients who have been treated with 
the Dornier kidney lithotripter around the world (Dornier Medizintechnik 1988; 
Drach et al. 1986). We started ESWL at our hospital in July 1985, and treated over 
1000 patients with upper urinary tract stones using the Dornier kidney lithotripter 
HM3. The success rate included both patients who became stone-free and those 
whose stones were disintegrated into less than 4 mm. The success rate of 521 renal 
stone patients treated in the first 2 years was 87.1%, including 62.9% stone-free 
cases judged by KUB. Similarly, the success rate of 200 ureteral stone patients was 
90.0%, including 76% stone-free cases. Common complications were pain and fever, 
which occurred in 16.3% and 13.5% of the patients, respectively. Most of these cases 
were not serious, and they recovered in a few days without special treatment (Yama
moto et al. 1983). However, macroscopic hematuria occurred in almost all cases, and 
a petechiae-like lesion was observed at the skin where the shock waves entered in 
about half of the patients. In addition, an elevation of the level of cell-escaped en
zymes in the blood occurred, indicating hemolysis and myolysis (Kishimoto et al. 
1986). Taking account of these facts, it may be possible that the kidney exposed to 
shock waves by focusing may be damaged to some extent. Therefore, we studied the 
effect of high energy shock wave exposure on the kidney in dogs. 

Materials and Methods 

Nineteen mongrel dogs weighing an average of 12.7 kg were used for this study. In 6 
of them, systemic hemodynamics and regional blood flow were measured by the 
microsphere method during shock wave exposure. In 9 dogs, serial renoscintigraphies 
using 99Tcm_DTPA were done, and the remaining 4 dogs were used for histological 
examination of the kidney. 

All dogs were anesthetized with an intravenous administration of pentobarbital 
sodium at dose of 30 mg/kg, and a tracheal tube was inserted for ventilation with 
HFO jet ventilator (Mella Co.) using air, to minimize the respiratory movement 
of the kidney. The dog was placed in the supine position on the modified patient 
stretcher of the Dornier kidney lithotripter HM3. Twenty milliliters of 60% uro
graphin was injected intravenously to visualize the kidney on the X-ray monitor. The 
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lower pole of the left kidney was exposed to a total of 1000 shock waves generated at 
20kY. 

Hemodynamic Study. A hemodynamic study was performed using carbonized micro
spheres having a diameter of 15 11m and labeled with 141-celium, 95-niobium, and 51-
chromium (New England Nuclear Co.). They were injected into the left ventricle via 
the catheter introduced through the carotid artery before shock wave exposure and 
at 500 and 1000 shock waves. The injected microspheres were distributed peripheral
ly according to blood flow rate and were trapped at the capillaries. The number of 
injected microspheres at each injection was about 440000. 

Renoscintigraphy. Renoscintigraphy was performed by bolus injection of lOmCi of 
99ffiTc_DTPA before shock wave exposure and at 30 min, 1,2, and 4 weeks after the 
exposure of 1000 shock waves. 

Histological Examination. Histological examination was performed just after and 1 
week after the exposure of 1000 shock waves. After fixation with 10% formalin and 
staining with hematoxylin and eosin and periodic acid-Schiff, microscopic examina
tion was carried out. 

Results and Discussion 

Hemodynamic Study. The change in cardiac output measured by the microsphere 
method is shown in Fig. 1. Immediately after 500 shock waves, cardiac output in
creased, followed by a decrease after 1000 shock waves. These changes were not 
statistically significant, indicating that systemic hemodynamics were not altered so 
much during shock wave exposure. Percentage distribution of cardiac output to the 
kidney is shown in Table 1. Blood flow to each lesion measured was standardized as 
blood flow to 100 g of the tissue. Percentage distribution of cardiac output to the 
affected side slightly changed but not significantly; that to the contralateral side 
showed a slight decrease during treatment with no significance. The change in blood 
flow to the other organs is shown in Table 2. Blood flow to the colon overlying the 
affected part of the kidney decreased after 1000 shock wave exposure. In fact, small 
hematomas and bleeding were found in this lesion of the colon, suggesting that the 
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Table 1. Change of renal blood flow distribution (% COII00 g) (n = 6) 

Pre After After 
500SW lO00SW 

Involved Whole 27.2 ± 3.0 28.9 ± 2.8 24.3 ± 1.3 

Involved Upper half 27.3 ± 3.5 28.7 ±2.6 24.7 ± 1.5 

Involved Lower haIfa 27.0 ± 2.6 29.0± 3.2 23.9 ± 1.3 

Contralateral Whole 32.7 ± 3.3 30.4 ± 2.6 26.4 ± 2.0 

Contralateral Upper half 33.1 ± 3.7 29.7 ± 2.6 26.5 ± 2.1 

Contralateral Lower half 32.4 ± 2.9 31.1 ± 2.8 26.4 ± 1.9 

Values are means ± SE; SW, shock waves 

a Discharged portion 

Table 2. Change of blood flow distribution (% CO/l00 g) (n = 6) 

Pre After After 
500SW lO00SW 

Right rectal muscle 0.41 ± 0.14 0.44 ± 0.11 0.49 ± 0.11 

Left rectal muscle 0.31 ± 0.06 0.53 ± 0.12 0.47 ± 0.15 

Right psoas muscle 0.25 ± 0.06 0.34 ± 0.09 0.22 ± 0.03 

Left psoas muscle 0.28± 0.05 0.34 ± 0.05 0.26 ± 0.06 

Spleen 14.2 ± 13.5 15.2 ± 2.56 11.3 ± 1.67 

Right lobe of liver 4.1 ± 1.11 4.8 ± 1.28 4.5 ± 1.14 

Left lobe of liver 3.9 ± 0.98 3.9 ±0.95 3.8 ± 0.81 

Colon (descending) 7.9 ± 1.55 5.4 ±0.97 4.5 ± 0.84* 

Values are means ± SE; SW, shock waves 

* (P<0.05) significant difference from the pre value (paired t-test) 

air-bearing hollow organ near the focus was damaged. However, blood flow to the 
other organs and tissues was stable during the treatment. 

Renoscintigraphy. Renoscintigram using 99mTc_DTPA at 30 min after shock wave ex
posure is shown in Fig. 2. The arrow indicates the exposed site. In the early phase of 
scintigram, the accumulation of the tracer was delayed in the exposed site. Then an 
enlargement of the affected kidney was observed with a delay in excretion of radio
activity. These changes were also noted at 1 week after shock wave exposure to a 
lesser degree, and at 3 weeks after the exposure there was no significant difference 
in renoscintigrams between the two kidneys. 

The time required to reach half of the maximum radioactivity, the so-called half
life time or t1/2, in the excretory phase of the renogram is shown in Fig. 3. A delay in 
the half-time was observed in the affected kidney, especially in the lesion. These 
changes were still observed at 2 weeks after the exposure but recovered to the con
trollevel after 4 weeks. 
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Histological Examination. The macroscopic view of the affected kidney just after 
shock wave exposure showed small subcapsular hematomas and hemorrhage in the 
parenchyma. The light microscopic view of the kidney stained with hematoxylin and 
eosin just after shock wave exposure showed bleeding in the peritubular space and in 
the intratubular space as well, and these findings were especially notable in the cor
ticomedullary border and deep medulla. As for the glomerulus, almost no structural 
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Fig. 4. Immediately after exposure to 1000 shock waves. Hand E, x 100 

change was shown, but for the tubules, vacuolation of the tubular epithelial cells was 
noted (Fig. 4). The basement membrane of the tubules and glomerulus judged by 
periodic acid-Schiff stain were intact, and vacuolation of the tubules was no longer 
seen after 1 week. 

Accordingly, it is suggested that high energy shock waves focused on the kidney 
mainly caused an impairment in tubular function, partly by tubular cell compression 
owing to bleeding and partly by the direct damage to the tubular cells themselves, 
and that these morphological and functional changes of the affected kidney are 
reversible and recover within 4 weeks. 

Summary 

The effect of high energy shock wave exposure generated by the Dornier kidney 
lithotriper HM3 on the dog kidney was evaluated by the microsphere method, 99mTc_ 
DTP A renoscintigraphy, and histology, and the following results were obtained. 

1. Renal blood flow to the affected kidney increased slightly after 500 shocks fol
lowed by a slight decrease after 1000 shocks without statistical significance. 

2. Renoscintigraphy using 99mTc_DTPA showed an enlargement of the affected kid
ney with delay in not only the accumulation but also excretion of the tracer. 

3. Histological examination showed that there was bleeding in the peritubular space 
and vacuolation of the tubular cells without few structural change in the glomerulus. 

4. Changes in both renoscintigraphy and histology were improved within 4 weeks. 
Therefore, the kidney was 'reversibly and temporarily damaged probably by con
tusion due to shock wave exposure. 
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Urinary Proteins as Parameters 
of Renal Functional Changes 
After Extracorporeal Shock Wave Lithotripsy 

D.M.WILBERT, W.L.STROHMAIER, S.H.FLlJCHTER, and K.-H.BICHLERI 

Introduction 

Currently extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) is the method of choice for 
treatment of most renal and ureteral calculi. Very little is known about its immediate 
and long-term side effects. Occasional iodine hippuran clearance studies even revealed 
an increase of renal function when the values before and after ESWL were compared 
(Chaussy 1982). 

From various animal experiments it is known that renal damage can occur when 
large doses (1000-6000 shock waves) of these high-energy pressure waves are directed 
towards the kidney. Major injury, as for instance intrarenal hemorrhage, vascular 
lacerations, and later extensive scarring, has been reported from these animal experi
ments (Muschter et al. 1987; Riedlinger et al. 1986). On the other hand, routine 
treatment does not seem to jeopardize renal function too much. In several studies, 
in only approximately 1 % of the patients did perirenal or intrarenal hematomas lead 
to clinical symptoms (Knapp et al. 1988; Waldthausen et al. 1987). It is hard to be
lieve that in the treatment of humans no alterations should occur, whereas in animal 
experiments extensive trauma, admittedly with large quantities of shock waves, is 
encountered. 

It has been difficult to assess renal damage quantitatively after extracorporeal 
shock wave lithotripsy. Imaging techniques can show morphological changes early 
after ESWL, such as diminished perfusion, perirenal fluid collection, or edema of 
the kidney in 30%-50% (Knapp et al. 1988). Radionuclide scans do not show alter
ations regularly. 

Therefore, this study was undertaken to evaluate urinary protein excretion after 
ESWL of renal stones to find possible means of assessing potential renal damage. 

Material and Methods 

In 17 patients urine samples were obtained before and up to 4 days after ESWL. To 
monitor glomerular function, immunoglobulin M (IgM), alpha-2-macroglobulin, and 
immunoglobulin G (IgG) , and to monitor tubular function, beta-2-microglobulin, 
albumin, and Tamm-Horsfall protein (THP) , excretions were determined in aliquots 
of 24-h urine samples and one 6-h sample immediately after ESWL by a routine labo
ratory enzyme immunological method for beta-2-microglobulin, and radial immuno
diffusion for all other proteins. The mean and standard errors were plotted over time 
and expressed per gram creatinine. 
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According to the method published by Bichler et al. (1973) Tamm-Horsfall pro
tein is determined by first dialyzing an aliquot of 5 ml of urine overnight through a 
collodium membrane. Then 0.3% SDS solution (sodium-dodecylsulfate, Serva, 
Heidelberg) is added to the outer portion. In the meanwhile agarose gel disks are 
produced containing THP-specific antibodies (Behringwerke, Marburg). Then 6111 
of concentrated urine are filled into preformed wells, and immunoelectrophoresis is 
maintained for 2.5 h. The plates are colored with Coomassie brillant blue and the 
peaks measured and compared with appropriate standards. 

Beta-2-microglobulin is determined with a commercially available enzyme-linked 
immunoassay (Behringwerke, Marburg). The beta-2-microglobulin of the aliquot 
and the beta-2-microglobulin-peroxidase conjugate compete for binding to an anti
body attached to the wall of a plastic vial. Addition of hydrogen peroxide and 
chromogen leads to an enzymatic reaction resulting in loss of color intensity which 
can be measured with a photometer. 

All other urinary proteins are determined by radial immunodiffusion on LC
partigen disks (Behringwerke, Marburg). If the screening of urinary protein content 
reveals less than 150 mg/lOO ml, then the urine is concentrated through Minicon 
filters (Amicon Division, Danvers, USA). Afterwards, the urine is rediluted and Sill 
of different dilutions are administered on LC-disks which contain appropriate anti
bodies. Immunodiffusion is allowed to run for 3-5 days according to the molecular 
weight of the proteins. After termination the circles around the wells are measured 
and compared with standards. 

All 17 patients had calyceal or renal pelvic stones on one side only. They did not 
receive catheters of any type prior to treatment nor were nephrotoxic agents, such as 
aminoglycosides or contrast media, administered during the study period. 

Shock wave impulses varied from 700 to 2200 shock waves per session. The treat
ment was performed on a HM4 Dornier bathless lithotripter with a modified low 
pressure generator. 

Results 

An approximately tenfold increase of albumin excretion is found immediately after 
ESWL, which reaches normal values after 3 days. Beta-2-microglobulin also is raised 
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Fig. 3. Determination of alpha-2-
macroglobulin before and after 
shock wave treatment (ESWL) in 
24-h urine samples, expressed per 
gram creatinine. Mean and standard 
errors of the mean, n = 17 

Fig. 4. Determination of beta-2-
micro globulin before and after shock 
wave treatment (ESWL) in 24-h 
urine samples, expressed per gram 
creatinine. Mean and standard er
rors of the mean, n = 17 

and gradually drops to normal values after 4 days. Interestingly beta-2-microglobulins 
were slightly elevated prior to ESWL, which is in keeping with results from the liter
ature (Bichler et al. 1981). Tamm-Horsfall protein shows a pronounced decrease im
mediately after shock wave exposure, coming back to almost normal values after 4 
days. 

The larger molecule proteins IgM and alpha-2-macroglobulin, which under nor
mal circumstances are found in the urine only in traces, show a tenfold increase and 
IgG, a twofold increase immediately after ESWL with normal levels after 3 days (see 
Figs. 1-6). 
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Fig. 5. Determination of albumin be
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Fig. 6. Determination of Tamm
Horsfall protein before and after 
shock wave treatment (ESWL) in 
24-h urine samples, expressed per 
gram creatinine. Mean and standard 
errors of the mean, n = 17 

An increase of large molecule urinary proteins is interpreted as an alteration of 
glomerular permeability. Small molecule proteins are thought not to be reabsorbed 
adequately by the tubular cells due to functional changes resulting from exposure to 
shock waves. As far as it is known to date, these pathological protein excretions are 
limited in time. 

The urinary protein determinations provide reliable means of assessing temporary 
renal damage. Quantification over time seems possible. Tubular changes apparently 
last longer than glomerular alterations. However, within 3-4 days all values are back 
to normal. In the range of 700-2200 shock waves, as applied to the patients studied, 
we could not find a close correlation between the number of shock waves and the ex
tent of the damage. This is conceivable when there are many variables to be taken 
into account. Accordingly, Ruiz Marcellan and Ibarz Servoi (1986) did not find a 
correlation between increased enzyme levels after ESWL and the number of shock 
waves applied. However, it is important to mention that in our study there was not a 
single patient who showed all proteins within normal limits after ESWL. 

Kishimoto and coworkers (1986) studied the effects of shock waves by measuring 
urinary N-acetyl-~-D-glucosaminase before and after ESWL. They found a signifi
cant increase of this tubular enzyme for more than 4 days. 

In 12 patients Gilbert and others (1988) found a significant proteinuria after 
ESWL, greater than 1.5 g/24 h no matter whether the kidneys were obstructed or 
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not. Their mean number of shocks delivered was 1600 impulses at an average of 
20 k V. They also stated that it seems unlikely for the proteinuria to result from bleed
ing as for instance from damaged urothelium. This is in keeping with the findings 
presented here, as for example the decrease of THP, a specific renal protein, sup
ports the hypothesis of tubular alteration. Furthermore, increased urinary excretion 
of beta-2-microglobulin, as also shown in transplant patients, is considered a con
sequence of tubular damage as long as the serum creatinine is within normal limits. 

Therefore the loss of urinary proteins seems to reflect a transient parenchymal 
trauma comparable to a renal contusion. The long-term effects of these findings re
quire further evaluation. 

For the clinical routine it seems safe to repeat the treatment after 3-4 days, after 
functional changes have returned to normal values. 
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Changes in Blood and Urine Chemical Parameters 
After Extracorporeal Shock Wave Exposure 
of Canine Kidneys 

P. JAEGER and C. CONSTANTINIDES1 

Introduction 

Clinical observations such as the inevitable macro hematuria and the occasional renal 
hematomas have led investigators to the assumption that shock waves have more 
damaging effects on renal tissue than originally suspected. This assumption was con
firmed in various experimental studies (Jaeger et al. 1988). Of great interest are 
the possible biochemical changes which might occur along with the morphological 
ones; if they do, are they to be considered as indications of permanent renal function 
deterioration or not. 

Materials and Method 

Eight mongrel dogs were exposed, under anesthesia, to 1500 shock waves of 18kV, 
in the HM 3 human lithotropsy unit of Dornier. The shock waves were applied to the 
left upper renal pole and the right lower renal pole of each animal. Nephrectomy 
(plus two control animals) followed 1 and 24-36 h, 7-11 days, and 3-6 months after 
exposure. Laboratory parameters were controlled before and after exposure and be
fore nephrectomy. The estimated serum and urine parameters are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Parameters estimated 

Serum parameters 

Electrolytes: Na, K, Ca 

Kidney: blood urea nitrogen, creatinine, LDH (?) 
Liver: transaminases (SGOT, SGPT), alkaline phosphatase (AP) 
Pancreas: alpha-amylase 

Urine parameters 

Quantitative: sodium (Na), potassium (K), creatinine (Cr) 

Qualitative: glucose, leukocytes, nitrite, pH, urobilinogen, bilirubin, red blood celis, Hb 

Results 

Serum electrolytes (Na, Ca, K) were slightly decreased but, except for Ca, remained 
within normal limits. Those differences are not statistically significant. Serum elec
trolytes remained practically stable in late measurements as well (Table 2). Blood 
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Table 2. Serum electrolyte measurements 

Na K Ca 

Normal 148 ± 5 4.8 ± 1.0 2.6 ± 0.2 

PreESWL 147 3.8 2.60 

Post ESWL 

Ih 142 3.5 2.26 
24-36h 146 3.9 2.32 

7-11 days 146 3.7 2.43 
3-6 months 148 3.8 2.60 

Table 3. Serum blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and creat-
inine measurements 

BUN Creatinine 

Norm (mg%) 4.9 ± 1.5 90 ± 25 

PreESWL 4.6 91 

PostESWL 

Ih 4.0 94 
24-36h 4.0 97 
7-11 days 5.0 98 
3-6 months 5.7 94 

Table 4. Serum SGOT, SGPT, and alkaline phosphatase measurements 

SGOT SGPT Alkaline 
phosphatase 

Norm (lUll) 53 ± 40 43 ± 28 70 ± 5 

Pre ESWL 16 38 84 

Post ESWL 
Ih 223 205 71 

24-36h 167 158 179 
7-11 days 27 66 166 
3-6 months 9 46 67 

urea nitrogen and creatinine in serum fluctuated minimally as well, without statisti
cally significant differences. Stable values in late measurements indicate, through 
creatinine estimations mainly, a stable renal function after 6 months (Table 3). 

From the estimated liver function parameters (SGOT, SGPT, and alkaline phos
phatase), both transaminases expressed a marked increase after exposure, which was 
well above normal values. However, within a week, they returned to normal and re
mained normal even after 6 months. Alkaline phosphatase expressed a milder and 
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Table 5. Serum alpha-amylase and lactate dehydro
genase (LDH) measurements 

Amylase LDH 
(U/dl) (lUll) 

Norm 930 ± 600 120 ± 80 

Pre ESWL 822 48 

Post ESWL 

1h 680 331 
24-36h 1097 108 
7-11 days 1192 130 
3-6 months 1041 33 

Table 6. Urine parameters (quantitative) measurements 

Na K 
(mEq/l) (mEq/l) 

Norm 90 ± 72 70 ± 50 

Pre ESWL 131 70 

Post ESWL 
1h 79 29 

P. Jaeger and C. Constantinides 

Creatinine 
(mg%) 

200 ± 100 

211 

33 

delayed increase with values returning to normal more than 11 days after exposure. 
We should note here that those increased values were observed randomly and were 
not dependent on the side of shock wave exposure as one might expect but were 
registered even if only the left kidney was exposed to shock waves. However, no 
morphological changes in the liver could be found, so we think that the increase of 
liver parameter values is a result of renal cell damage, especially in the proximal 
tubules, since it is well-known that the measured enzymes exist in kidney cells as 
well. A typical example of this is the increase of those enzymes after kidney infarc
tion (Table 4). 

Serum amylase shows no significant early or delayed fluctuations. Lactate dehy
drogenase, which is present in almost all cells and converts lactate to pyruvate, shows 
an early mild increase, which cannot be attributed to any specific organ but is an indi
cation of cell damage (Table 5). 

The main finding from the urine quantitative analysis is a remarkable decrease of 
urinary creatinine in immediate postexposure urine specimens. The electrolytes fluc
tuate nonspecifically within the normal limits. After 24 h, urinary creatinine returns 
to normal in all animals. The explanation of this finding, which is well related to simi
lar urea changes, is difficult, since no 24-h urine specimens were collected. It may 
represent a transient decrease in creatinine glomerular filtration rate (Table 6). 
Qualitative urine estimations reveal a significant glucose excretion in all dogs imme
diately after exposure, a sign of renal parenchymal cell damage, especially in the 
juxtaglomerular region where glucose reabsorption takes place (Table 7). 
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Table 7. Urine parameters (qualitative) measurements 

PreESWL PostESWL 

Lc neg neg 

Nitrite neg neg 

pH 7.38 7.44 

Protein unchanged 

Glucose neg +++(+) 
Ketone bodies neg neg 

Urobilinogen no no 

Bilirubin neg neg 

Blood -(+) ++++ 
Hb -(+) +++ 

Discussion 

The results of this study indicate that the exposure of canine kidneys to therapeutic 
amounts of shock waves leads to inevitable changes of certain serum and urine labo
ratory parameters. Those changes clearly indicate renal cell damage, which occurs 
mostly in the region of the proximal tubule. A functional deterioration of neighbor
ing organs, such as liver and pancreas, was not detected. All values returned, how
ever, quickly to normal. 

If the decrease in urinary creatinine is in fact a result of decreased glomerular 
filtration, then, in spite of the remarkable morphological changes, only a marginal, 
transient renal cell damage from shock waves can be documented. 

Summary 

We exposed the left upper and right lower renal pole of 8 mongrel dogs to 1500 shock 
waves of 18 kV in our extracorporeal human lithotripsy unit and we estimated vari
ous serum and urin parameters one hour, 24-36 hours, 7-11 days and 3-6 months 
after the exposure (2 control animals included). In serum we observed a transient de
crease of calcium (Ca), an immediate increase of lactate-dehydrogenase (LDH) , 
transaminases (SGOT and SGPT) and a delayed increase of alcaline phosphatase 
(AP). Creatinin (Cr), blood urea nitrogen (BUN), sodium (Na), potassium (K) and 
amylase remained within normal limits. In urine a decrease of creatinin and an in
crease of glucose excresion were noted. We believe that those changes represent a 
relatively mild and transient damage of renal cells and do not reflect the occasionally 
heavy morphological changes observed after shock wave exposure. 
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Application of High Energy Shock Waves to Single Cells 

D.M.WILBERT1, O.SCHOFER2, and H.RrEDMILLERl 

Introduction 

Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy has been in clinical use since 1980 with several 
hundred thousand patients treated to date. Striking complications, like perirenal 
hematomas, are rare with a range of approximately 0.5% -1.5%. High dose applica
tions in pigs and dogs have shown devastating effects on renal parenchyma with intra
renal hemorrhage and later fibrosis (Muschter et al. 1987). However, very little 
is known about shock wave effects on single cells like cellular blood components. 
Chaussy and coworkers (Chaussy 1982; Eisenberger et al. 1977) could show an in
crease of free hemoglobin after exposing canine erythrocytes to shock waves. Russo 
and associates (1986) found a profound influence of shock wave exposure on rodent 
experimental tumors, virtually extinguishing the tumor cells. 

In the early 1970s when diagnostic ultrasound was introduced into clinical prac
tice, there was much concern about possible side effects on cells on a biochemical 
level or by fracturing chromosomes. It is known that the energy level of diagnostic 
ultrasound waves is much less than that of shock waves. 

Methods and Results 

To examine further a possible influence of shock waves on cells, a set of experiments 
was carried out looking at different cell functions. As the shock wave source a serial 
type electromagnetic applicator was used as installed in the Siemens Lithostar litho
tripsy unit, delivering approximately 200 bars pressure in the focal zone at 17.2kY. 
Blood was drawn from 8 humans and either full blood for the red cell exposure or 
ficoll-separated leukocytes and lymphocytes exposed to varying numbers of shock 
waves in a small sterile container specially developed for these experiments. 

The exact focal positioning of the test tubes was assessed by fluoroscopy after 
submersing the tubes in a water bath. 

In a first experiment full blood was exposed to an increasing number of shocks at 
a constant kV setting. This experiment was paralleled by another set in which the 
number of shocks was kept constant and the generator voltage was increased from 17 
to 20kY. All these assays were performed in triplicate and then the free hemoglobin 
measured in the serum, utilizing the cyan-methemoglobin method. It revealed an in
creasing amount of free hemoglobin with increasing numbers of shocks or higher 
generator voltage (Wilbert et al. 1987). 
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Fig.2. Influence of high energy shock waves on catalase enzyme activity after stimulation with 
zymosan, which was initiated at time O. Exposure of granulocytes (15 mill cells/ml) with 4 to 256 
impulses at 17.2kY. Optical measurement from 0 to 90 min. K, chemoluminescence (1/100 counts 
per 10 s; Contr, controls; n = 8 

In the next experiment human lymphocytes were labelled with 51-chromium, 
then the cells exposed to 4-512 shocks and the amount of chromium assessed in the 
supernatent after centrifuging the cells down (Schmolke and Vorlaender 1982). With 
increasing energy delivery, more and more released chromium was detected (Fig. 1). 

As a parameter of intracellular metabolism the leukocyte catalase activity was 
measured after stimulation with zymosan, a test which is generally used for assess
ment of nonspecific macrophage activity. After exposure to different numbers of 
shock waves, no significant changes of the catalase activity could be found as com
pared with untreated control cells (Fig. 2). 

As another important aspect of cellular integrity, possible alterations of surface 
antigens were tested by labelling antigens of different lymphocyte subpopulations 
with monoclonal antibodies, countercoupled with fluorescin. Flow cytometric mea
surement of the presence of antigens did not show any loss of antigenicity as com
pared with nonexposed control cells (Fig. 3). 

Finally, undisturbed reduplication of lymphocytes was examined by measuring 
[3H]thymidine uptake after stimulation with several mitogens such as concanavalin 
A or phytohemagglutinine (PHA). After shock wave exposure, no significant de-
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Fig. 3. Measurement of FITC 
(fluorescin-isothiocyanatisomer 1)
labelled surface antigens before 
(Contr) and after shock wave ex
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Fig. 4. Percentage of [3H] thymidine 
uptake indicating undisturbed pro
liferation of lymphocytes. Shock 
waves vary from 4 to 256 impulses at 
17.2kY. Expressed as percentage of 
untreated controls (= 100%), n = 8. 
Mean ± SEM; Sf, stimulation index 
(cpm mean of stimulated aliquotsl 
cpm mean of controls) 

crease of the stimulation index, expressed in percentage of the controls, was found 
(Fig. 4). 

Complete sets of chromosomes were examined microscopically after exposing 
human leukocytes to 256 shocks. Here, among 1288 chromosomes, not a single frac
tured chromosome could be found. 

However, after the initial finding of increasing free hemoglobin and even more 
after increasing release of radiolabelled chromium, these phenomena were further 
examined to find a morphological base. 

Therefore, electron microscopy was carried out after high dose exposure from 
256 to 4056 shock waves. This revealed some vacuolization of the exposed cells in the 
peripheral cytoplasm. However, this finding was also present in the unexposed cells. 
Cytoplasmic subcellular structures such as mitochondria remained undisturbed. 

Discussion 

From these experiments we have concluded that all cell functions such as enzyme 
activity, surface antigenicity, and reduplication remain unchanged after high dose 
shock wave exposure. However, the permeability of the cellular membrane is altered 
depending on the energy applied. This results in release of hemoglobin or ingested 
chromium as shown in the experiments above. In preliminary experiments the same 
is true for tumor cells investigated (results not shown). Therefore, to date it is felt 
that there is no logical basis for exposure of tumor cells to shock waves other than 
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for the possible enhancement of permeability to cytotoxic agents. Second, with in
creasing shock wave exposure it is conceivable that specific cell functions related to 
stable membranes may become disturbed temporarily. This finding is well in keeping 
with other results, either looking at urinary protein excretion or urinary enzymes 
(Ruiz Marcellan and Ibarz Servio 1986) after shock wave exposure of the kidney. 
These hypotheses, as established by these experiments with leukocytes, await confir
mation with other cell types as well. 
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Evaluation of Optical Feedback 
for Preventing Tissue Damage in Dye Laser Lithotripsy 

S.THoMAs, R.ENGELHARDT, W. MEYER, and J.PENSEL1 

Introduction 

Microsecond laser pulses are beneficial for laser lithotripsy because they can be 
coupled into and transmitted through very thin caliber fibers (200 11m core diameter). 
The interaction between the laser pulse at the fiber tip and the target object is both 
thermal and mechanical and relies more on the power density than on the wave
length. If the fiber tip is in direct contact with a urinary stone, a plasma is initiated 
by the high energy density of the laser pulse (> 100 J /cm2). Oscillations of the plasma 
bubble result in mechanical shock waves that lead to stone disintegration. The quality 
of the distal fiber surface is uncritical in this process. For this reason highly flexible 
fiber application systems utilizing a 200 11m quartz fiber without accessory devices to 
facilitate plasma formation can be used with microsecond lasers for lasertripsy. 

The biological side effects of microsecond pulses have not been investigated 
thoroughly to date. The short pulses yield high power densities, yet the average 
power is relatively small; thermal effects are therefore believed to be minimal, 
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whereas mechanical effects in tissue caused by the plasma-induced shock wave are 
obvious. In a fundamental investigation Watson compared the influence of wave
length and pulse length on the fragmenting efficiency and the resulting fragment size. 
The optimal parameters were shown to be a wavelength of S04 nm with a pulse 
length of 11ls (Watson et al. 1987a). A further benefit of this wavelength is the fact 
that hemoglobin has a relative absorption minimum around SOO nm (Fig. 1), mini
mizing tissue absorption that might lead to side effects. 

An assessment of tissue reaction to direct application of microsecond pulses has 
only been made once. Watson applied 2S-30mJ laser pulses ureteroscopically to a 
pig ureter and could only see small petechial bleeding at the irradiated sites. Long
term effects were minimal; the lesions could not be clearly identified 4-6 weeks later 
(Watson et al. 1987b). 

Our initial observations under comparable conditions of exposure show more ex
tensive, even transmural hematoma (Thomas et al. 1988). The results of a series of 
in vitro and in vivo experiments on microsecond lasers for lithotripsy encouraged the 
development of an optical feedback regulation that will yield full laser energy only if 
fiber contact to a stone is given. The feedback regulation allows pulse energies that 
are actually required to disintegrate all kinds of urinary calculi to be used in clinical 
endoscopy without causing adverse effects to the surrounding tissue. 

Results 

In Vitro Fragmentation 

The pulse energies for fragmentation of human urinary calculi were tested with a 
flashlamp pumped dye laser (Vuman Lasers Ltd/own modification) with a mean 
pulse duration of 2 J..LS. Apart from Cumarin 314 (S04 nm), which Watson showed to 
have optimal efficiency for laser lithotripsy, Rhodamine 6G (S90nm) with its high 
energy yield and Rhodamine 700 (nOnm) which generates radiation similar to that 
of an alexandrite laser were used. 

Another reason for investigations at 720 nm is that hemoglobin absorption is 
several-fold lower at this wavelength than at S90 nm and that tissue damage by direct 
absorption might thereby be diminished. Since absorption of stone material rapidly 
decreases with longer wavelengths, higher pulse energies are required for stone frag
mentation at this wavelength. 

Stone fragmentation in vitro was performed under identical conditions on human 
urinary calculi of various compositions (Struvit, uric acid, calcium oxalate mono
hydrate, calcium oxalate dihydrate, and Brushit). The stones were fixed under nor
mal saline solution and exposed to laser pulses through a 200 J..Lm quartz fiber in direct 
contact with the stone. 

Fragmentation could only be seen after plasma formation and is easily identified 
by a bright flash of white light followed by an acoustic clap. The energy threshold for 
plasma formation did not correlate with stone disintegration in all stones. At the 
threshold energy a plasma was only obtained irregularly. Effective fragmentation re
quired an energy rise of approximately 20% over the plasma threshold at SOO nm and 
600 nm and of 60% at no nm. Only after this increase did we see a reliable, macro-
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Fig. 2. In vitro fragmentation 
of urinary calculi of various 
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old and fragmentation thresh
old (mJ) are stated in depen
dence of the wavelength (A). 
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scopically visible fragmentation that we determined to be valid subjective criterion 
for the fragmentation threshold. 

This threshold showed strong dependence on the wavelength of the laser and on 
the chemical composition and crystal structure of the stone. 

All stones showed plasma formation with pulse energies of 30 mJ at 504 nm, 35 mJ 
at 590 nm, and 50 mJ at no nm, some even at lower energies. Struvit and dihydrate 
stones began to disintegrate at these pulse energies; uric acid and monohydrate 
stones did not fragment despite plasma formation. An increase of pulse energy to 
40mJ (504nm), 45mJ (590nm), and 80mJ (nOnm) enabled reliable fragmentation 
in stones of all compositions (Fig. 2). Brushit and monohydrate stones were particu
larly resistant to lasertripsy, even at higher pulse energies. Larger stones tended to 
be accelerated away from the fiber tip without breaking. By immobilizing the stone 
in a modified Dormia basket with a central fiber guide, minute fragments could be 
chipped off, and complete stone disintegration was achieved after a great number of 
pulses. Fragment size and mean fragmentation time did not differ with all three 
wavelengths once the necessary fragmentation energy was used. 

In Vivo Animal Experiments 

Effective lasertripsy with microsecond pulses required fairly high pulse energies of 
40-80mJ, higher than the energies investigated for biological side effects so far. We 
therefore determined macroscopic and histologic effects caused by microsecond 
pulses using the parameters actually necessary in clinical application. 

In vivo experiments were done on a surgically exposed rabbit bladder, which is 
similar to the human ureter in histologic structure and strength. The lesions could be 
marked for later histological evaluation. 

In six rabbits the bladder was opened by ventral incision and distended between 
six marginal sutures. The urine was flushed from the bladder and replaced with nor
mal saline solution. Lesions with one, five, and fifty pulses were administered grid
like to a large area of the left and right bladder wall in two rabbits with each of the 
investigated wavelengths. Endoscopic irradiation with the same parameters were 
done in four further animals. The irradiation geometry was varied in different ani
mals, so that in one case the fiber end was 1 mm away from the tissue, in a second 
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Fig. 3. Transmural hematoma caused by laser-induced breakdown in a rabbit bladder (40 mJ, 590 nm) 

Fig. 4. One partial and one com
plete perforation of the bladder 
wall (rabbit), each caused by a 
single 40 mJ laser pulse without 
active optical feedback regulation 

the fiber tip barely touched the tissue, and in the third the fiber was advanced to the 
tissue under slight pressure. The pulse energies were set to the threshold energy for 
effective fragmentation at the specific wavelength (504nm, 40mJ; 590nm, 45mJ; 
nOnm, 80mJ). One animal of each series was killed immediately, the others after 
2-4 weeks. 

Macroscopic effect and histological evaluation of acute specimens revealed a uni
form reaction of tissue to microsecond laser pulses independent of the wavelength 
yet with differences in the mode of application. 
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Fig. 5. Histological examination 4 weeks after application of single pulse lesions (40 mJ, 590 nm): 
thickening and fibrosis of the suburothelial stroma with fibrotic disarrangement of the muscle layers. 
Van Gieson, x 16.8 

With noncontact irradiation at a distance of more than 1 mm, the power density 
of the laser pulse diminished by its divergence to the extent that breakdown did not 
occur and therefore no adverse effects were seen. 

Direct tissue contact of the 200-).lm fiber without pressure did not always lead to 
breakdown. Pulse energies below the plasma threshold (i.e. < 35 mJ) showed only 
minor mechanical effects. Even at fragmentation energy levels, plasma formation 
was only observed at every third to fifth pulse; in these cases macroscopic bleeding 
always occurred. Histology showed epithelial loss and extensive suburothelial bleed
ing. 

Direct contact of the fiber with tissue under the slightest pressure caused the fine 
fiber tip to penetrate or perforate the muscular layers of the organ. Irradiation al-
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ways led to macroscopic bleeding even though plasma formation did not take place 
with every pulse. Once a plasma did form, and an extensive, transmural hematoma 
occurred, appearing as a large subserosal hematoma (Fig. 3). In several cases, a 
single breakdown resulted in a minute perforation clearly not caused mechanically 
by the fiber itself (Fig. 4). 

Histological examination at 4 weeks in these cases always showed patches of 
fibrosis within the muscular layers (Fig. 5). 

Optical Feedback Regulatiou 

The alarming results of our animal experiments led us to devise a system that can de
tect fiber contact with a calculus before the plasma threshold is reached and that can 
switch off the laser pulse if no stone is detected. 

A single 200-l1m quartz fiber was used to transmit laser energy to the target and 
to guide light back to a detection system. The reemitted light was coupled out of the 
optical axis of the laser by a polarizing beam splitter. By using intracavity polariza
tion only a minor percentage of laser energy was lost and approximately 50% of the 
reemitted light could be diverted to the detection system. Analysis of the plasma 
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Fig. 7. Laser pulse power and photodiode detection signal during the rise time of the pulse 

flash itself was of no use, since potential damage had already taken place. The analy
sis of the temporal characteristics of frequency-shifted reemitted light (fluorescence, 
scattering, black body radiation) was a more sensitive method and was possible at 
power densities well below the breakdown threshold. Using only the first part of a 
laser pulse at the fragmentation threshold we analyzed the reemitted light during the 
rise time of the laser pulse to determine the target in front of the fiber tip (Engel
hardt et al. 1988a). 

The temporal progress of the detection signal is registered (Fig.6a) by a fast 
photodiode at a wavelength greater than 750 nm after passing filters (long pass inter
ference filter 750nm, negative interference filter). 

Figure 7 shows power versus time of a 40 mJ laser pulse with a mean duration 
of 211S. Within the first 0.511S the pulse only reaches a power of about 400 watts. 
The resulting power density at the end of a 200 11m fiber is far below the breakdown 
threshold. 

The temporal progress of detection signals of different targets using a 40 mJ laser 
pulse at 590nm is shown in Fig. 8. 

The upper half of the figure demonstrates the laser pulse, the lower half shows 
typical signals at different distances of the fiber tip from a Struvit stone and for a 
breakdown of tissue (dotted line). In this experimental arrangement a signal addi
tional to the plasma flash is typically seen only if a stone and not tissue is in the vicinity 
of the fiber tip. The physical origin of the reemitted light during the first 0.511S of the 
pulse is not yet known. 

The characteristic diagnostic return signal has been utilized for two different and 
complementary mechanisms to facilitate clinicallasertripsy and avoid potential tissue 
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Fig.8. Characteristic diagnostic return signals registered by the photodiode at different fiberstone 
distances (solid line) and of a breakdown of tissue (dotted line) compared with the temporal progress 
of a 40-mJ laser pulse. 

damage (Engelhardt et al. 1988b). The first is passive, monitoring the distance of the 
fiber tip to the stone by generating an acoustic signal, in which the tone rises in pro
portion to the registered photodiode signal at t = 0.3I1S. This gives the surgeon addi
tional information, since the resolution of thin caliber endoscopes often does not 
allow definite controlled positioning of the fiber. 

The second mechanism is active and conceived to rule out tissue damage alto
gether. If the photodiode signal at t = 0.311S does not reach a certain threshold, the 
laser pulse is interrupted by an optical switch (Pockels cell) (Fig. 6b). The tissue will 
then only be exposed to about 20% of the maximum pulse energy (= 10 mJ), which 
is far below the breakdown threshold for both stone and tissue. 

Both feedback mechanisms are unproblematical under clinical conditions. Their 
reliability and the biological effects of interrupted pulses are currently being tested 
in animal experiments before first clinical trials are undertaken. 

Discussion 

The use of microsecond laser pulses in lasertripsy offer the great advantage of very 
thin and highly flexible application systems. Potential tissue damage necessitates 
optical control of the lithotripsy progress by ureteroscopic instrumentation of the 
ureter. Even though small caliber instruments are sufficient to pass a 200-l1m core 
fiber, the traumatic aspect of ureteroscopy is well-known. A controversial question 
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still remains to be answered: Does the reduction of the ureteroscope diameter, from 
11.5 F, which will allow a rigid sonotrode probe to be passed, to 7.2 F, justify the 
additional expenditure and technical problems of a lasertripsy system? 

The optical feedback regulation by pulse interruption is a significant step forward 
in the development of a blind lasertriptor. Clinical evaluation will demonstrate its 
capability and determine the position of lasertripsy in comparison with such estab
lished and inexpensive methods as ultrasonic lithotripsy. 
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Technical Development, Biologic Effects, and Clinical 
Application of Laser-Induced Shock Wave Lithotripsy 

R.HoFMANNl, R.HARTUNGl, H.SCHMIDT-KLOIBER2, and E.REICHEL2 

Introduction 

Extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy (ESWL) provides a noninvasive treatment for 
most of the renal and ureteric calculi (70% -80% ). ESWL has brought a tremendous 
change in the management of patients with urinary stones. Patient morbidity is lessened 
compared with other methods of stone removal and only 10%-20% of all patients 
need subsequent stone particle manipulation by secondary percutaneous or trans
urethral methods (Lingeman et al. 1987). Impacted or very hard amorphous calculi 
in the ureter, however, especially when they are not surrounded by fluid for ESWL 
shock wave coupling to the stone, can only be crushed in situ in about 50%, while the 
other half needs flushing up to the kidney and disintegration in the kidney pelvis. 
This procedure has to be done with ureteral catheters or an endoscope, so that direct 
access to the stone is necessary. Disintegration of ureteral calculi into tiny stone frag
ments and flushing out of the ureter can be realized with the help of laser-induced 
shock waves and cavitation, initiated by the so-called laser-induced breakdown (LIB). 

Laser energy from a pulsed neodymium-YAG laser (Nd-YAG laser) with a pulse 
duration in the nanosecond range is changed into mechanical energy as shock waves 
by creation of a localized plasma. 

A high intensity Nd-YAG laser was developed for intracorporeallaser-induced 
shock wave lithotripsy (LISL) of ureteral and kidney calculi. 

Physical and Technical Aspects of Laser Induced Shock Wave Lithotripsy 

Laser-induced shock waves with an extremely steep shock wave front and a high 
pressure amplitude are generated by localized optomechanic energy conversion from 
a Q-switched nanosecond pulsed Nd-YAG laser (Hofmann and Schiltz 1984; Schmidt
Kloiber et al. 1985). At the interface between the surface of the calculus and the sur
rounding liquid, an electrical breakdown - LIB - is created by increasing the power 
density of the laser beam. At the focus part of the fluid vaporizes, and a tiny plasma
filled bubble is generated. By expansion and attenuation of this localized plasma, a 
shock wave front is emitted and propagated in the medium. Expansion and cooling 
of the plasma results in an oscillating plasma bubble, which causes cavitation in a 
liquid. The threshold intensities of these liquids for LIB lie apart from the threshold 
energy in the stone material or in the optical quartz fibers. This results in two advan
tages: operational independence from stone properties and hence from its composi
tion and great security in guiding laser pulses through optical fibers. 
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With a Nd-YAG laser of lO64nm, 8-ns pulse duration, and a single pulse energy 
of 20-80mJ, shock waves can be created with peak pressures of 1000-10000 bar in 
less than 4ns. This is some what higher pressure as compared with the maximum 
pressure at the second focus spot in ESWL lithotriptors (200-1300 bar) (Begun et al. 
1987). 

Shock waves reaching an area with different sound wave impedance - e.g., uri
nary calculi - are partly reflected. At the front of the calculus compressive, and at 
the rear tensile pressure is generated with consecutive disintegration of the stone. 

The combination of the extremely short discharge time of the pulse with plasma 
formation and cavitational effects results in a small temperature rise around the LIB. 
The medium applied energy is at maximum several watts, so that in practice no 
thermic effects are involved. The interval between two short term pulses is so high 
(50 Hz repetition rate, 8 ns pulse duration) that thermic effects due to a series of 
pulses can be ruled out. The ratio of a nanosecond pulse (8 x 1O-9 s) to 50Hz repeti
tion rate (50 pulses/s) - as applied in our laser system - would equal in a more com
prehensive, enlarged scale a pulse of 1-s duration followed by a pause of 28.9 days. 
This comparison enlightens the laser principle using an extremely short pulse with a 
steep high intensity shock wave followed by a comparably long pause. 

For intracorporeal application of the LIB, the laser energy has to be transmitted 
through small, preferably highly flexible fibers. Therefore, the mean energy density 
has to be chosen so small that no LIB can occur within the light guide, but high 
enough that an LIB is generated at the exit side of the fiber (30-70 mJ). Coupling of 
the Q-switched laser energy into a 600-,400-, or 200-l-lm quartz fiber was performed 
by a specially designed tube into the plane end of the fiber. Focussing of the laser 
pulses at the fiber tip was achieved by a unique, optically shaped fiber end. 

Optimal stone disintegration is performed within the LIB seen at the fiber tip as 
a light cone, resulting in an elongated, irregular pressure field. Fragmentation also 
can be heard as a series of slightly clicking sounds. 

Influence of Irrigation Solutions and Laser Pulse Energy on Stone Fragmentation 

Optimal parameters for intracorporeal LISL have been found to be 8-ns pulse dura
tion, 50Hz repetition rate, and 50mJ single pulse energy (600l-lm fiber). Constant 
irrigation and drainage of stone powder is mandatory to keep vision and efficacy of 
the laser treatment optimal. 

Increasing the concentration of sodium chloride (1.4% compared with 0.9%) re
sults in an increased efficacy of LISL, while two solutions-magnesium chloride and 
iron-dextran complex - improve laser-induced shock wave pressure about lO-fold. 
In particular, 1 mg/l Fe3+ proved to be optimal. The effect of metallic solutions on 
the LIB in liquids is not fully understood so far; however, a self-focussing effect of 
the laser beam in a metallic solution can be assumed. The already focussed laser 
beam with high peak pressures can thus be intensified even more, creating a smaller 
focus and smaller stone fragments. The stone particles created are all smaller than 
1 mm or even stone powder, while the most frequent size of voided particles using an 
extracorporeal unit is 0.8-1.5 mm with usually one fragment being 1.4-2.0 mm. In 
ESWL even larger fragments are encountered with hard stones such as uric acid or 
calcium-oxalate monohydrate (Riehle et al. 1987). 
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Biologic Effects of Laser Irradiation 

Biologic effects of laser irradiation were evaluated by irradiation of cell cultures, 
whole blood, and urothelium of bladder, ureter, and kidney parenchyma (Hofmann 
et al. 1988). Laser light from a Nd-YAG laser (8-ns pulse duration) was irradiated 
onto the tissue surface either as a single pulse or a pulse series of 20 Hz. Single pulse 
energy ranged from 50-120 mJ and was up to four times higher as compared with pa
tient application. Focussing of the laser pulses onto the tissue was performed by a 
small apparatus, built of a biconvex lens in a cylindrical tube and a fixed-up plexiglas 
cone. The length of the plexiglas cone was designed in such a way that focussed laser 
pulses hit the tissue surface when the device was set upon the tissue. 

Irradiation of Tissue Cultures. Irradiation of tissue cultures was performed (fibro
blasts, allogeneic renal cancer cells). Pulse energy varied from 50 to 84 mJ with up to 
600 focussed pulses. Only directly hit cells in the focus were destroyed and flushed 
off the glass during irradiation, while all cells surrounding the focus were vital and 
grew further in the culture. 

Irradiation of Whole Blood. Irradiation of whole blood was performed focussing the 
laser beam into a flask filled with 20ml whole blood. No significant hemolysis after 
laser exposure for up to 15 min was generated. 

Irradiation of Live Tissue. Kidney, ureter, and urinary bladder in pigs were exposed 
transperitoneally. The ureter and the bladder were opened, the lumen held open 
with threads, and the urothelium irradiated. 

Urothelium was exposed to focussed irradiation in three pigs to study the im
mediate effects of the laser beam. Laser energy varied from 50 to 84 mJ with 20 
pulses for evaluation of the depth of the lesion. These animals were killed immedi
ately following irradiation. The exposed areas were enclosed by nonresorbable 
threads for easier macroscopic and microscopic identification of the lesion. Macro
scopically, the area of irradiation could be found sometimes as a tiny point in the 
urothelium. Four of 18 tissue sections showed a small "ruptured cone" with a maxi
mum depth of 40 /lm, while no thermic lesion could be found with serial cuts of 5/lm 
in the defined area. The electron micrograph revealed a cone like defect of about 40-
50/lm depth and 100/lm width (Figs. 1, 2). 

Late effects were studied in another four pigs with irradiation of 60 or 80 mJ 
single pulse energy for 10 and 30 sand 30 mJ for 10 and 30 s. The exposed area was 
examined 2,4,8, and 12 days later. Histologic evaluation was performed using elastica
van Gieson and elastica-Ladewig staining as well as electron microscopy. 

No macroscopic lesions could be seen on the pig urothelium. Serial cuts (5/lm) 
showed no histologic change, especially no thermic damage, necrosis, or hemor
rhage. Electron microscopy also did not reveal any tissue alteration. 

Biologic effects on the urothelium are limited to a tiny mechanical rupture (100 
/lm width, 40/lm depth) of the tissue without creating thermic effects or a hole 
through the ureteral wall. This mechanic effect of the shock wave is still confined to 
the urothelial mucosa. Inadvertent laser irradiation of the urothelium during LISL in 
patients therefore does not cause any side effects or harm. 
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Fig.1. Electron micrograph of the ureter immediately after laser application (60mJ, 20 pulses), 
x 600. Note scale: the cone is about 1oo!-lm wide and 40!-lm deep 

Fig.2. Kidney parenchyma after focussed Nd-YAG laser irradiation (60mJ, 20 pulses, Sns). Maxi
mum depth of the mechanic rupture cone is 40 !-lm. No thermic effects are involved 
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Genetic Effects. Possible mutagenic effects of the Nd-YAG irradiation of 1064 nm 
wave length was evaluated by irradiation of Chinese hamster ovarian cells (CHO 
cells), human fibroblasts, and leukocytes. Sister chromatid exchange and chromo
somal breaks were not significantly increased following laser application, thus ruling 
out mutagenic effects of this laser quality. 

Clinical Application 

Patients and Stone Localization. A total of 61 patients with 63 calculi have been 
treated. Only stones which did not pass spontaneously out of the ureter after at least 
4 weeks' conservative treatment, obstructive ureteral stones, and ureteral and kid
ney stones not suitable for ESWL treatment or those which failed ESWL fragmenta
tion were selected. Of 61 ureteric stones 40 were obstructing the ureter with consecu
tive upper urinary tract dilatation. Two stones were in the kidney pelvis, another two 
in a calix. The ureteric stones had been impacted for an average of 2.5 months (1-48 
months). Stone size varied from 3 X 5 mm to 8 x 35 mm. Forty-three patients had 
general anesthesia; 14 ureteral and all 4 kidney stones were fragmented under local 
anesthesia. 

Endoscopy. An 11.6 or 9 F ureteroscope was inserted into the bladder and advanced 
directly into the ureter in 14 patients. In another 47 patients a flexible 4F ureteral 
catheter was passed into the ureteral orifice and to the stone. In front of the orifice, 
the endoscope was turned 1800 and advanced into the ureter by constant retorsion of 
the instrument. The ureteral stent was used as a protection of the roof of the ureteral 
orifice and as a guide to the stone. 

Intraoperative Stone Disintegration and Irrigation. During laser stone disintegration 
sufficient irrigation is essential as stone powder impairs the efficacy of LISL. Espe
cially in obstructing ureteric calculi, good irrigation and drainage is mandatory, as 
the irrigation fluid is blurred earlier. The focussed shock waves of the laser do not 
propel the calculus in the ureter; however, vigorous inflow of the irrigation fluid can 
flush up the stone, particularly when the calculus has been partly fragmented. In 
seven patients with nearly obstructing stones with an dilated upper urinary tract, a 
3 F Dormia basket was passed along the stone, the stone fixed in the basket and then 
fragmented by the laser beam. In three obstructing stones the calculus was first 
partly disintegrated by LISL, the residual concrement fixed within the Dormia basket 
and then disintegrated. 

The 600- or 400/lm fiber was directly advanced in the ureteroscope. LISL was 
done under constant vision, using an irrigation solution (saline or iron-III-dextran 
solution, 1 mg/l). The calculus was brought into the focus of the laser with the help 
of a red helium-neon pilot laser and the stone fragmented with 30-70mJ single pulse 
energy at the fiber tip, 20-50 Hz repetition rate and 8ns pulse duration. 

Results 

From June 1987 to May 1988 61 patients with 63 ureteral stones underwent laser 
stone fragmentation. In 52 patients the stone was disintegrated completely into very 
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Fig. 3. Bilateral prevesical stones in a 66-year-old man 

tiny particles, which were flushed out through the ureteroscope. In 6 patients with 
ureteral calculi the stone was reduced to a size small enough to be taken out by 
forceps together with the ureteroscope, as the small residual stones tend to move up 
in the ureter. These 58 stones were composed to amorphous calcium oxalate mono
hydrate (n = 28), crystalline ca-ox-dihydrate (n = 19), struvite (n = 4), and uric acid 
(n = 7). Five stones of amorphous calcium oxalate monohydrate were too hard to be 
completely disintegrated by the laser within reasonable time despite a single pulse 
energy of 60-70mJ. Two calculi were further fragmented by ultrasound, also after a 
considerably long time (30 min), and the stone parts removed by a basket or forceps. 
Three stones were flushed up to the kidney and taken out percutaneously. 
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Fig. 4. IVP showing extremely delayed excretion of contrast medium (120 min) with hydronephrosis 
on the right side 

In six patients a suction tube for the stone powder was used, but this procedure 
was given up, as sucking off the tiny stone particles (size less than 0.5 mm) was con
sidered unnecessary. Stone disintegration under constant vision using only inflow of 
an irrigation solution was sufficient. Tiny stone particles or blurred liquid was 
flushed away by constant inflow and eventually drained out through the outflow of 
the ureteroscope. 

LISL was performed within 20 s to 5 min irradiation time (1000-15000 pulses). 
The total operation time for the first ten patients was 36.7 min, which was reduced to 
19.9min for the following patients due to increasing operative experience with LISL. 
One fibre could be used for an average of 3.4 stone fragmentations. Fiber damage at 
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Fig. 5. KUB film after laser irradiation on both sides in one operation under local anesthesia. Total 
laser application time is 5 min 

the tip depends on the energy used and the operative skill. Laser energy can increase 
all the way to 70 mJ Ipulse. At high energy, the probability of an LIB in the fiber itself 
is increased, however laser energy of up to 50 mJ at the fiber tip does not damage the 
end; if fiber damage does happen, it is mainly caused by little cracks in the polished 
fiber tip resulting from stone particles. No harm was done to the ureteral wall by 
inadvertent laser irradiation in two cases or the manipulation with the ureteroscope 
or the laser fiber itself. 

All patients were free of stones immediately following LISL, proven by plain x
ray film postoperatively and an IVP some weeks later. No ureteral stricture was 
found. All patients were left free of an ureteral stent postoperatively. No patient 
developed hydronephrosis, which could have made temporary stenting of the ureter 
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Fig.6. IVP 2 months after laser stone disintegration. Note normal function of both kidneys com
pared with preoperative IVP 

necessary. Four stones in the ureter were flushed up during LISL due to the inflow 
of the irrigation solution. Three calculi were fragmented still in the ureter, while one 
stone was extracted percutaneously (Figs. 3-6). 

Discussion 

Q-switched laser pulses from a Nd-YAG laser disintegrate calculi by transformation 
of laser energy into mechanical energy as shock waves. Laser energy with nano
second pulses can be coupled into currently available 200-, 400-, or 600-/lm quartz 
fibers with a maximum single pulse energy of up to 70 mJ (600 /lm fiber). 
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Extensive animal studies using this laser type did not reveal any serious tissue 
damage with an energy of up to four times the energy now used in patient applica
tion. Immediate effects of focussed laser beam on the urothelium consisted of a 
craterlike hole (40 Ilm depth) still confined to the urothelial mucosa. No late effects, 
especially no thermic side effects, were seen. Ureteroscopy at the moment seems to 
be the most critical part of ureterolitholapaxy. In our patients no dilatation of the 
ureteral orifice was necessary as the instrument could be advanced to the stone passing 
the orifice with a torsion of the endoscope. 

Laser stone fragmentation proved to be effective in all but five stones. Optimal 
conditions for stone disintegration with the Nd-YAG laser of lO64nm wavelength 
were recorded with 8 ns pulse duration, 37-70 mJ single pulse energy, and 40-50 Hz 
repetition rate. Stone powder or particles created were so tiny (less than 0.5 mm) 
that they were flushed out of the ureter during the operation. Short contact of the 
fiber tip to the stone or the spray of fragments does not damage the fiber, while con
stant laser application with stone contact results in cracks of the fiber surface. The 
highly flexible quartz fiber, however, can be easily changed during the operation by 
removing the plug-formed end from the coupling device. 

Optimization of all physical and clinical parameters lead to a laser system featur
ing the following properties: 

1. No irritation of the eyes because of the use of infrared light 
2. Tiny stone fragments 
3. Easily interchangeable optical fibers 
4. No stone contact necessary 
5. Low cost and stable laser systems available 
6. Insertion of the ureteroscope only once without frequent use of forceps for stone 

fragments ("one-step" procedure) 
7. Small focussed pressure at the stone reduced incidence of flushing up stones in 

the ureter 
8. No harm to the urothelium 
9. No mutagenic effects 

Just recently photofragmention with a flash-lamp pumped dye laser has been in
troduced (Watson et al. 1987). This laser works by absorption of laser energy directly 
in the calculus with 11lsec pulse duration, up to 60mJ single pulse energy, and 10Hz 
repetition rate. Nanosecond laser pulses in our system act by cavitation and shock 
waves by inducing an LIB in a liquid and cavitation. Using the YAG laser, the liquid 
surrounding the stone acts in transforming the laser energy into mechanical energy. 
With the dye laser, the calculus itself is used as the energy converter, thus being 
dependent on the composition and color of the stone. The flexible quartz fibers used 
for LISL allow miniaturization of rigid instruments and application with small flexible 
probes. The laser action allows controlled fragmentation of the calculus, so that no 
additional measures such as removal of stone particles with forceps or basket are 
necessary. 

Indications for LISL are ureteric calculi not suitable for ESWL or those which 
failed ESWL fragmentation, obstructing ureteric calculi with LISL as a primary ther
apy without percutaneous nephrostomy, "steinstrasse", and if there is no ESWL sys
tem operational. 
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Effective and secure stone disintegration with small flexible laser fibers has 
proved to be a prerequisite for application with flexible endoscopes, so far only used 
as diagnostic instruments. Flexible ureteroscopy in combination with laser stone dis
integration implies the possibility of an atraumatic, one-step procedure for fragmen
tation of ureteral and kidney calculi without general anesthesia. 
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G. Ludwig, Frankfurt; J. Frick, 
Salzburg 

Spermatology 
Atlas and Manual 
1989. 101 figures in 215 separate illustrations, 
mostly in color, 15 tables. Approx. 160 pages. 
Hard cover ISBN 3-540-19226-3 

The leading procedure now in use to determine 
male infertility, the spermiogram, is fully 
presented in this very practical manual. Step-by
step instructions for the preparation and evalua
tion of spermiograms are given. The numerous 
accompanying illustrations, most in color, 
enable accurate morphological recognition and 
assessment of normal and pathological sperma
tozoal forms as well as other cellular elements. 
Separate chapters are devoted to spermatozoal 
stimulation, penetration tests and immunologi
cal tests, all aspects which have increased in 
importance in light of improved insemination 
techniques and in-vitro fertilization. 
This book gives excellent practical assistance to 
all those working in the field of andrology -
urologists, gynecologists, dermatologists, endo
crinologists, general practitioners, and labora
tory researchers - and serves as an introduction 
to the methods of insemination and the assess
ment of the chances of successful in-vitro fertil
ization. 
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Investigative 
Urology 2 
1987. 169 figures, some in color, 47 tables. 
XIII, 286 pages. ISBN 3-540-17890-2 

The second volume in the series Investigative 
Urology, contains contributions by primarily 
German urologists on the entire range of 
experimental work in urology and related 
fields. 
The editors hope that the result will be the 
creation of a platform for the open discussion 
of all scientific ideas concerning new diag
nostic and therapeutic approaches in urology, 
whether conservative or surgical. 
Forty-three contributions report developments 
in urological oncology, neurophysiology, uro
lithiasis, and other fields of oncology and are 
often interdisciplinary. Both basic and clinic 
research is covered. The book will be of great 
interest to all scientific urologists, oncologists, 
neurophysiologists, endocrinologists, and 
pathologists. It is a synopsis of all the scientific 
attitudes currently constituting urology in 
Europe. 




